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m the regents' decisions By ROBERT FUUtER80N#|^| 
and l-'^Ws 
||t CYNTHIA HORN '' 
Texan Staff Writers ' 
akers at a second rally in support of 
Daily Texan jand Student Government 
Wednesday focused on the need for 
student and faculty input into admin* 
tive decision-making and outlined 
iods to achieve it. 
estimated 1,600 persons heard State? 
Lloyd Doggett of Austin, University 
taiffilty members Dr. David Edwards and 
James Sledd, doctoral candidate 
rid Ross, Student Government 
sident-elect Frank Flemihg, Vice-
sident-elect Bill Parrish, Texan Editor 
hael Eakin and Student Government 
sident Sandy Kress. 
WE SHOULD aim for maximum stu-
t and citizen input into decision-
ting," Doggett said. 
fhe voices of students and faculty 
't count very much compared to the 




—T«wn StoffPlMt* by Mariay 
Spring Ahoy tiy 
Catching the. spring breeze on Lake Travis, a boat scoots under full sail 
toward an afternoon sun. With the onset of warm weather and spring 
break, many students take refuge from the stress of tests and papers as they 
head for the Hill Country lakes. 
. sm. said. . ; . . 
Parrish stressed the importance of lob­
bying with legislators oyer spring break in 
students' home districts. '.'This kind of ac­
tion is wording," he said. 
Editor Eakin also urged talking with 
legislators over spring vacation among 
"avenues against the regents actions." 
HE INDICATED theTexan and Student 
Government may tatei the matter to court 
next week. "I urge you systematically 
during your vacations to lobby with your 
representatives," he: |aid. "When we 
come back, hopefullyjwe can sue the 
Board of RegentsiCfor redress of 
grievances." ^ ^ 
"I predict that if we contTmS this kind of 
activism, in the next few weeks we'll see a 
By ANNE MARIE KILDAY 
Texan Staff Writer 
A special regent-administration com-! 
mittee composed of University System, 
Regent Frank C. Erwin, Deputy System 
Chancellor E. Don Walker and Uiuv^sity.> :qVer the regents' plan;,ggopted IVfefoh 
President Stephen H. Spurr Will consider he said. - * 5 '**' ' — 
(TSP) Board members to Spurr's com­
promise plait has been generally un­
favorable. Student Government President 
Sandy Kresscalled the plan "completely 
unacceptable.; "It shows no improvemjent 
an $t,er#atf v^plimjtf the recently passed-v 
optional fee check-off system for student 
services sometime next week. 
Spurr's alternative plan, announced 
Tuesday, would giye students the option of 
subscribing to the total package of ser­
vices to be supported by voluntary student 
fees or-declining to support specific items 
on the list. 
Spurr's proposal involves a positive and 
negative check-off system. Students who 
want the whole package (which includes 
women's and men's intercollegiate 
athletics, Cultural Entertainment Com­
mittee; Student Government and The Dai­
ly Texan, all of which were previously on a 
mandatory funding basis) would check the 
positive option. Students Who want to pay 
for specific items on the list would check 
the negative option, and then check off the 
items they do not wish to support. 
THE APPROXIMATE cost of each item 
in the package was givert to The Texan by 
a confidential source. CEC and The Daily 
Texan would be paid for on a yearly basis; 
CEC would cost $9 and the Texan would 
cost $3.30. 
The cost of Student Government would-
be approximately $1, men's inter-y 
collegiate athletics $16 and women's inter­
collegiate athletics $2. Under this plan 
students who wish to pay for The Texan 
and CEC for only one semester must in­
stead pay the whole yearly rates. 
Response from Student Government 
leaders and Texas Student Publications 
The-rege 
The Daily fexan and Student Government 
from a mandatory to a voluntary student 
funding basis, with a positive checkoff 
system. The positive check-off system 
would require students to check off items 
on the list! which they want-tq support. 
Student • Government President-el^ct 
Frank Fleming and Vice-President-elect 
Bill Parrish agreed the compromise was 
"better than the original, but not enough." 
Parrish added "I certainly hope that this 
compromise will not be used to stall or sti­
fle our efforts to fund Student Government 
and The Daily Texan." 
TEXAN EDITOR Michael Eakin 
denounced the plan as "another attempt 
by the administration to complicate 
things,. It's another form of optional fun­
ding with no input from student in­
stitutions." 
The plan, Eakin said, "still h^ts the 
potential of getting The Texan to a lot of 
people who read it but don't pay for it." 
The, TSP Board rejected Spurr's 
proposal Tuesday night. 
TSP General Manager Loyd Edmonds 
said Wednesday, "I do not see the advan­
tage which Dr. Spurr sees to this proposal, 
i fail to see how it could help The Texan," 
'he .said. . :-3. 
TSP BOARD president Michael Moore 
was working Wednesday on a possible 
meeting with administration officials and 
tue University System Board of Regents. 
I 
'if we fan out over the state next week, 
we'll be able to communicate our views all 
across the state," he added. 
v HE SAID THE regents' action was a 
"direct violation" of the due process 
clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution. 
• Doggett said he was ''encouraged" by 
responses to letters sent to University 
System Regents Allan Shivers and 
Edward Clark, among others, and expects 
"responsive, academic-oriented regents 
and accountability from all officeholders" 
in January, (975, when Regent Frank 
Erwin's term expires. 
Edwards, associate professor of govern­
ment, said it is important not to lose sight 
of "the importance of an independent Dai­
ly Texan and independent Student Govern­
ment for other people besides us as 
studentsand faculty." He said legislators 
and citizens are among those who benefit. 
"WE NEED AN independent, critical 
Student Governnteiit and aiHttdepettdertt, 
critical, fearless Texan. It is our duty to 
resist political interference," he said. 
Sledd explained the regents' action was 
taken to relieved the burden of fees on 
graduate and part-time students, but said, 
"we've alloxyed some of our graduate 
students to be used to put money in the 
hands of the faculty" because they are 
required to register for courses which 
may not ever be taught. 
"WE OUGHT politely to ask the ad-
ministrationHo practice what it 
preaches," he said, suggesting graduate 
teaching assistants' salaries be raised in­
stead of revoking mandatory funding for 
The Daily Texan and Student Government. 
Ross, doctoral candidate in the Depart­
ment of Philosophy, said, "I've been here 
five years and this is the best dang Texan 
Usage 
I've ever seen. Because it's the best Texan -
we've ever seen,/the ^egents havp chosen 
to shut it down.: y, \ v 
"We have to bear in mind there's 
something about The Texan the regents 
don't like," he said. "They spent a lot of 
time writing about things that aren't con­
fined to narrow student interest." 
Fleming, reading from a letter he sub­
mitted to The Texan, said, "Frank Erwin 
can be beaten." ' < 
Approximately 6,000 signatures? have 
been collected on petitions against the 
regents' decision to make funding of Stu-. 






By BILL GARLAND 
* Texan Staff Writer 
Constitutional Convention delegates 
voted 89-76 Wednesday to toss state voters 
part of the highway fund issue. 
Voters decide directly whether any in­
crease in the gasoline tax will go to 
general; revenues or to highway funds. 
As one of several separate submissions, 
the issue will be listed below the voting 
space for the entire document on the con­
stitution ballot. , • 
UNDER provisions of the submission, 
one-fourth of any increase above the 5-
cents a gallon rate would go to education 
and three-fourths to general revenues "to 
be allocated as provided by law." 
The current structure of the Highway 
User Revenue Fund will still be unaltered 
in the proposed constitution. 
GASOLINE TAX revenues and motor 
vehicle registration fees compifse the 
fund distributed one-fourth to .education 
and three-fourths to the highway depart­
ment. Fund income totals, approximately 
$750 million annually. 
Convention president Price Daniel Jr. 
has said the proposed constitution could be 
voted on in November since the conven­
tion is expected to last until July 31 with a 
possible month recess before the May 
primaries. 
Delegates declined Friday and again 
Tuesday to include the tax increase, or 
On 
By LINDA FANNIN 
Texan Staff Writer 
The city owes more than half of its $13.8 
million in utility rebate contracts to only 
10 firms and individuals, Councilman Bob 
Binder revealed iti a report released 
Wednesday. * "' 
In addition, the top 20 firms and in­
dividuals have direct interest in 70 percent 
of the total refund contracts, the report 
states. • - .• ' ' 
The utility -rebate contract system, 
which repays developers for installation of : 
i}' 
W a r m  . . . .  
Thursday's forecast 
calls for considerable 
mornin g cloudinessi 
:turning partly cloudy 
in the afternoon. High 
temperature will be in 
* the mid-80s with a low 
mttie^ow-6^sr-Wind^-
will be souther ty-5 to: 
15 m.'p.h. 
sewer and water lines in subdivision, is set 
for a public hearing before City Council at 
1 p.m. Thursday in the City Electric 
Building Auditorium, i 
THE HEARING to consider abolition of 
refund contracts was scheduled at the re­
quest of Binder and Councilman Jeff 
Friedman. 
The report states that the city owed $13,-
853,831 59 on 519 contracts as of March 1. 
With 3 percent interest added to the 
balance each year, the city may be paying 
a total of more than $17 million to 
developers. . ' ' 
ACCORDING TO the report, which lists 
50 holders of refund contracts, Nash 
Phillips and Clyde Copus Jr. are the top 
payees -of city refund contracts, holding 
direct interest in 13.1 percent ofall city re-
: fund contracts, totaling $1,816,233.94. 
• Other top contract holders listed in the 
report are David Barrow Sr., president of 
the Austin Corp.; Capital National Bank; 
Bill Milburn, president of Fawn Ridge 
OTHER FACTS set forth in Binder's 
report state: 
' • 26 percent of the total contracts have 
been sold Or assigned as collateral to other 
persons or firms. 
• 110 contracts, totaling more than $2.5 
million. are held by 20 banks, savings and 
loan institutions, mortgage and invest­
ment companies; 
• The top 30 holders of refund contracts 
have direct interest in 341 contracts (78 
percent of the total contracts), totaling 
more than $10 million. 
W: The report continues, "Of the top 12 
payees, everyone is, or has been, finan­
cially connected with another member of 
the group — through partnership,  
Mortgages or banking "activities." , 
i Jn addition, the report states that four of 
the ten persons receiving the highest 
amount of refund money also sit on th$ 
boards of directors of banks which also 
hold refund contracts. 
Development Co. and Somerset West • < THE UTILITY rebate policy, instituted 
Development Co. ;< Norwal ihfc. ; with Jerry^ by the City Council in 1953, pays 
Wallace, president; Walter Carrington; developers up to 90 percent of the cost of 
Nelson Pruett ; W,D. and H.D. Pringle; installing water and sewer lines in sub-
Jack Andrewartha, president of Austirf * divisions; as 'Weil as 100 percent of the cost pi the approach main, reaching from the 
Estates Devlopment' Co;, anH C.Wfr/tity limits tortliie-«ubdivisions. 
Heatherly . president of Buckingham The 3 percent interest charge; - which 
Ridge Development £o. and secretary of now constitutes one-third of the total 
-Peyton Gin Corp < -jffl'}' revenue paid out, was added in 1955v 
•;W 
$$3 
"lid," amendment in the highway fund 
provision. 
IF THE separate submission item is 
adopted by voters, it would become a part 
of the-current Constitution even if the 
proposed constitution fails. i ' 
In the long Wednesday session, -
delegates refused to let voters directly 
decide whether a state income tax would 
be banned or whether a percentage limit 
would be placed on total taxes taken in by 
tll6 stdtc ' l 
A PREVIEW OF the upcoming "right-
to-work'" battle was also staged on a : 
separate submission amendment by El 
Paso Rep. Ralph Scoggins which would 
have prohibited any statcfunds going to 
companies with "closed shops" where all 
employes are required to join a single un­
ion. 
A pure "right-to-work" provision would 
prohibit membership in a union as a 
prerequisite for employment. 
Pleas that "right-to-work" should not 
belong in the Finance Article helped 
defeat the provision 93-69* 
Such a provision has already been in­
stated in the General Provisions Article 
by the General Provisions Committee, but 
that article has not yet been presented for 
floor .debate. 
Fort Worth Rep. Dave Finney in­
troduced the amendment calling for 
voters to decide whether a ceiling should 
be placed on state taxing authority. 
HIS ORIGINAL amendment would have 
set the total revenue from state taxes at 
no more than 6.75 percent of estimated 
.total personal income unless a two-thurds 
vote of the Legislature authorized'aliiglier 
rate. 
A move to table the amendment failed 
91-77, but direct adoption of the separate 
submission fell short 87-78 after'" im-" 
passioned warnings by several delegates. 
"It once again raises questions of 
whether this body can, this close to May 4,: 
1974, respond to problems of children not 
yet born," Finance Committee Chairman 
Rep. Neil Caldwell of Angleton told the 
delegates. 
"WE ARE PROBABLY more in touch 
With this state than a bunch of college 
?>rofs and regular citizens," Amarillo Rep. 
Bryan Poff said in defense of the amend­
ment. • ; 
Rockdale Rep. Dan Kubiak complained, 
Texas would reach the ceiling imposed by 
the Amendment during the next session of 
the Legislature. . „ ' 
, IWITH THE ratio proposed in the amend-' 
ment, Texas currently takes in about 6.5 
percent of the estimated, personal income, 
. each year. Poff said,- \ > 
Finney..iabeled attemjpits'td 'chang^ the 
ratio to 10 peroent "putting an Astrodome 
v;Wer everything."' ' 4^ 
DELEGATES WILL begin considering 
several substitute amendments including 
one for the whole article at 9:30 a.m.' 
Thursday before taking a final vote on the"' 
article and moving on tp the Qovsm-
• ment Article^§ u 
Daniel said 'delegates iu^ pfoMbly 
would consider his resolution calling Jor 
, an April 5 to May 6 campaign recess|||f 
Students applaud Wednesday's rally speakers... 
STU mi 
—Texan Staff Photos by David Woo 
...as others gather at booths to sign petitions. r?. -
Law Report^Connects 
andDairy Fund 
Dairy industry funds allegedly inflated 
the assets of Citizens National Bank in 
Ausun after Associated Milk Producers, 
Inc. (AMPI) officials became bank 
stockholder's, according to a report 
drafted for the AMPI by American Bar 
Association President Edwafd Wright. 
The report, said United Press Inter­
national  (UPI) ,  s tates the dairy 
cooperative and its political committees 
made large' deposits in the bank, often 
leaving from $2* million to $5 million in in­
terest-free .checking accounts. 1 * ? 
The funds, according to the report, were 
withdrawn from other institutions near 
the year's end, then deposited for a few 
days in the Austin bank to make the bank1^ 
financial status "look good," said UPI. y 
(' The' claifas made in .the report were 
denied Wednesday by Citizens National $ 
Bank Chajrman Joe R. Long. 
The report indicated that former bank 
board chairman. Jake Jacobseir who 
resigned in June. 1972, was a moving force 
an Au$tin and 
The Wright report, said UPI, states that 
David L. Parr, former general manager of : 
the Arkansas Division of Associated Milk ; 
Producers, Inc.; Bob A. Lilly, former 
assistant to the AMPI general manager; 
and Joe Nigrelle of San Antonio were 
offered JO,000 shares of bank stock in 1969 
by Jacobsen. 
• UPI said Lilly and Nigrelle reportedly 
later said that they were holding half their 
stock for Harold S. Nelson, AMPI general 
manager, who did not want to '.'expose 
vhimself." • 
^liilly' was quoted" as telling ttie^in-
vestigators he had no choice but tdmiy the 
bank stock because Nelson and Jacobsen 
"put the heavy hand on me," according to 
UPI., . • 
No cash'was put up for the stock; valued 1 
1 
at about $450,000. and Jacobsen was 
reported to ; have arranged financing 
through loans from three Other Texas 
banks in-which Jacobsen had interest. 
. The investigators were told by Lilly that 
Washington attorney with -AMPI connecv . Jacobsen would occasionally call AMPI to 
tions Upl said, ^ -J-#!request deposits of $100,000 to $200,000 at^ 
m 
The Watergate grand jury indicted 
'Jacobsen Feb.' 21 for allegedly falsely 
testifying before the jury while answering 
quest ions regarding his  part  in 
arrangements for corporate,contributions 
to the re-election .campaign of President 
Nixon. " — 
the year's closing. Jacobsen is quoted in 
On report as saying he.did not remember 
it. but "I am ceirtainly not above doing 
this^rifM 
In June,1972f;Jacobsen file&i petitfondf " 
bankruptcy in Austin, selling 41.586 shares 
of bank stock in the foreclosure procedure. 
mm. 
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Student Senate Acts 
P{, >/>« 
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Suit Threat! Reissued 
ppgspsi* 
s p1 
*in its last meeting of its 
term, the Student Senate ap­
proved a resolution Wednes­
day to take legal action 
against the University System 
Board of Regents if 
negotiations on the student 
services fee funding con­
troversy fail. -
~The -JTexas Student. 
Publications"B&ard approved" 
the same resolution ISiesday. 
Student Government Presi­
dent Sandy Kress called 
University President Stephen 
Spurr's compromise proposal 
a "carbon copy version" of 
the optional fee system passed 
by the regents. 
The Senate also voted to 
recommend the new Senate 
reorganize the present com­
mittee system.- "Some of the 
committees were ineffective 
this year because of bad 
" leadership," Janet Newton, 
Student Government com­
mittee coordinator, said. 
Under the new recommen­
dations, committee members 
would be removed if they have 
excessive absences. 
In other action the Senate 
approved motions to: J '4 -+ 
• • Allocate $200 for an adver­
tising campaign and sound 
cars to encourage student 
voting in the upcoming party 
primary elections. 
• Loan $350 for boxes to 
recycle The Daily Texan, to 
be ready by summer. 
Allocate $200 to. Project 
; Info for -minority recruitment 
publicity. 
• Donate$25 to defray prin­
ting costs of a media usage 
booklet which will be supplied 
free to civic groups. 
^ Recommend that flower 




The removal of a grave of a 
Southern Plains Indian dis­
played in the Texas Memorial 
Museum is being requested by 
the American Indians Now 
Texans.(AINT). *• 
The grave, which has been 
in the museum for 20 years, 
"is another example of the 
lack of sensitivity displayed 
by anthropologists," Burke 
Armstrong of AINT said 
Wednesday. 
Member' Marcia Hedon,. 
assistant professor of 
anthropology, alleges it is il­
legal to exhume a body 
without reburying it, but no 
legal precedent exists 
specifically referring to 
bodies of American Indians, 
Dudley Varndr, 
anthropological curator for 
the museum, said museum 
director Dr. William New-
comb will discuss removal 
possibilities, which include 
reburial, with AINT members 
at 1 p.m. Thursday-. 
Shades of Spring ~m 
These Garland youngsters form silhouettes against the sky as they play on the 
equipment at Barneg Park, welcoming the' return of spring weather. 
H EW Team Questions 7 
SENIORS' 12 
Is the Deadline For Purchasing 
Your Cap & Gown 
i' f i T' };•£ 
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SCHOOL BOARD PLACE 4 
fs! '#r 
• ASSISTANT TO JUDGES OF U.S. DISTRICT COURT AND 
5TH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS 
• EXPERIENCE ON DESEGREGATION CASES, STUDENTS' 
RIGHTS, ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND OTHER 
CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES 
a 
• PARENT WITH TWO YOUNG CHILDREN IN AUSTIN 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
• SUPPORTS PERMANENT NON-SCHOOL BOARD 
APPOINTED COMMITTEES TO INSURE BROAD 
CITIZEN INPUT AND HIGHER TEACHER PAY. 
• GRADUATED FROM UT LAW SCHOOL IN 1970 WITH 
OUTSTANDING STUDENT AWARD - „ 
Vote - Saturday - April 6th 
•dvtr/&ng paid for-by CommittM to. El«ct Jar ry Nugent. Dr. Phyllis 'Procter. 
Ch»irparv>n,823^^5J% Si.,Austi«,Ta*»f7a751'— — 
By DAVID BARRON 
Federal investigators met 
with seven University of­
ficials Wednesday in their 
continuing investigation of 
possible discrimination in 
University hiring and enroll­
ment practices. 
For the second consecutive 
day a. regional Department of 
Health, Education and 
Welfare (HEW) investigative 
group discussed minority ad; 
i? li:?'5; 
•xa&lsrS£0: 
HI 181st I 
tif 
i-f •. if-i !  ! .  
fcwMttf *»>»J|««I»•—< IIh w i t i n  l ««iK.iwaT.r "**n1*fn|. nnnln. Tiiim; 
"V. '• 1 • 1 . ' ' • ' 
missions and recruitment 
policies with University of­
ficials, as well as examining 
the minority enrollment in 
each academic area. 
Group Chairperson Sandra 
Williams said the discussions 
were "progressing fairly well. 
We've been getting all the in­
formation we need, but we 
just don't have enough time," 
she said. 
The HEW team arrived 
NEW HOUSING POLICY!! 
1103 W. 24th 
OCCUPANCY ONLY 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as $60 
Luxurious Private Rooms $ 
per mo 
per mo. 
• Maid Service • Private Bus 
Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerators • Intercom 
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines 
• StudyAreas 
• 24 Hr. Desk Service • TV in Lobby 
• Off Street Parking • Close to Campus 
• Special Meal Contracts 
- Available At Madison House 
Now accepting Fall '74 Contracts 
for U.T. Men and Women 
HOUSING OFFICE 709 West 22nd St. 
478-9891 - 478-8914 
HOUSE 
Come See - Come -Live 
GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY $ $ 
. i 
What are we 
gonna call 
Hie Co-Op's T-Shirt 
imprint 
A $20 gift certificate will go to the person who 
can come up with the winning name for the 
now defunct "Printing Press." 
ENTER NOW! 
Submit your entry to the 
souvenirs '  department  
ballot box on the street 
floor. Nothing to buy and 
you need not be present to 
win. The winning entrant 
will be notified after Spring 
Break by mail. Contest Ends 
Sat., March 30. 
Souvenirs 
\ 
One Hour Free 
Parking With $2 
Purchase or More: 
C»-Of • malty •<> and 
iMf (nalwi art Ml 
tlif&k to play, win *r 
sfcawt* tMi year's matt 
Inllaalfaairttwrtwi. , 
Street Floor 
; Pa ye 2 IT h u r sd a y; Ma r c h 28 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
State Approves 
ResldrcH Grant m 
Monday for the second phase 
of its probe, begun in 
February. The University 
may lose $12 million dollars in 
federal funds if found guilty of 
discriminatory practices that 
are not corrected. 
The five-member team will 
remain at the University until 
Friday afternoon. They may 
be contacted in Main Building 
206, or by calling 471-1293. 
By SUSAN STARNES , Jf 
The Texas Water Quality 
Board approved Wednesday a 
$21,000 contract with the 
University to research the im­
pact of energy resource dis­
tribution -and utilization 
methods on Texas water 
quality and resot 
years 1974-2000. 
The contract requests a 
report from the University 
based on the best practices 
available to minimize water 
pollution and at the same time 
to supply industrial energy 
requirements, home and com­
mercial needs. 
The University's report will 
be submitted to the Water 
Quality Board and, if ap­
proved, to the Governor's 
Energy Advisory Council. The 
Urfiversity report will be one 
of 44 reports dealing with 
various aspects of state 
energy- resources and needs 
submitted to the energy coun­
cil. 
Dr. Gerard Rohlich, 
professor of environmental 
engineering, was designated 
investigator for the project. It 
is scheduled to begin April 1. 
'j 
I • T F 
I r 
* * % 
The contract calls for the" 
specific investigation of: 
' • Estimates of electric 
power generating capacity to 
be instiled, and fuel tQ bS us­
ed. , 
• Estimates of future refin-
types,. 
• Estimates of future 
petrochemical feedstock 
needs. . 
The contract requires the 
report to ' include prepared 
summaries on water use'and 
degradation resulting from: 
• Strip mining and deep 
mining of Texas lignite and/or 
coal and the related waste 
management. 
• Coal/lignite gasification. 
• Geothermal power. 
• Refinery and process 
plant construction and opera­
tion. 
• Nuclear power. 
• On and offshore oil and 
gas production. 
The $21,000 budget provides 
salaries for Rohlich, graduate 
students, secretaries, clerks, 
keypunch operators, field in­
vestigators, consultants, 
supplies and publication costs. 
School Board Raises 
Out-of-District Tuition 
-The Austin Independent 
School District Board adopted 
new tuition rates for out-of-
district pupils Wednesday 
night at the Carruth Ad­
ministration Building. 
calculated on a per pupil cost 
of the 1973-1974 cost, then es­
calated by 12 percent. The 
board also added a building 
WHAT FAMOUS TRIO 
HOODWINKED THE COURTS, 
EMBARASSED , AN EMPIRE, 
WHILE SWASHBUCKLING THEIR 
WAY TO FAME AND FORTUNE? 
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use fee of $97 to the tuition 
fee. 
Main, Lafrentz & . Co., a 
local auditing firm, Was 
ithosen as the independent 
The board has followed a 
policy 'of changing auditing, 
firms every three years. 
V r 
A new athletic facility, to be 
built in South Austin, was 
named for former district 
athletic director Tony Burger, 
The board also recognized 
Sherril Long, Marilyn Mims 
and Ivory Lee as outstanding 
participants in the March 9 
Special Olympics. 
The board was scheduled 
later to hear recommen­
dations for dealing with dis­
ciplinary actions and corporal 
punishment. 
$ University Veterans J 
* Association ' • 
Sponsors a SOCIAL 
for University Veterans and families 
March 29, 5:00 'til dark 
in Pease Park to 
. celebrate 




J.J. "Jake" Pickle 
Lloyd Doggett 
Brown Bag Supper 
Drug Specials 





$1.69 Value 16 oz. 
99< Value 
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; (Editor's Note: This Is thev>torv of 
second In a thr^part seriest 
examining the student vote.) 
?1;£ By KEN McHAM 
Texan Staff Writer 
"The student vote 1$ 
perceived off campus as a 
great monolithic bloc of 
liberal voters," says Robert 
Young, aide ta the current 
chairman of the Travis Coun­
ty Democratic Party. "And in 
fact the campus will vote A 
minimum average of 85 per­
cent for liberal candidates 
This oroved record of stu­
dent votes leads Young, who 
was among t^e first to 
organize student voters, to 
assert that the student vote 
"put a floor under liberal can­
didates that made their can­
didacies legitimate." 
Young and other student 
political organizers cite the4 
victories of City Councilman 
Jeff Friedman, State Rep. 
Larry Bales, City Councilman 
Bob Binder and State Sen. 
Lloyd Doggett to show that it 
was the student vote whicfi 
enabled a coalition of 
moderate, liberal and minori­
ty voters to elect candidates 
in Austin and Travis County. 
Student participation in 
local politics was at one time 
low, and only students overlHb-
years old could vote. 
DAVID BUTTS, who has 
worked in student voter drives 
for four yeark, says the 
organization got its first ma­
jor impetus after the defeat of 
former U.S. Sen. Ralph Yar-
borough in 1968 and the vic-
, - conservative City 
Council candidates in 1969. 
A "1970 was the first year 1ft-
^year-olds were—allowed to 
register to vote," recalls 
Butts, "but they'Could only 
vote in federal elections. In 
1970-71 we registered about 
18,000 students." 
Butts estimates that no 
more than 5,000 to 7,500 
students had ever registered 
to vote before 1970. 
The first big voter registra 
tion drives were organized by 
Direct Action and the Student 
Council for Voter Registration 
(SCVR). 
.: V' • ,'V I '••• 
For- the fall, 1972, presiden­
tial election, SCVR registered 
about 3,000 -student voters, 
says Butts., In the' current 
voter registration drive, Butts 
estimates student voter 
registration may be ap­
proaching 25,000. 
IN DECEMBER, 1970, the 
Student Action Coalition 
(SAC) was formed as the 
political arm of the student 
voter organization. 
The Young Democrats and 
the SAC endorsed five City 
Council candidates in the spr­
ing of 1971, and only one of 
them lost. 
"~11t£s=¥D*SAC^«©aIttion„ha&. 
done a lot of winning since 
then. "Things are more 
m • âasa |iif ssss 
ote Liberalizes Politics 
i v n»pc need in cpttinir nut the "Thp student vntp is and organization-. ques us  i  getti g o t t ,. , e t t ote i  
student vote depends on the organized much more at the 
day on which the election 
falls: "If it falls on a school 
day, "our efforts are concen­
trated on the campus. If the 
election is on a Saturday, the 
technique is to canvass the 
precincts. Sound cars are also 
very effective," says Young. 
grassroots level than it was 
four years ago," says Butts.. 
vjle notes, however, that 
there is nothing easy about 
organizing the student vote. A 
high turnover in voter and 
worker populations makes it careers of past 
hard^to, maintaiii, awareness, government presidents.! 
.  r i ti : 
||yit takes a lot of patience 
"Shd endurance," says Butts, 
__i'Jto maiDlain a constantly, 
evolving and - innovative 
political organization." 
'(The third-partof the series 
: will examine the political 
Student 
High Living Costs Cited 
For Free Clinic ChlrgW 
The People's Free Clinic is 
free no more. But it still will 
offer its medical care at the 
lowest possible rate to the 
patients. . 
"We're going to start charg­
ing patients a percentage of 
the actual cost of the services 
they require," Sophie Weiss, „ 
executive director of the new­
ly renamed People's Com­
munity Clinic, said Wednes-
day. 
"The additional money will 
help with rising bosts, yet no 
individual will be unfairly 
charged," she added. 
THE CLINIC is receiving 
cost ot living going up so high 
we're going to have to raise 
salaries and probably hire ad­
ditional help." 
Additional costs include 
those for a variety of lab ser­
vices, supplies and bills. A list 
of donations for lab tests is 
posted, "but a lot of people 
don't pay," Ms. Weiss said. 
"The name 'People's Free 
Clinic' led most patients to 
believe that they didn't have 
to pay for any of- the services 
evigji though lab fees make up 
a large part of.our expenses," 
'she said. 
m  1111 f igs    — 
systemized now. and a the U.S. 
how to do them faster," Butts Department of Health, Educa-
chnics. We want to make it 
clear that no one needing 
medical care will be turned 
away.4' • 
Ms. Weiss said many 
patients are unaware they are 
eligible for HEW Medicaid 
programs. 
The clinic is going to 
process the necessary govern­
ment forms for each eligible 
patient and submit them to 
HEW.,"If they are accepted, 
then they won't have to pay 
anything," she said. 
FORMS REQUIRE infor­
mation on income, residence . 
and number of dependents, 
on -a questionnaire 
says. "The Texan is absolute 
ly crucial' in educating people 
about elections." 
YOUNG SAYS the techni-
Dean Keeton Receives 
tion and Welfare (HEW) for. 
its family planning services , 
and $7,500 from the city for 
general medical care. 
Salaries for the 10 staff 
members, including a doctor, 
reg is te red  nurse ,  two 
DONATidNS were nev€r 
required for services, but — — 
those who could afford to cori-a# Based 
tribute were expected to do spbnsored by the clinic, "only' 
one gut of a couple of hundred 
persons objected to giving 
their income." 
so. 
The new name also reflects 
the idea that the clinic is 
reaching out to the communi­
ty-
"There are many people, 
espfec ia l ly  b lacks  and  
Page Keeton, dean of the 
Universify law school, receiv­
ed  the  school ' s  annual  
teaching excellence award 
Wednesday afternoon. 
Keeton, who will retire at 
the end of the summer, has 
served as law school dean for 
25 years. 
Nick Perez, president-elect 
of the Student Bar Association 
and chairman of Law Week 
activities, made the presenta­
tion. 
The award traditionally is 
given "to a professor who 
evinces those qualities as a 
teacher which set him on a 
plane above those who are 
merely 'good' or 'competent' 
instructors," Perez explain­
ed. 
Keeton first joined the law 
school faculty in 1932, a year 
after-he graduated from the 
school. Hd was assistant dean 
from 1940-42 and left the facul­
ty in 1946 to become dean of 
the University of Oklahoma 
Law School. Keeton returned 
to Austin as law dean in 1949 
and has held that position 
since. 
A former president of the 
Association of American Law 
Schools, Keeton is a specialist 
in torts the segment of law 
which deals with suits filed by 
one individual against another 
for damages. 
Keeton-a lso  rece ived  
teaching excellence awards 
from law students in 1969 and 
the Cactus yearbook in 1970. 
ec ia l l u t i 'KS u
b^w+wclbrs,j two paianiedtos, browns,'/" Ms. WSTSTTjlfifT 
two lab technologists and two "who have no place to go for 
record-keepers are "just medical care because of the 
enough to keep them alive," income or residency re-. 
Ms. Weiss said. "But with the quirements imposed bv most 
JOSEPH BUNDERMAN, M.D. 
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING 
OF HIS OFFICE FOR THE PRACTICE 
OF 
PSYCHIATRY 
The clinic also hopes to ex­
pand its birth control outreach 
program. "We're handling an 
alarming number of abortion 
referrals. We'dfTifce to'gef peo­
p le  in  for  b i r th  cont ro l  
counseling so we can avoid 






23rd & Guadalupe 
report 
ANGEL SOLIS JR. 
late. January the University jh&§ 
ministration all of a sudden decided to do 
something about minority recruitment. As 
is often the case, they* work was rushed, 
poorly done arid inexplicably kept under 
wtjpvers..1 :::• 
,(1 University President Stephen Spurr cori-s 
• tacted Robert Marion, assistant to the 
vice-president, and asked if he would be 
Willing to work with Mike Quinn, ad­
ministrative assistant to the University 
^ System chancellor, and produce a series of 
tapes stressing black minority recruit­
ment at the University. 
The tapes were produced by several 
University staff persons, including two 
students. The tapes were broadcast on 
-several Texas radio stations as public ser­
vice announcements. 
; THE INVESTIGATING committee of 
The Daily Texan became interested in the 
tapes after a news release regarding the 
tapes had not been provided to The Texan. 
It turtis out that Marion also failed to con­
tact The Blacks organization and MAYO. 
As a result the tapes sounded sterile and 
impersonal and made the University 
sound like the only institution of higher 
learning where a black person can make 
it: .. 
When the. tapes Virere presented to a ! 
group of seven black and two chicario 
students,- their comments ranged from 
"At least peopie hear- abput black 
recruitment" to "The tapes turn a person 
more off than on." 
However, when some of the radio 
were contacted their comments, were 
generally favorable. 
HELEN PORTER, advertising consul­
tant to radio station KYOK in Houston 
said the tapes were well done because 
"they had both students' and "ad­
ministrators' voices^" 
She added, however, that if the tapes 
were redone, background music could be 
^tfdecT™to 
: Another advertising consultant, Travis 
Gardner of Houston radio station KCOH, 
m 
fpr mk" 
said the tapes were good and added that 
-sotne. people had called the station asking 
for more information. Gardner thought 
the radio spots were appropriate and that 
otherwise tfe' would have redone them. 
In the immediate future: the University 
plans to expand this program with a new 
tape series aimed at chicanos. This is a 
laudable action. Increased minority 
enrollment may take place, but the 
University must inject more effort into 
this project. 
CHICANO STUDENTS who listen to the 
tapes suggest that the tapes be a little 
more personal. Instead of an impersonal 
post office box, the University should in­
clude a person's name, preferably of a 
chicano. The tapes could also include'in­
formation about Project INFO, a program 
to inform minorities about the University. 
In retrospect, the University's action 
concerning minority recruitment is indeed 
commendable, but in the future more stu­
dent participation in minority recruitment 
projects is strongly recommended: This 
way the problems encountered with the 
current tape series aimed at blacks will 
not reoccur. 
Jose Angel Soils Jr. is a member of The 
Dally Te^an Investigating Committee. 
• • 
Minority Miscellany: Veterans — es­
pecially minority members — are urged to 
join the new University vets group and at­
tend a Vietnam Day Social in Pease Park 
Friday... the University admissions office 
is talking to Mexican-Americans,- antf 
Ethnic^Sf tcv ices  i^  cons ider ing  an  
Amer ican  Indian  for  poss ib le  s ta f f  
positions but there has been no affir­
mative action yet ... The national black 
law students convention will be in Houston 
Thursday and Friday. Call Gary Bledsoe 
at 441-0527 for information. 
Viewpoints expressed in Minority 
Report are not necessarily shared by the 
The Daily Texan. The column provides a 
free and open access for minority 
students. Contributions should be made to' 
Burke Armstrong, Minority Report, The 










ARICA OPEN PATH 
WE CAN 
476-2281 









5308 BURNET ROAD 
OFFERS GUYS & DOLLS 
A VIP HAIR TREATMENT 
(SHAMPOO, CONDITIONER, 
AND STYLE) 









10U McCREARY has made the following 
positive proposals on the energy problem: 
• Establish a Center for Energy Studies at the University of Texas 
to formulate a scientific Texas Energy Plan for Texas. 
• Regulate intrastate gas utility companies by requiring a cer­
tificate of authority to do business. 
j| • Define energy fraud as a criminal offense. 
YOU HAVE A CHOICE — VOTE FOR LOU 
McCREARY ON MAY 4th. PLACE 4, STATE 
REPRESENTATIVE v 




Our sun lotion was specially < 
to screen out burning nays wnile .. t_.. _ „ p i  r   allow-
a beautiful tan. &st of au it is sold . 
in twenty sublime, natural SPtheounoe 
essences, so yDU may buy whatever 
youamount to. 
I With this coupon ] 
J 20% off on 8 oz. J 
j Sun Tan Oil, Sun Tan Lotion ! 
J & New Cocoa Butter Lotion j 
j while supply lasts j 
noay tRzanvi iot orgzrac doov 
products at 244h-£ Anlovio 
Attending the 
Summer Session? 
TRY THE BEST! 
• 21 Great Meals per Week 
• Maid Service 
i • Close to Campus -- % 
, • Private Transportation , 
• Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETS 
A PRIVATE ROOM 
MADISON HOUSE 
- 709 W. 22nd St. 
478-9891 478-8914 
Madison - Bellaire Apts. 


























June 24 • August 16, 1974 
(eight weeks) 
Up to 16 quarter units 
University credit ^ 
Tuition $340 
Deadline May 1Sth 
Telephone: (408)429-2962 
For information about this 
program write to: 
George M. Benigien, 
Coordinator 
Sum m«r  Ion9uago 
' ^ Imtitute 
University of California 
Santa Crui, CA 95064 
/ 
S 
Akadama Mama says, 
Be Nice to Mice. 
j j .  
: L-~ 
This week's letters 
were kind of 
dull, but I did get 
a neat package. 
It contained a home » 
built mouse trap. Not 
one of those hurtful, snapper, killer, 
5& 10 things. But agenuine can't-hurt-
you-and - I'm-sorry-if -1 - scared-you 
kind of a thing. It was made of scrap 
wood and window screen (see illus.) 
and I got a very together friend of 
mine to do a blueprint and instruc­
tions. I also have a friend with a copy 
machine, so if you'd like a copy of the 
plan just mail me the-wiouse coupon. 
Now that we've 
been nice to mice 
I'd likdto give \ 
a couple of 
favorite 
recipes 
be nice to you. 
AKADAMA ^ 
& 7UP „ 
Mix 2 to !) parts 
Akadama Plum 
with 1 part 7 UP. .'•*•*11 Mm 
-club soda. .'A of a can of frozen lemon­
ade concentrate, plenty of ice and 
I lemon and orange slices. To make 
Jj. more just double, triple or quadruple 
everything. 
Listen to Mama, and pass 
the Akadama. the wine that tastes 
a lot more than it costs. 
/ N X ^ x 
\ / ^ \ ) 
V Ci N \ 
,'s xijr 
you , \ \ 4-
my^ — y ̂  Jh £ ^ ^ ̂  t V 
Akadani^V -^ Mail to: Bo Nice To Mice S J J 
>s that will * ^ P.O. Hox 2«29 " v ' 
I'nlos Verdes Poninsula. Ca. 90271 , 
\ /\k;uliinm Mnhia.- please luv a copy (>f 
your-very tdfri'tlu-r friend's lilueprmls 
I instructions-oil IIU-.T 
|Nuiikv 
4 Address;. Citv 







L I  
I personally like / 
it in a wine t ' chocking this box lH-cnviso 
glass with icti: I / I ^ PKkinK\up the  ̂ t a W e  an. l  j 
. .1 |^hi\v wcmlu liko it if rulso «skod you to z 
A bottle of Akadama Red, a pint of *• 
J* * 
Sheer i 
What goes on under tops these days? 
Little halters to bare you plenty. 
Plunging, criss-cross front 0nd tie 
back. The sheer voille ovefshirt to 
match has loose" sleeves and drawstr­
ing waist. Washed out navy printed 
with beige floral pattern. Sizes 5-13, 
$17. The linen-look pants, also in 
navy, sizes 5-13, $18. 
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1 hanklully spring break is a-time for relaxing, for catching up. for 
returning to roots, for making new discoveries. Regrettably also it is a 
time for forgetfulness and inactivity, particularly where campus matters | 
.  a r e  c o n c e r n e d .  *  -  -  - "  — r -
It would suit the administration quite well it the student body were to 
take a vacation from its support of The Texan and Student Government. It 
would give them plenty of time to quell the growing support from the 
community, the Legislature and the clergy. The administration could then 
serenely scheme their next move in the suppression of student opposition, 
confident that a returning student body would be less immediately in­
volved in The Texan and Student Government s survival struggle. 
LET'S NOT GIVE them that break. Wednesday Student Government 
President Sandy Kress outlined a program of action to take advantage of 
the break rather than allowing it to work against us. 
• Students returning home should speak with friends, parents and 
representatives to clarify the issues, positions and alternatives. If each 
returning student were responsible for three persons contacting local 
representatives, and if these representatives were to urge the Board of 
Regents to reconsider, the political impact would be substantial. 
• Students remaining in Austin will find their time well spent visiting 
with legislators and delegates to the Constitutional Convention and 
energizing campus efforts and taking the issues to the community at-
large through contacts with educational, religious, labor and civic 
leaders. Those with legal backgrounds are invited to work with The Texan 
and Student Government to develop legal arguments against the ad­
ministration's actions and to prepare for court action. 
Without an adequate financial base, The Texan as we know it will one 
day cease to exist. Diminished funds for editorial staff, columnists and 
Syndicated cartoonists means a less qualitative editorial page. Fewer 
funds for permanent staff, reporters, city editors, news assistants, 
amusements and sports staffers, copy desk and make-up people means 
fewer news stories in The Texan. Unless we raise our Voices loud and long 
same day there may be no student newspaper at the University of Texas. 
Is this the shape"of things to come? We hope not. Students leaving Thurs­
day can work for a qualitative Daily Texan by contacting Constitutional 
Convention delegates over spring break. 
Full circle? 
- C.W & M.E. 
(Editor's note: the following editorial is reproduced from the Dallas 
Morning News-of March 22, 1974.) 
Don't call Dallasite Frank Fleming a conservative; but don't call him a 
radical, either. Fleming, newly elected student body president of the 
University of Texas, is a self-described liberal who thinks talk of radical 
solutions to social questions turns most students off these days. "There 
has been a tendency in the past." says Fleming, a student of shaggy coif­
fure but moderate clothing preferences, "not always to take the most 
rational argument but take the most emotional argument. His victory 
over a militant woman opponent gives added credence to the point that in­
deed times are changing on the college campus. ^ 
A few years ago. the UT student body elected as president'a bearded, 
self-styled radical. Jeff Jones. Jones proved all talk and no do. Even as 
radicals go. he was a flop. 
So here are we. just about full circle from the mid-'60s. The University 
once again has chosen a student body president who professes "realism 
and-, of all things, belongs to a fraternity. (No "frat-rat" has held the top 
student office at UT since 1967.) 
One proposal Fleming says he wants to implement is creation of a 
women's intercollegiate athletics program. Fine. Women's athletics 
won't end war. poverty and discrimination, but a number of students 
might get some pleasure and benefit out of it. Which is more than anyone 
ever derived from the nondeeds of Jeff Jones. 
Vote absentee 
Another repercussion of the unfortunate timing of spring break is that 
many students will not return in time to vote in the April 6 school board 
election. Because the quality of education in the Austin public schools ul­
timately determines the educational environment at the University, 
students have a definite stake in the election. It is crucial, then, for folks 
who intend to be out of town on the last Saturday of the break to vote 
absentee before leaving. 
THROUGH THE COOPERATION-of the School Board and the Universi­
ty State Bank, the Student Government has arranged the placement of an 
absentee voting substation just across from that bank. This convenience 
is'a streamlining innovation in a previously cumbersome absentee 
process. A good way'to encourage the use of similar absentee boxes for 
other elections is to show the county commissioners how useful and ap­
propriate substations close to the people can be in increasing voter in­
terest and participation. 
A vigorous student turnout for the election could determine the course 
of education in the Austin schools for several years. Vote today, vote 
tomorrow, or vote next Saturdav. but VOTE. 
- C.W. 
A 





DO NOT CONTROL" 
F. ERWIN 
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The same feiier 
rocked Attica State 
By CAM bUNCAN v .~pl.200 of the prison's 2,224 inmates seized 
On Monday and Tuesday the Univer^ "control of a major part of the prison in a 
7 sent them to obedience school but they still bite the 
h a n d  t h a t  f e e d s  t h e m /  - " ~ '  
sity's LBJ School fs hosting the second 
meeting of the Commission on Critical 
Choices for Americans. This commission 
is headed by, its members have been 
selected by, it is financed by and its heavy, 
highfalutin* academic work will be usedas 
presidential campaign fodder by the in­
dividual responsible for the bloodiest one-
day massacre of Americans by Americans 
to take place in this century: Nelson A. 
Rockefeller. -
The massacre in question was the 
slaughter of 39 prisoners and hostages at 
Attica State Prison in New York on Sept. 
13, 1971. Rockefeller's commission, 
needless to say, does not view the topics of 
police brutality and prison conditions as 
areas of "critical choice" for Americans. 
But as it convenes in Austin to deliberate 
the issues that weigh most heavily on the 
minds of America's economic and 
political elite — "resource shortages" and 
"world stability" — those who are not a 
part, of this privileged elite need to recall 
briefly what took place at Attica and the 
role played by then-Gov., now commission 
chairman, Rockefeller. 
Legendary events 
Some events assume an almost legen­
dary quality in American history as soon 
as they occur. Such was the Ludlow 
massacre of striking miners (in Colorado) 
in 1914 — the responsibility for which can 
be laid directly at the door of John D. 
Rockefeller, Jr. (Nelson's dad). Such too 
was the prison revolt that broke out at At-
- tica on tire morning of Sept, 9, 1971. 
" Although prison officials later stated that 
the \revolt was the result of a "long 
_.thought-out, well-organized plot, conceiv­
ed aThd implemented by a group of hard­
core radical extremists," it is clear that 
the uprising was largely unplanned and 
way that led the warden to shake his head 
and ask, "Why are they destroying their 
home?" . 
The age-old tradition in prisons^is not to 
negotiate with inmates holding hostages. 
Officials negotiated for four days at Attica 
before the bloody assault, perhaps 
because they recognized that the rebellion 
was not without its causes. Racism was 
pervasive in prisoner-guard relations and 
probably the major cause. The social com' 
position of the inmates was indicative of 
the racial and class basis of poverty and 
oppression in America: 63 percent were 
nonwhite, 77 percent came from city ghet­
tos and 80; percenthad not finished high 
school. They confronted prison officials 
who were all white and drawn from the 
remote rural ;are£s in which governments 
conveniently locate prisons. -
Other causes of the revolt were the 
basic conditions in the prison. As the agen­
cy that later investigated the rebellion put 
it: "For inmates, 'correction' meant daily 
degradation and humiliatioh: being locked 
in a cell for 14 to 16 hours a day; working 
for wages that averaged 30 cents a day in 
jobs with little or no vocational value; 
having to abide by hundreds Of petty rules 
for which they could see no justification." 
Still further causes of the rising can be 
seen in the prisoners' demands. They ask­
ed the state to allow prisoners to be 
politically active without reprisal, to 
allow true religious freedom, to end all 
.. censorship of reading materials and to 
provide a healthy diet and adequate 
medical treatment.. 
Rocky rests 
Rockefeller had been in Washington 
when the revolt broke out and he remained 
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN 
® 1974, The Washington Post-King 
Features Syndicate 
WASHINGTON - The short, ugly life 
and deserved death of the energy bill leave 
us with no program, no plan, no policy, in 
this area. There is only the Federal Trade 
Commission's complaint alleging the eight 
major oil, companies have been running a 
monopoly in the refining of crude. 
Although the FTC is one of the main in­
struments we are supposed to have in 
making sure the market is free and fair, 
the commission has spent the last 60 years 
learning how to make inaction an art 
form. And the fact that it's done nothing 
has not been cloaked in obscurity. The 
commission has been exposed time and 
again, but "criticism produces little or no 
change, whether it comes from such 
radical' critics as Mr. Nader's young 
student-investigators or the considerably 
more conservative lawyers of the 
American Bar Association." So said Paul 
D. Scanlon, the associate editor of the An­
titrust Law and Economics Review, to a 
Senate subcommittee. 
In a field where a great many people 
have a large interest in making things, 
sound complicated and hard to unders­
tand. Scanlon s testimony is a good primer 
for learning just what isn't going on at the 
FTC. Thus, do not be impressed by 
newspaper stories about the commission 
filing many complaints and getting many 
"consent orders" signed by offending 
businessmen. 
"The overwhelming majority of the 
FTC's outstanding orders are consent 
orders drafted by these firms' own 
lawyers and, in fine print, they legalize 
and shore up their own monopoly power 
rather than diminish it ... all such orders 
should be evaluated as worthies^ fit 
worse." says Scanlon. 
Billions in overcharges 
A high volume of activity at the comrnis-
sion is deceptive, for it indicates the agen­
cy is getting itself deeper and deeper into 
underarm deodorants or some other 
trivial industry. "There are probably no 
more than 100 industries in the whole 
United States that are worth suing by the 
FTC. and its budget of $30 million couldn't 
sustain more than a half-dozen suits," 
says Scanlon. Those 100 industries are the 
ones that annually cost us so many billions 
in monopoly, overcharges — overcharges 
which run ta$2.5 billion in cars, $1.3 billion 
in steel. $500,000 in meat packing and on 
and on. 
It is for this reason that Scanlon and 
many others believe the FTC's perfor­
mance should be judged on how many 
dollars it saves the public in monopoly 
overcharges each year. If the commission 
wants to waste its time and our money su­
ing a fur coat, manufacturer for mislabel­
ing his product, while letting the phar­
maceutical industry use monopoly 
marketing practices to overcharge the 
public nearly $400 million, then we'll know 
it. 
The bread price-fix 
Monopoly overcharges don't account for 
all of our inflation, but they are in­
conceivably large — as becomes clear 
when the FTC does stir itself. Scanlon 
cites the case of the baking companies in 
the state of Washington, whose executives 
met every week at the Seattle Athletic 
Club to fik the price of bread. Comparison 
with bread prices elsewhere, during the 
same time period, show that in the state of 
Washington alone consumers were being 
had to the tune of about $3.5 million a year 
on just this one product. When the price 
ring wa§ broken up, the cost of bread fell 
sharply in Seattle. 
At least one FTC commissioner agrees 
with Scanlon. Mayo J. Thompson says he 
suspects that well over half of 3,500 cases 
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" ° David Wo6 
touched off by a racial incidentietween3JU-iher&4intil Scpt' . returning then to the -
nmen«-«nd-rtaart theprevious day. family s massive private estate at Pocan-
WitWn a few hours on the 9th more than tico Hills, N.Y where he reiram^ in 
seclusion.. Qn the morning of the 12th the 
observers asked him to come to Attica and 
issued a public appeal over the radio: 
"For the sake of our common humanity, 
we call on every person who hears these 
words to implore the governor of this state 
to come to Attica to consult with the 
observer committee ..." 
As one who spoke with him put it,J'We 
didn't ask the governor, we pleaded. We 
pleaded in the name of humanity to please 
come up to Attica to meet with us." 
Rockefeller refused; but he did cancel 
plans for a Sunday assault of the prison: 
state officials had cautioned him to con­
sider the political ramifications of sending 
the troops in on a Sunday afternoon when 
people would be watching their TVs, and 
one state representative told him that 
more time was needed to prepare for out­
breaks of violence in urban ghettos if an 
assault took place. 
The next morning, just before the 
assault, the director of the state prison 
system called Rockefeller a final time to 
ask if he'd reconsider. The governor 
remained firm, and the prison system 
director, with Rockefeller's . approval, 
issued orders for the assault. 
I 
Savage assault 
The attack itself was savage. Vengeful 
prison guards were allowed to join state 
police. No provision was made for medical 
aid for the wounded. The principal 
weapons used were 12-gauge shotguns fir­
ing "00" buckshot and high-powered 
rifles, loaded with hunting bullets. When 
the shooting stopped, more than 120-in­
mates and hostages were dead or 
wounded: one out of every 10 persons in D 
Yard that morning. 
Abuse continues today 
Brutal repression at Attica did not end 
with the assault — it just began. The in-
vestigation report acknowledged 
"widespread beatings, proddings, kickings 
and verbal abuse (racial and sexual) of the 
vilest nature." When outside doctors were 
finally admitted to the prison eight days 
after the assault, they found that 45 per­
cent of the inmates who had revolted need­
ed medical care. 
Rockefeller's refusal to consider amnes­
ty, which directly caused the massacre, 
also paid its legal dividend. This spring 
trials are being scheduled against 60 
prisoners and former prisoners (the At­
tica Brothers) who have been charged 
with crimes committed during the revolt 
The Attica Brothers Defense Committee 
reports that the American people can 
assist its work by developing an 
awareness of what truly occured at Attica 
and by refusing to allow those responsible 
to forget their role. The arrival in Austin 
of Rockefeller and his commission 
represents a major opportunity to do both. 
Mavbe the free market idea can't work 
anymore, but as a nation we so deeply 
believe it will, the government must, 
once, give it a serious try. 
for 
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To the editor: 
In recent weeks, the actions of the. 
Board of Regents have come to appear 
somewhat pathological. We are at the mo­
ment unable to determine which of two 
well-known obsessions is involved and, 
would appreciate your readers' comments 
and observations on the matter. 
According to Dr. Lawrence J. Peter and 
Raymond Hull, the _Peter Principle oc­
casionally manifests itself in an obsessive 
concern with building. The milder form of 
this, structurophilia, a'direct .result, of the 
Peter Principle, involves total concern on 
the part of the administrative body with 
buildings, "... and an increasing un­
concern with the work that is supposed to 
be going On inside them ("The Peter Prin­
ciple." p. 109)/' This'is, of course, the 
milder form. The tr'iily pathological 
manifestation, Qarg^ituaii monumen­
talis. is perhaps best expressed in the pre­
sent state of the West Mall. And God help 
us all if it is neither of the above, but that 
most insidious of diseases^ the Edifice sick and Cut half my classes, ya'll owe me 
Complex' 1 • *6° 
Linda Jean AUeh, Suzette Ann Baer, Joy 
Annette Edwards, Elizabeth L. Foley, 
Helen Louise Gentry, Joel C. Boldblatt, 
Gregory Lawrence Labbe, John David 
Lopez* Howard W. Peak IV, Peter Petkas, 
Randall C. Richardson, Ralph Bryan 
Rogers, Ronald Ray Waldie,, Jr., Dr. Nor­
ma McLeod 
60 bucks, please 
To the editor: 
1 Whoa, Frankr While yaPtf^e busy let­
ting us students decide whether or not 
we'll pay for the service^for which wfe 
have no use, let me call a shia# matter to 
T your attention. 
I agree with you people on the Board of 
ftegent%ig0 percent. I think 'we. students ;-
should aecide for ourselveg what we do 
and don't need.. Well, I've been deciding 
some, and have concluded that since I 
rarely (if ever) use the Union, am never 
$ 0. 
I'll go ahead and pay my student ser­
vices fee though — anyone who makes • 
your jobs a little.more difficult is going to 
get as much of my support as I.can afford. 
I'll be waitin' for that check, y'all. 
r G.L. Barber 
Legal dismay 
To the editor: 
We are dismayed by the apparently 
sudden and unexpected' decision to ter­
minate guaranteed student funding for 
, The Daily Texan and the University of 
Texas Student Government. The im­
plications of this decision are far-reaching 
and serious; the'stated reasons for its 
necessity have not been persuasive; and it 
quite evidently was made without con­
sultation with vitally interested com­
ponents ofthe University community, 
-it is difficult to believe that less drastic 
alternatives cannot be devised. It is even 
more difficult to believe that it was 
necessary to take such a Step without open 
and full deliberation. We acknowledge 
that there are significant differences in 
the justifications for compulsory finan­
cing of The Texan and Student Govern­
ment.' The point of our agreement is the 
need for and desirability of careful con­
sultation with the University community. 
Therefore-, we strongly urge reconsidera­
tion. 1 ' 
Members of the Law Faculty: David W. 
Robertson, William O. Hule, George E. 
Dix, M. Michael Sharlot, RobertMathews, 
ftoy M. Mersky, Parker C. Fielder, David 
B. Filvaroff, James M. Treece 
m ACT unnatural 
To the editor: . v' 
An Alternative Community Tax seems 
to me to be a bit like a women's lib bake 
sale. . . 
Reed Richards 
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••••:^::-;:.:r,- By BOB RENTFRO " XS«#£W5!$ 
Ripping-off Ma Bell by making fraudulent long distance 
calls is a serious crime, - -
And through use of electronic checking devices, com­
puters and strict law enforcement, telephone misuse now 
is a solvable crime 
People who make„^„.v.„1. lw,s U1 
good chance of being caught, Phil 
representative for Southwestern Bell Telephone C^.7^id 
Wednesday, 
"We're not trying to come down on people's heads," 
Strauch said, and were not out to niake arrests " 
STRAUCH SAID Bell wants to stop telephone misuse by 
educating people that fraudulent long distance calls can 
be a felony. Also, he said, people who do misuse the 
telephone service can be discovered and will have to 
make restitution. 
It is against the law to charge a long distance call to a 
credit card number that a person is not authorized to use 
or to have a long distance call billed to a telephone 
number that a persons is not authorized to use. v 
It also is against the law to obtain any telecom­
munications service with intent to defraud (using fic­
titious billing code numbers). 
If the value of the service stolen is $200 or more the 
offense is a felony of the third degree. 
The penalty for telephone service offenses is up to 10 
years in prison on a felony conviction or one year on a 
misdemeanor conviction, a fine of up to $5,000, restitution 
for the total cost of the fraiid and a permanent criminal 
record. 
"We try to talk to offenders in person to allow them to 
make restitution and to warn them about the laws," Reva 
Barnett, security representative for Southwestern Bell, 
said. "If they continue to make fraudulent calls we will 
prosecute." 
Mrs. Barnett said Southwestern Bell distributed a 
pamphlet containing facts about the illegal use of the 
phone to all dormitory rooms^ . •. ~ 
"We're not pointing an accusing finger at students," 
Strauph said. Atelepfyone offense on a student's reco.nl, 
though, ean hurt his future; thus we try to educate them 
about misuse," she said. 
faPlaces 
Absentee voting for tire-
April 6 Austin Independent 
School District (AISp) Board 
elections. continues from 8 
a.m.'to 5 p.m. through Tues­
day at University State Bank, 
19th and Guadalupe Streets."" 
Twelve candidates are vy­
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By NORMA CAVAZOS 
Quality and equality in 
education are the main issues 
in Rev. Marvin Griffin's cam­
paign for Place 1 on the AISD 
board. 
"THE ENTIRE community 
— including faculty, ad­
ministration, parents and 
students — should be involved 
in the educational process," 
Griffin said. 
Griffin advocates salary in­
creases for teachers, expan­
sion of the community 
college, more career educa­
tion in high schools and 
elimination of suspension 
programs which take students 
out of school. 
Community input is the key 
factor in Betty Spence's cam­
paign for Place 1. 
UNIFICATION of the com­
munity, administration and 
students in working toward a 
better edueational system is 
her main objective. 
"Integration, kindergarten 
and placing mentally retarded 
vouths-in. Austin classrooms 
"should be matters oT^grg; 
concern," she said. 
Mrs. Spence supports salary 
increases for teachers, lower 
teacher-student ratios and ap­
propriation of school funds on 
a priority basis. 
Place 2 
By LIZ SWEET 
Socialist Workers Party 
candidate for Place 2, Terry 
Annette Hardy, a secretary of 
the  Texas  Class room 
Teachers  Assoc ia t ion ,  
be l ieves  tha t  teachers ,  
parents and students should 
have the only voice in school 
board issues, "since these 
people are directly, affected 
by school boar^l decisions." 
Ms. Hardy supports quality 
education for all students 
through priority funding. 
The candidate also believes 
textbooks should reflect what 
is currently happening in 
society. 
A member of the continuing 
Task Force for Equal Oppor-
" tunity in Education, Decourcy 
Kelley recommends com­
munication between the 
public and the school board. 
Board members, she said, 
should "take the initiative to 
share informationwith ttie 
public." -< r - ' 
Mrs. Kelley supports the 
development of Austin Com­
munity College. 
A UNIVERSITY graduate, 
Mrs. Kelley advocates "help^ 
ing teachers to help children." 
She supports hiring "more 
teachers' aides, in addition to 
more facilities and increased 
salaries for teachers. 
Active in parent-teacher 
organizations, Nancy Schriber 
favors a re-evaluation of the 
budget with priority given to 
teacher salaries. She also 
recommends retention of cor­
poral punishment as a dis­
cipline alternative. 
fe Mrs. Schriber said she is 
disturbed by the dissension 
within the school system. The 
schools, she said, must unite 
to "insure proper education 
for our children." **. 
Mrs. Schriber wants to in­
clude teachers and parents in 
policy decisions. 
J. Don Smith, who was ap­
pointed to the Place 4 seat last 
year after the resignation of 
Frank Denius, advocates 
salary increases for employes 
of the Austin Independent 
School District. Smith also 
has proposed expansion and 
Improvement  of  ex is t ing  
scr~ ' '  ~  ~  '  
The candidate's priori 
include increased funding for 
instruction materials in the 
classrooms. 
Smi th  a l so  suppor ts  
academic expansion of Austin 
Community College. 
Place 3 
By JUDY MULRANEY 
Connie Forbes is running in 
Place 3 to bring a "positive 
approach to education. 
"I would like to see broader 
representa t ion  f rom the  
school district," Mrs. Forbes 
said.' 
"CURRENTLY there are 
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS DOWN 
LOOK AT THAT.. 
A PERFECT 6 1 
3-20 
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FRAME IT, ANPHAN6] 
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13 Eskimo hut 




20 Moving part 
of motor 






















41 Country of 
Asia 

















•••* 8 Chimney car­
bon 









22 Fiber plant 
23 Food fish 
25 Beer mug 
26 Slaves 
28 Female deer 





37 Talk glibly 
39 Television 
40 Dance step 
42 Depression 
43 Disarrange 
44 Body of water 
45 Native metal 
46 Unusual 




































SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
In Math, Engineering, Computer Science 
If you are interested in computer systems and programming ... 
If you are looking for a career with a leading software development 
company ... 
If you like the creative challenge of participating with, and eventually 
leading, professional teams in the creation of advanced applications soft­
ware v.-
And if you like the idea of continuing to live and work in Austin . <. 
TCC Insurance Services would like to talk to you. We are a growing 
company of 130 computing professionals who develop software systems for 
, the life insurance industry.. We offer excellent compensation and benefits 
in an environment <5f professional growth. 
Send your resume to C. Day wood, ̂ TCC, Inc., 1705 Guadalupe Street, 
Austin, Texas 78701. 1 " * 
three or four members who 
live in the same area. We need 
representa t ives  f rom 
different geographic, social 
and economic areas,') she 
Said. 
Mrs. Forbes cites as one of 
having six: 
children attending school in 
the AISD. She also has been; 
active in the P-TA and has' 
been chairman of the Reagan 
High School Adult Human 
Relations Committee. 
"I would like most to see a 
board work together after 
decisions are made, to carry 
them through," Mrs. Forbes 
said. 
Seeking a second Place 3 
term, M.K. Hage Jr. divided 
the AISD Board into two 
areas, the business side and 
the curriculum side, citing ex­
perience in both. 
"For the business side of 
the school board, which also 
deals with the community 
college and will handle around 
$70 million this year, I have a 
bachelor's degree in-business 
administration," Hage said. 
Hage holds a master's 
degree in educational ad­
ministration and also spent 16 
years as a teacher and prin-' 
cipal. He explained his con-, 
tinued opposition to insUjftrting 
open  c lass rooms,  "One  
classroom with 750 pupils is 
not an exercise in flexibility 
but rather in rigidity." 
Place 4 
By PATSY LOCHBAUM 
V- President of the Austin 
Association of Teachers, 
C.lydette Clayton has been an 
elementary school teacher, 
since she was graduated from 
the University' seven years 
ago. 
The 29-year-old candidate 
advocates'shorter terms to 
make board members "more 
responsive." 
Mrs .  Clayton  suppor ts  
bilingual education and an in­
crease in board efforts to 
secure more funds to help 
reduce the student-teacher 
ratio and raise teacher 
salaries. 
Steven Fuchs, a 20-year-old 
University history major and 
candidate for the Socialist 
'Workers Party, lists three, 
areas needing improvement in 
the Austin School district. 
„ FIRST,; he sayk, schools 
^lidnate black and chicano 
students in their choice of 
cur r icu lum and  advis ing  
methods. Second, students, 
teachers and parents should 
make decisions concerning 
school policies, ; curriculum 
and the hiring and firing of 
staff members. 
Thi rd ,  Fuchs  advoca tes  
"plugging tax loopholes" for 
the wealthy. 
June  Karp ,  a  secondary  
English teacher for 13 years, 
has  been  involved  wi th  
teaching associations for 14 
years. She has been a member 
of the National Education 
Associa t ion ,  Texas  S ta te  
Teachers Association and the 
Austin Classroom Teachers 
Assoc ia t ion  and  was  a  
business agent for the Austin 
Federa t ion  of  Teachers  for  a  
.^yewvr .fflfMS... 
. Citing educationally deprivfe 
ed children and undersupplied 
teachers as her main in­
terests, Mrs. Karp advocates < 
r emoval  f rom of f ice  of  
Schools Supt. Dr. Jack David­
son and increased community 
involvement. - ;•"* "\*j 
Je r ry  Nugent  ^was  
motivated to run for Place 4 
by legal work on desegrega­
t ion  and  s tudent - teacher  
rights he performed while ser« 
ving as law clerk to a U.S. dis-. 
trict judge and a judge on the 
court of appeals. 
The University School of 
Law graduate, 32, advocates a 
nonboard appointed advisory 
commit tee  of  paren ts ,  
teachers  and  s tudents ,  a  
teacher salary increase and 
disciplining students without 





By Zodiac News Service 
A Columbia  Univers i ty  
sociologist has suggested that 
the dead be maintained on 
machines so that their bodies 
rye.as blood factories 
-and- sparepartsbanksfortfie 
living. ' . „ . 
Dr. Amitai Etzioni, who 
made the suggestion to the 
American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, 
predicted that his idea will 
probably shock most people. 
But, said Etzioni, people will 
get used to the idea if it is dis­
cussed openly. 
Etzioni said a person should 
be judged legally dead when 
his or |ier brain wave activity 
ceases. At this point, says the 
doctor, the cadaver could then 
be placed on a life simulating 
machine which would con­
tinue to pump blood through 
the body and keep all the 
tissues, but the brain, alive.. 
The doctor also stated that 
if society accepts the idea, it 
wil] be necessary for some 
JltuaL-to- be performed) 
"^vlifcfTth e i nd ry id u a f l s 
pronounced dead, to" satisfy 
the need of relatives to. know 
that the deceased is indeed 
dead. 
WHAT FAMOUS TRIO CUT 
CLASSES WITH A SWORD, 
SPOKE FLUENT FRENCH, 
COULD CHARM A HAREM, 
AND SOUNDS LIKE A 
CANDY BAR? 
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CLASSES: JUNE 17 — JULY 22 
Anthropology • Art History • Italian 
Classical Civilisation • Painting • Cinema 
Sculptufe 
• Etruscan Archaeotogy Program 
TRINITY COLLEGE/ROME CAMPUS 
Or Borden W Painter .  J r . .  D i rector  
Hartford. Conn. 06106 
(203) 527-3151. Ext. 218 
USE YOUR BREAK 
FOR SISSY 
Before you leave, come by the 
Farenthold for Governor state head­
quarters at 404 West 15th Street 
(476-2442} and visit vyith us about 
what you can do at home during the 
break. Put your holiday ta work for 
Texas. 
Pol. Adv. by Students for Farenthold, Steve Price, Chairman 
Published by the Daily Texan, TSP Bldg., UT, Austin. Texas 
Italian Restaurant 
GRAND OPENING 
A Great Place For Those 
Who Love Homemade 
Authentic Italian Food 
Serving: 
Spaghett i - Pizza - La sag na 
23 Wines - Imported Beer 
SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE - SICIUAN PIE 
LUNCH ... 11:30-4:30 
DINNER ..... 4:30-9:30 
PIZZA 9:30-1:00 d.m. 
Austin's Finest Italian Food 
727 West 23rd 
Across from Hardin North 






, Position 1 
BETTY BELIEVES: 
• BiLingual, Tri-Cultural Programs now existing in the Austin Schools should be continued and 
broadened. 1 
• Communication between students, teachers, administrators. Board and the Community must 
be emphasized and determinedly sought out. 
• Teachers deserve salaries that reflect their professional status and increase relative to the ris­
ing cost of living. 
^AISO Board terms of six years are too long. Shorter terms would create Board Members who 
are mSre responsive to the heeds and interests of the community. 
The School Board election is April 6, during spring break. VOTE ABSENTEE TODAY at 
University State Bank, 19th & Guadalupe, 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. * 
Betty is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin. For more information or to volunteer 
support, call 345-1312. 
Pd. Pol Adv. by Studmnlt for • Prognss/vt. Rupomtot School Board. DmvmOullIck coordlrntot. iaOBWntAn.No.2t. PrintodMThoDii-
ty Texan. TSP Bldg., University of Tanas. Austin, Texas. 
' c/l/c , 1<Z _ 
7̂ . blmz Kett/eu-loTfy 
pdnfeu/f-
4 A/A/fiz. eye/n 
\JdcA.se/, it **' 
S fjr 
An Equal Opportunity 
VOTE ABSENTEE IN THE 
AUSTIN SCHOOL BOARD 
ELECTION 
BEFORE YOU LEAVE 
FOR SPRING BREAK 
a 
}/?\ace 1 Marvin Griffin Place 3 M.K. Hage Jr. 
Place 2 DeCpurcy Kelly Place 4 June Karp 
Votm AbfnUm at ' . 
UNIVERSITY STATE BANK 
<• ""V V.T. VL»~« 
N. for Sy< <M)1 W. 14. UC M«< I 
CLOTHE/FACTORY 
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NCAA Swim Meet 
5*>M * 
'%ii^y RICKED-JUSTICE l^flfires" us up more. „ 
Texan Staff Writer \r', And the Hornsn^Wbe 
-—LONG BEACH, Calif, -i -: fired up. Texas is entering 12, 
•' Throughout the Texas &wim events at the meet Thursday^' 
StillS 
Coach Pat Patterson has kept 
team's 1974 season, Texas 
VlT reminding the Longhorns of 
one event — the NCAA 
National Meet. 
"It's all the marbles in one 
basket for us." Patterson 
said.* 'This is whaj our entire 
season is all about." 
Patterson's goal for" the 
Longhorns is to break into the 
top 15 nationally, but many of 
the Horns haVe another goal 
on their minds. 
"We're going out there to 
kick SMU's ass," Backstroker 
Jamie Baird said. "The way 
they acted at conference just 
Friday and Saturday, but the 
Horns expect tb finish in the 
top 12 in only four of them — 
the medley relay, the 200-yard 
freestyle, the 100-yard 
breaststroke and the 200-yard 
breaststroke. 
"ANYTHING we score out­
side of those four would have 
to be considered a gift," 
Patterson said. "The big 
event for us is the medley 
relay. I would say that event 
is the key to our doing well at 
nationals." 
In the medley relay, Patter­
son will enter freshman Tim 
Carter, sophomores Baird and ••••••••••••• 
NEEDED 
Uncle Sam look-alike and 25 extras, all] 
ages for television PSA's. Try outs March 
28, 7:30 CM A 4th floor ^ 
iFred LeMaistre 
Bob Rachner. 
, It is ironic that Patterson 
should pick the medley relay 
as his team's key event 
because the coach of another 
Texas swim team feels the 
same way. 
"The key to the meet for us 
will be the medley relay on 
Thursday night," SMU Coach 
leorge McMillion. 
Entries 
••toy Carter, KacHner, laird, 
LeMabtre. 
•00»Yofd Freestyle (teftty — Werrel, Watson, 
Carter, UMatetrs. 
500»Yard ff ilyli — Werrel, Watson. 
One-Meter PMnq — Ml Hohbs. 
400*Yord IndMdvol Medley — Carter, Wat-
'san. 
100-Yord Bodcstreke — tatak ' 
200-Yord Freestyle — Woaol, ieMabtre, 
100* Yard Ireaststrehe — Rachner. 
1650>Yard freestyle — Watson. 
100-Yard Mestyls — Werrel, LeMaistre. 
300-Yard Breaststroke — tochner. ' 




I Lowa • F&biek.ivo -Va.sque -GaJibicrl 
"We have to score in the 
relays to do well. That first 
night is very important 
because it's hard to come 
back from a bad first day." 
McMILLION will enter 
Paul Hove, Doug Tuero, 
Richard Hess and John Tlior-
burn in the event. 
The Texas swimmers will 
be taking their first shave and 
taper swim since the SMU 
meet in late December, and 
I -Patterson expects, or rather 
hopes, to see times drop. 
"Everyone looks real good, 
especially Ralph Watson," 
Patterson said. "I wouldn't be 
surprised at anything he does 
out there." 
Watson is entering the 
grueling 1,650-yard freestyle 
but will need about a 30-
second drop..to have any 
son said. "Watson has just 
been super." 
In the other three- events 
Patterson expects to score 
points, he is looking to juniors . 
Rachner and Dick Worrel. ; 
RACHNER WILL enter 
both the 100- and 200-yard 
breaststroke, and even though 
Patterson has been less than 
pleased with Rachner's .per­
formance this year, he 
probably will be Texas 
highest finisher in the meet. 
"This is it for me," Rachner 
said. "This is what my whole 
season is keyed to. We shaved 
and tapered for the SMU meet 
earlier in the year, and my 
.times swimming tired have 
been even lower since then. 
By Ahe time I swim at 
nationals- they should be 
dropped phenomenally.'.' 
Rachner, who has been 
known to break a training rule 
or two, is a contrast to the 
dedicated WorreL But both, 
have identical goats. 
"IF YOU don't do well at 
nationals, your season is not a 
thing," Worrel s6id. "You go 
out there knowing you're go­
ing to be competing against 
the best." 
Sorrel's best time in his 
event, the 200-yard freestyle, 
is 1:42.1, and he and Patterson 
^gree-his time will have to be 
lower to score points. 
"That I've done a 1:42.1 en­
courages me that I can do 
better," Worrel said. "To win 
anything for the team I'll have 
to do better." 
And Patterson feels the 
same way. "There are poten­






By LARRY SMITH if ' 
Texan Staff Writer -f 
One reason that mo*e than 
120 individuals and 20 schools 
will participate in the Univer­
sity women's intercollegiate 
tennis tournament Thursday 
through Saturday at the In­
tramural Fields is because of 
the great number of tennis 
games the women can expect 
to play. 
";.In this years singles com­
petition, anyone losing in the 
first five rounds of play will 




LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (UPI) 
— The University of Arkansas 
Wednesday hired basketball 
coach -Eddie Sutton, who 
resigned earlier in the day at 
Creighton, to a contract "that 
will make him the highest 
paid basketball coach in the 
Solithwest Conference." 
Athletic Director Frank 
Broyles declined to disclose 
the addition of Sutton, Arkan­
sas will be making a bid to 
become a basketball power.. 
"Blot only in the conference, 
but nationally," Broyles said., 
"We want to give our Razor-
back fans something to cheer 
about after the football season 
is over," Broyles said. "And I 
am calling on all of our fans to 
support our basketball 
specifics as the contract will • program in the same manner 
not actually be signed until they have backed football. 
the nation that can go a 1:39 in 
cTTanciF^ SPrninff-herg tho gnOrfrpp " he sai(T "For 
"If anyone is capable of a Worrel it will be a coin toss as 
30-secojid_drop he_is,^Patter- to whether he scores or not. 
"Anyway, by Saturday, 
we'll know what kind of 
season We've had." 
Thursday but said Sutton, who 
played college basketball at 
Oklahoma State under Hank 
Iba, would have a -five-year 
contract averaging ap­
proximately $25,000 per year. 
Sutton, 38, will take over a 
sagging program that has 
seen the Razorbacks 
challenge for the conference 
title only occasionally in the 
ast 15 years. 
Broyles iriSTcaled Cotton ty and Duke: 
will have a "free hand" and 
an "adequate budget" to 
allow him to recruit exten­
sively. He also said that with 
Eddie Sutton is considered 
the top young coaching 
prospect in America and I am 
honored to present him to you < 
at this time as an official 
member of the Razorback 
family," Broyles told a news, 
conference that was held on 
live •statewide television. 
Sutton was also being con­
sidered for the head coaching 
job at Oral Roberts Universi-
braoket. The winner of the 
consolation will finish fifth. 
Singles is a seven-round 
event. There also will be a 
"fed-in" consolation for the 
first four rounds of the six-
round doubles competition. 
"The 'fed-in' is one reason 
we're drawing so many 
schools tb the tournament," 
Texas Women's Coach Betty 
Hagerman said. "This is 
because they can afford to 3 
come a long way since they 
know they'll get to play a lot 
of tennis." 
THE THREE teams which 
will travel the farthest to be in 
the tournament include Sophie 
Newcomb* College (New 
Orleans), Central State 
University (Edmond, Okla.) 
and the University of 
Oklahoma. 
Competition , is slated to 
begin at 8:45 a.m.*Thursday. 
On Friday and Saturday, play 
will begin at 8 a.m. On Thurs­
day competition will continue 
until dark, while on Saturday 
the teams will play until the 
tournament is completed. 
"This is by far the strongest 
tournament we've been in this 
year,' ' Ms. Hagerman said. 
"It will be tougher than the 
stajte,tournament we compete 
in became some 6f the best 
schools at our tournament are 
junior colleges. Many of them 
do not compete in the state 
tournament. The only school 
in the state, which is good and 
will not be here, is Schreiner 
(Junior) College of Kerr-
ville." 
DESPITE the distance, 
soraeschools have traveled, to 
be in the meet, a school from 
irearl 
Highest Quality Boots 
Fit By Experienced People 
[Whole Earth PpovSSlC^ 
504 west 24th 478-1577 
A TYPING SERVICE • 
J specializing in 
• —theses and dissertations 
• *—low briefs 
9 —term papers and reports 
J Prompt, Professional 
• Service 
2 453-7577 




PATIO DINNERS RETURN!! 
With 
KENNETH THREADGILL 
- and the 
Velvet Cowpasture 
Eat a Fried Chicken Dinner for 80' (drink-dessert extra) 
V on the UNION PATIO 
(Chuck Wagon tn case of rain) 
Musical Events Committee 
Thursday, March 28 
5:30 - 7:30 p.m. 
SANKANEfilCAfiQ 
Shoe Shop * SALE * 











• LEATHER SALE • 
Vorioui kinds, colors • 75' per ft.. 
Capitol Saddlery 




WITH "531" STRAIGHT GAUGE FRAME 
Hi AUSTIN CYCLE CENTE1 






/ and J /// 
\ 
LIVE RECORDING CONCERT 
UICIENUCH, TEXAS 
Why Hassle 
With A Dealer 
For VW Repairs? 
THE BUG 
CORNER 
801 West Ave. 477-2725 







ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
- > 
"5 
&5.S8 LIST ALBUMS I 
For ft \Q 
to 
presented by 
The Cultural Entertainir ^mlttee of 
the Tex?^p^^^ 
Friday, March 29/ ̂  Coliseum/8:00 pm 
$2 v. .ia! Services Fee \S> \VTTal 
Ticket drawing: .>-29/Hogg Box OfficVlQ-6 daily 
Bus schedule; 25' Round trip/Jester, Kinsolving, Co-Op 
. .. _ 7:00-7:30 __ 
No cameras or tape recorders allowed. 
If YOU'RE PIAYING TENNIS 




The Monteiumo Horny Bull;'* 
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila. . • 
&oz CONCENTRATED ORANGE' IIIDniEZUIlla 
, BREAKFAST DRINK Over >ce. 
I ts sensational, and that 's no bull. TEQUl I vA v 
' 1974 BOPfYxrt Tvqnrla Bftfion DiMtHflT* Import <.o N<*wV<xl» N®wYo»li 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
Blood Plasma Donors Needed 
Men & Women: 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
—-—TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
CLOSED WED. & SAT. 
409 W. 6th 477-3735 
SPEND YOlHt MONEY ON 
THE TOWN.NOT THE HOTEL. 
At the Hotel Riverside we deal in basics. For a paltry $4 a night well 
give you a room with bed and basin. Your bath being mere footsteps 
down the hall. Make it $8 and well put you in a room with bath. With 
or without, you're in a building with a Luby's Cafeteria and El Poco 
Loco - one of the River's livelier nightspots. All right in the heart of 
San Antonio's beautiful Paseo del Rio. 
Make your reservations for a weekend. Or a week. At the hotel that 
figures you get more for your money 
when you're awake. Than when 
you're asleep. 
to Fin- v , 
Trinity University, the 
defending women's national 
champion, has three of the 
tournament's top eight seedST 
They are led by JoAnn 
Russell, who won last year's 
meet and is the No. 1 seed. 
Mary Hamm, No. 4, and Don­
na Stockton, No. 6, are the 
other two seeded Trinity 
players. 
Lamar State University of 
Beaumont is the only school 
besides Trinity with more 
than one seeded player. 
Lamar's Linda Rupert is No. 2 
and Janet Thomas is seeded 
No. 7. 
Texas' -top player is Amy 
Kay Wilkins. She is among the 
top 16 at the tournament but is 
not seeded among the first 
eight. 
"I THINK Amy can pull an 
upset. I feel she will finish 
among the final 16," Ms. 
Hagerman said. 
Mary Tredennick and Jo 
Ann Kurz combine to form 
Texas' top doubles team. They 
are seeded No. 8, while Ms.' 
Russell and Ms. Hamm of 
Trinity are the No. 1 doubles 
team. 
"There are about 30 top-
notch women who will com­
pete in the tournament," said 
Ms. Hagerman. "There are 
probably a lot more that are 
good, but not quite as good as 
these 30. I think it will be an 
open meet. We have as good a 
chance as anybody." ,.r 
"OTHER TEXAS players 
.who.will participate in singles 
competition are Debbie 
Rronrpstain, whn will pomhine 
with Ms. -Wilkins to play 
doubles, Nancy Macken, M L. 
Govaars, Paula Phillips, Can-
di Cowden and Patty Nixon. 
Ms. Hagerman also plans to 
enter in doubles the squad of 
Ms. Macken and Ms. Govaars 
and the team, of Ms. Phillips 
and Ms. Cowden. 
This is the third year the 
tournament has been held. In 
1973, 80 persons played in 
singles and' 40 teams com­
peted in doubles. This year, 
there will be 110 singles and 56 
doubles competing. Up to 30 
courts at a time will be used 
during the three-day competi­
tion. 
"The meet has really 
grown," Ms. Hagerman said. 
"But there's no reason it 
might not get even larger." 
(W; 
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YHSfl  The River's My Budget Hotel. 
Corner of 
Presa^Cokce / 
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| students only | 
• a pre-paid ., | 
5 no refunds I 
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Akala Ali ToT/ghfj 
Foreman in Fall 
CARACAS(AP) - They started beatb^e publirity drums 
Wednesday for a George Foreman-Muhammad AttfighHn 
Afnca -^mJ?t9h°np Promoter called "a super-colossalroec-
tacular. The fight of our lifetime." ^ !3960 . 
Foreman cleared the way for a "aniri n.w 
heayywei^Jt title defense against Ali by dropping Ken Norton 
on his back and stopping him two minutes into the second round' 
Tuesday iugiit. 
At a news conference to announce the Foremah-Ali fight 
Which was signed even before Foreman fought Norton - Don 
King of V,deo Techniques, toe., predicted the match would 
gross ?30 million and be seen by one billion people. 
The fight is set for late September at Kihshasa, Zairp, which 
formerly was Leopoldville, the Belgian Congo 
Foreman trying toarrange travel plans to Houston to visif/his 
sick mother, did not attend the news (Conference. 
Alj. a commentator for the closed-circuit telecast Tuesday 
•night, left for the United States before the news conference. 
Dick Sadler, I1 oreman's trainer, was present and, when asked 
how he saw Tuesday night's fight, replied: "Briefly;" 
"I've hail a chance to mold and create a monster " Sadler 
added,. . 
Hank Schwartz, president of Video Techniques, said King, 
vice-president, was responsible for getting the two fighters 
together for the match for which each will be paid a record $3 
million. 
Schwartz said Hemdale Leisure Corp. of London was in­
strumental in the initial financing, putting up $1.5 million of 
what was termed "risk-front money." 
Risneiia Investment, Inc., which has contracts with the 
government of Zaire, put up letters of intent for $9 6 miHion 
Schwartz said. ' • • ' n— '. .>• 
He also -said that, in separate negotiations, the iive"gate. 
already has been sold for $1.4 million to Risneiia; incorporated-
in Panama and based in Geneva. 
Sports Shorts 
fy&'JUf 4 
By KELLEY ANDERSON 
Texan Staff Writer ' 
Akala, successfully feeding 
jj^Sam Kent for scores, won its 
^second consecutive in* 
a'S they had the first, scoring 
six unanswered joints and led, 
25-23. ; 
Neither teart' tould giftif a 
distinct ^advantage until two 
offensive and defensive 
rebounds and "was a major 
reason we won by such a large 
margin." added Nolan. "He 
... pulled in a Ipt of important 
tramural basketball cham^i Julian Cano field goals and a rebounds close to the end of 
Ig^ionship Wednesday?1; Kent foul shot put Akala in"' the game. ^defeating the Chuck Taylor front by five. "I think the key to our 
Memorial Squad, 51-43. Kent drove.down the lane success was that we never had 
Kent; the game's" hi'glf-* and scored on a lay-up as the 
scorer with 19 points, con-, buzzer sounded, and Akala 
was up by; their biggest 
margin of the game «? $1 
points. 
t eam prac t i ce  wher$  
everybody made it. We were; 
all together only foe games," ' 
joked Kent. ; * • " 
^ ^ 
' Coleman was high scorer^ 
for Chuck Taylor with 14 • 
points, followed by Charles 
Davidson and Casey Wren 
with seven and six points.' 
respectively. 
l||;|tinually beat the Chuck Taylor 
lildefense as he drove the lane 
^ for easy lay-ups. 
The game was close until 
the final minutes, as the lead 
changed hands several times. 
With 10 minutes gone in the 
game. Chuck Taylor went 
ahead behind the good outside 
shooting of Bill Coleman. It 
never relinquished the lead 
the rest of the first half and 
led at halftime, 23-19. ' 
Akala began the second half 
We played * -wait and see; 
what he does with the ball' 
defense and that hurt us," 
said Akala player — coach 
Pete Nolan, assessing, his 
teams' first-half difficulties. 
"When we tightened up our 
defense we did much better." 
Akala also benefited from a 
rebounding advantage. Dave 
Venheisen pulled in many 
POMPANO BEACH, Fla, 
(UPI) — Steve Garvey's 
bases-loaded single in the 
seventh inning drove in the 
tie-breaking, run, and the Los 
Angeles Dodgers added two 
more off relievers Don 
Stanhouse and Jim Merritt en 
route to a 9-7 victory Wednes-
.day over the Texas Ranges.** 
; COCOA, Fla.' (*AP'f^-r.; 
Houston snapped a 2-2 tie in 
the  n in th  inn ing  a f t e r  
Detroit's Lerrin LaGrow had 
retired 16 straight batters to 
give the Astros a 3-2 exhibi­
tion baseball victory Wednes-^ 
day. 3 
—U«xan Staff MtotobyJayMllkr 
Akala player >heotti from crowd. 
rs 
COLLEGE STATION (UPI) 
— Sophomore righthander 
Wayne Hueperibeclcer pitched 
a one-hit shutbut to give the 
doubleheader split Wednesday 
with southwest Conference 
leader Texas A&M. 
A&M won the opener 5-1 and 
Minnesota the nightcap, 24). 
The Aggies scored five runs 
in the first inning of the first 
game. Designated hitter San­
dy Bate and shortstop Fred 
Russ drove in two runs each. 
A&M's winning pitcher was 
Perry Arthur, with relief help 
from Clint Thomas and Jim 
Juhl. 
The Gophers scored twice in 
the third inning of the second 
game on singles by Jim Kau­
nas and Keith Flanders off 
Aggie starter Don Bravenec. 
Huepenbecker's pitching 
made the runs stand. 
A&M is 22-5 for the season 
and Minnesota is 1-3. 
• • • 
The Austin Huns rugby club 
travels to Mexico City this 
Friday to compete in a 
weekend tournament against 
Mexico. City rugby teams. 
Friday, the Huns will play a. 
Mexican all-star team. The 
match will be the first inter­
national match for the Huns. 
On Monday, the Huns will 
p lay  the  Univers i ty  of  
Americas team at 1 p.m. on 
their Puebla campus. 
There will be a send-off pep 
rally for the Huns at 805 
Leonard St. at 8 p.m. Thurs­
day- • * • 
With A&M CLASSIFIEDS WORK 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. 
(AP)— Portland won the coin 
flip Wednesday and the right 
for the first choice in the 
National Basketball Associa- UCLA 
tion draft which could mean 
negoUatirig rigfits to Bill 
Walton, twice "thfr nation's 
p layer  o f  the  year  f rom 
Complete Research Service 
Collegiate Research Systems has a complete 
Educational Research Service, includiftft 
Term Paper Research, Thesis Research^ and 
Professional typing in all areas. 
Phone: 474-1235 
50,000 Research Papers on file 
Quick Delivery • Collegiate Research Systems 
Mon. -thru Fri. 104 East 6th Street No. 518 
Hrs: 10:00 to 5:00 Littlefield Building 
10:00 to 4:00 Sqt. Austin, Texas 78701 
\ V H A T  F A M O U S  T R I O  
HOODWINKED THE COURTS, 
l fM«4»4S5M A N E M t l R L  
1NHILE SWASHBUCKLING THEIR 
\HAf TO FAME AND FORTUNE? 
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Football spring training will come to a close Thursday as the 
Longhorns do battle in the annual intra-squad Orange-White 
game at 7 p.m. in Memorial Stadium. 
The Horns concluded their afternoon workouts Wednesday, 
brushing up on kickoff and kickoff returns as well as goal-line 
defense. 
The spring game will see Texas' first team offense, in white, 
- compete with -the-first-team defense, in orange. —- ~~ 
Captains Doug English and Wade Johnston will lead the 
Orange team against a'White team led by center Bob Tresch, 
who shares offensive captain duties with the injured Roosevelt 
Leaks. •' , 
Longhorn Trainer Frank Medina said 11 players will be 
sidelined with injuries. . 
Tickets are $2 for adults and $1 for public school age children, 
while University students will be admitted free with blanket 
'taxes. • -
ARBY'S ROAST BEEF 
SANDWICH SPE< 
MASSAGES 
HOT OIL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
MAGNETIC TOUCH WEIGHT LIFTING 
J- POWDER 
jiMagit®oucI( of jfetms 
BODY MASSAGE FOR GENTLEMEN 
. Young Lady Masttutet in Complete Privacy! 
10 A.M. to 12 Midnight 
(7 Oayi) 
^ CALL FOR 
Iti^APPQIIMTMENT— 
ISatisfaction Ouarantaad) 





Chan and Colorful . 
Hot Roast B»sl, siloed wefer-thln, stacked i 
high on a toasted sesame seed bun. Help! 
yourself to all you want of Barbeque Sauce, i 
.Horseradish 8auce. Mustard and Ketchup. 
20* OFF ALI ArRBYS . 
OFFER GOOD THRU MARCH 2& 
1705 Guadalupe 472-1582 
5400 Burnet Rd. 451-3760 
4411 W. Ben White > 892-2058 
tiCWm VMS PIHW> »VA»flmC 
£•'Whole Efcrtk PravislotvCo., 
|it_ 504 west 24th 478-1577 
-Boorj. tdktthHik:•»*+*. • AooqtKreSnif 
DR. STEPHEN H. SPURR 
President University of Texas at Austin 
will be our guest 
at 
Soup and Sandwich Seminar 
Thursday, 12 to 1 p.m. 
University Christian Church 
2007 University Avenue 
(Disciples Student Fellowship) 
Tune Up: Any Car 
i$ 12 plus parts 
Call Mike 
444-2403 





A NEW STORE IS OPENING DURING 
SPRING BREAK 
THE KITCHEN GARDEN 
' 913 N. Lamar (Across from Mother Earth) 
478-4037 
Organic Gardening Supply 
Vegetables & Herbs 
Let us help with your garden - seeds and plants, tools, 
organic fertilizer and organic pest control ' 




' in Texas 
from$2.25 up 











Quifk, Reliable Service 
STILLIA GREAT 
PLACETO BE 
Thu-Sat: DAN & 
BRONCO BROS. 
v 3 
•* \ ' J?<c NEVER A COVER 
202V I. Riverside Dr.at Burton 441-4677 
305 W. 19th 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. MON. to SAT. 










To Get Into Our Pants" 
ENTIRE 
j INfshJ jS 
i'; 
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I?W M§4 > 
4 
: * V 
NOW 
ONLY LEE ENDS BROOK lili! ?• *5- V 
stiffs j-
$18 
As advertised in 
VALUES TO 
Matching Brush Denim 
Pant and Jacket & 
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Ip f̂; >80feV'*S 
it! rST r̂PvS'' 
REG. $1.19 
ORISTAN TABLETS 
Relieve cold and 
hay fever congestion, 
24 s. Limit 1 
< ->r - *.<- * .. X; i Ste- •'•- i* •: *' 
i \ + -  \  •»•,*:. «<£ *>.'»*? " *„'A . 
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Bismol *WU!)« CQW1HG KIIW 




For upset stomachs, 
8 oz. Limit 1 
%hr;''̂  m§m 
mm •2T ipj4>- */?' 
-JV * 
* * V *̂ i**'̂ 5£?X Price good with coupon through March 30,1974. | 
* f 
*&$S 
•• l.i-' ••; ' """"I 
Why don't poisonings stop? It's up to you to stop them! 
*- **• 
SAVE 50c SAVE 46c 
I5J5-
-tfcsf year tWre were 160,824 poisonings. The killers were everything from prescription 
drugs to househfeld products such as furniture polish. In fact, almost anything in your 
~ home can be a poison if it is misused. That's why extra'care in usage should be taken, 
especially if there are children present. If a poisoning should occur, mdke sure you 









Reg. or Powder, 
12 oz. 
Limit 1 
REG. $1.39 *:' 
VICKS NYQUIL 
The nighttime cold 
medicine, 6 oz. 
Limit 1 

















Dry, Normal, Oily, 
15 oz. Limit 1 
SAVE 46c 





100's. Limit, 1 
I ~~ '"g 5«h«v1ng i <**49* 
SAVE 30c SAVE 36c 
| ̂  I 
Price good with coupon through March 30,1974. | Price good with coupon through March 30,1974. I Price good with coupon through March 30,1974. 
REG. $1.03 
GILLETTE 
TRAC II BLADES 
5's 
Limit 1 
Price good with coupon through March 30, 1974. 


















16 oz. Limit 1 
Price good with coapon through March 30,1974. 
Vaseline 








18 Oz. Limit 1 












Reg., Hard to Hold, 
Super Hard to Hold, 
16 oz. Limit 1 







KFL07.(t9l6(tt; J 1 
SAVE 20c 
I 





2*2 Oz. Limit 1 




































t Dz. limit 1 
























For dry skin, 15 oz. 
Limit 1 
Price good with coupon through March 30,1974. 
SAVE 5c 
offee-mate 










Giant 16 oz: iar. 
Limit 1 '' 





Reg. or Mint, 
4.6 oz. 
Limit 1 



















Price good with coupon through March 30,1974. 
SAVE 16c 
RE&77C 
SKIPPY -5 'r --
.wrss-aaua nmi BUTTER 






REG. 15c Each I | 
NEW SIZE ' • 
CANDY BARS | 
A huge selection -• 
to mix and match... I 
Limit 6 - _ • -
with coupon through Martt 30, 1974. j| eod with coupon through March 30,1974. - 1 | /< Price good with coupon through March 30, 1974. . Price good . it  c  t r  r̂ k 30, , 
M® SB HH BHI BB ^MMi 9®. ̂ SSJBJSR38?j»SSL»HaiaKsidaJ?£iiJS8»-?^Si 
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By DAVID BROOKS 
Nothing is wrong with the 
existing AstroTurf at 
, ;Memorial. Stadium, Bill 
-Israel, sales director of the 
*- Monsanto -Co., said Wednes­
day- » • 
"It is holding, ujf satisfac­
torily, and we were willing to 
continue servicing it for the 
- remaining five years of its 
original 10-year warranty,", 
he said. 
"Some repair work is need­
ed to correct a seepage 
problem in parts of the field, 
but the turf itself is still in fine 
shape," he said. 
The freshman practice field 
is a different situation, 
however. It is made of a 
different fiber and is virtually 
threadbare. 
This turf was an experimen­
tal one, designed as a low-cost 
surface for high school fields, 
but it has proved un­
successful. "And since it 
needed replacing and the var-
- sity field needed repair, the 
University chose to replace 
both at the same time," Israel 
said. 
The decision to replace the 
• rug and padding on both fields 
was made on the basis of the 
•condition of the surfaces and 
the expected increase in 
price, said A1 Lundstedt, Tex­
as intercollegiate athletics 
business manager. 
AstroTurf, a petroleum by­
product, has increased in 
price from last year's $2.75 





By LARRY SMITH 
Texan Staff Writer 
!»}• 
been invited to 'answer; 
 ̂ WM: 1:Stofl Photo by David Woo 
Workers begin replacing worn AstroTurf on the freshman field. 
Even though most minority 
workers are in blue collar 
positions, Wilhelmina Delco, 
Candidate for state represen­
tative, Place 1, said Wednes­
day she does not think the 
worker? are represented in 
$3.25 per square foot, hringir|g union manafl<»m<>nt .... 
* 'Speaking at a noon sandwich 
seminar sponsored by„ the 
Afro-American Culture Com­
mittee, Mrs. Delco said, 
"This means there are no 
blacks on the union levels 
where decisions take place." 
She explained she was not 
against, unions themselves, 
because she thinks there 
should be an organization to 
speak for blue collar workers. 
City Accenting Names 
For Newest Park Area 
the totaf "cost to $300,000. 
"And with the oil situation 
the way it is, the price could 
go as high as $4.50 to .$5 per 
square foot within five 
years," Israel anticipated. 
The University System 
Board of Regents ap­
propriated $3000,000 for the 
project. $150,000 from Univer­
sity funds, the other $150,000 
from intercollegiate athletics. 
Mrs. Delco added, however, 
she was not "overwhelmingly 
impressed" with what the un­
ions were doing to help, blue 
collai- workers. 
"No one is at the manage­
ment level to speak ifor "the 
^wago earners,'' she said. 
Mrs. Delco said if the 
minority workers are in a 
labor organization they should 
have some feeling they can 
move up in the organizational 
structure. 
Delco Rally 
• An "old-fashioned" political" 
rally for Mrs? Delco will be 
h£ld from 4 to 8 p.m. Sunday 
at Givens Park, 3801 E. 12th 
St. 
The Afro-American Players 
will perform, and there will -
be live music, food, drinks and 
games. 
- Admission is free. 
^ "For more iWormatfon coh~ 
tact Linda M&Gowan at 474-
6031. 
fins Rates To Be 
During Nonrush 
Cut 
Austin Transit System rates 
will be lowered from 30 to 15 
"cents during nonpeak hours, 
beginning Monday, according 
to Joe Ternus, director of the" 
city's Urban Transportation 
Department. 
Ternus said Wednesday the 
reduction is part of City Coun­
cil's program to improve 
Austin's transportation ser­
vices and an attempt to con­
serve energy by encouraging 
more riders during inactive 
regular 30-cent fare will be 
charged at other times! 
Another service change, 
already in opera is the 
"park .and ride' express 
program. It provides 
transportation from the Pox 
Twin Theater, 6757 Airport 
Citizen's suggestions for naming the recently acquired - Blvd., to the University, 
University Hills park area must be submitted by Monday to Capitol complex and down-
Jack Robinson, director of the Parks and Recreation Depart- - town from 7 to 9 a.m. The 
ment. - return trip runs from 4 to 6 
Robinson said Wednesday he will present the proposals to the p.m. Parking space is 
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board for consideration. The available free a,ll day at the 
board wijl make recbmmendations to City Council, which will hours, „ * ly ^theater.- ' ^ 
render the final decision. 4 T Reduced fares will be in Stops are made at 23rd aiiti 
Located south of US 183 and east of Reagan High School, the effect from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. San Jacinto Streets, 15th 
park area, purchased in January, includes a recreation and 6 to 10" p.m., Monday Street and San Jacinto, 11th 
building, fenced play yard, double-lighted tennis court and through Friday, and all day Street and San Jacinto, Eighth 





llth and Lavaca Street and 
15th and Congress Avenue. 
Fares . are 30 cents each 
way, and transfers are issued 
upon request. Commuter 
passes, valid from 6 to 9 a.m. 
and 3 to 6 p.m. Monday 
through Friday for one calen­
dar month, are -$10. 
Passes may be purchased at 
the Austin Transit System of­
fice, 1315 Fifth St. or the 
Austin Tax Department, 207 
W. Ninth Si. ^ " 
Additional information 
about fares and service im­
provements can be obtained 
by calling the Austin Transit 
System, 478-8581. 
Preservation, restoration 
and enhancement of Austin's 
waterways will be a focal 
point in the city's participa­
tion in the Bicentennial 
celebration, it was announced 
Wednesday. 
Austin became eligible 
Tuesday to become an official 
member of the Bicentennial 
celebration, which lasts from 
July 4, 1975 to July 4, 1976, 
when the City Council ap­
proved its participation. 
; The Bicentennial celebra­
tion consists of cooperation 
be tween  the  Na t iona l  
Bicentennial Administration 
and local communities. Austin 
has sent an application to the 
administration seeking to be 
accepted as an official, partici- ^ 
pan t .  Approva l  by  the  ad i '  
ministration would make 
Austin eligible for the federal 
funding needed to carry out 
t he  p l ans  o f  t he  Aus t in  
Bicentennial Commission. 
THE CITY'S application 
was accepted Wednesday by 
the American Revolution 
Bicentennial Commission of 
Texas (AJRBC). The ARBC 
plans to work with Austin's 
commission in restoring the-
Old Lundberg Bakery and 
other historical sites. 
P l ans  by  the  Aus t in  
Bicentennial Commission in­
clude the establishment of a 
Permanent Ethnic Commis­
sion, the restoration of East 
Sixth Street and Caswell 
House and the completion of 
Symphony Square. But the 
.main project will center 
around the development of 
Austin's waterways. 
"WE WANT TO develop a 
plan that pays attention to our 
Town Lake area," Maline 
McCalla, co-chairperson of 
the commission, said. Epr this 
reason, the kickoff of the 
celebration will be a July 4, 
1975, dedication of the Town 
Lake Parkway and beautifica-
|tioh proj©cit.|^f 
Goals for- the project in­
clude a pedestrian linkage 
system of hike and bike trails, 
flood control measures, crea­
tion of a linear park system 
and promotion of commercial 
development, which would in­
clude art galleries, boutiques, 
restaurants and specialty 
shops. - -
The commission plans to 
work with several groups 
already in existence, such as 
Aqua Festival. One organiza-' and 
tion, the West ..Central U.S.A 
Neighborhood Group will 
kick off its Bicentennial pro-. 
ject from 2 to 6 p.m. Saturday 
with the first annual Lake 
View Festival. 
THE FESTIVAL will be 
he ld  on  Scen ic  Dr ive  a t  
Taylor's Slough and will in­
clude arts and craft shows, 
music and a Chinese auction. 
Several school board can­
didates, along with county and 
state office candidates, have few dates fixed 
< i 
questions and give their 
view*. The group's ideas for 
the; celebration will be unvei}- "* 
ed Saturday. 
The Bicentennial commis­
sion is composed of three 
committees — Heritage '76, 
chaired by Katherine Hart 
ler Simond; Festival 
chaired by Mary 
Marga re t  A lb r igh t  and  
William T. Archer Jr.; and 
Horizons *76, chaired by Susan 
Morehead and Paul Tovar. * 
These committees will 
a t t empt  to  coord ina te  a  
program on the theme of 
"reflections of the past, 
challenges of the present an^ 
promises Tor the future." ^ , 
"Our planning is very fie*- ^ 
ible," Archer said, "We. fr&ye", 
four Hat at, (Ivarf n. J. 
•J x &>£ 
Crusher 
Operate 
f" ® - Jl? 7 • \vi 
M 
-
By ROBERT FULKERSON 
Texan Staff Writer 
A proposed fock crushing 
plant, to be set up in either 
Travis or Williamson Cotii)-
ties, will comply with state 
regulations, Jan Moneysmith, 
Texas Air Control Board 
Compliance Division, said 
Wednesday. 
M E. Ruby -Jr. wants to 
build the plant near Cedar 
Park in Williamson County or 
on Lime Creek Road in 
northern Travis County. Both 
sites are owned by R.K. Allen. 
"We would require that dust 
suppression systems be in­
c luded  in  t he  p l an t , ' '  
County Preci.nct 2 cor 
missioner, said. "We ask 
for a public hearing." \ 
The decision on the plants * 
will be madebv TACB Ex 
ecutive Director Charles ffc, 
Barden, Moneysmith said.iv 
i- "Barden wants to look at 
the evaluation of permits 
before a decision is reached," 
Moneysmith said. "The appliw 
cant isn't in a hurry." 
Cedar Park residents have 
formed an organization called 
Environmental Protectors of 
Cedar Park, opposing location 
of the plant in their vicinity. 
":$s "Our main objection is we 
just don't want the hassle, 
Moneysmith, an environmen- noise and dust the plant would ̂  
tal health specialist said. cause," Mrs. Fran Warner, a 
"We're going to test the Cedar Park resident, said. ; 
quality of air as it exists in V A game preserve Exists 
. . . _  .  f P a  
Cedar Park to see how much 
degredation of it a rock 
crusher would cause," he add­
ed. 
County commissioners in 
both counties have indicated. 
near the proposed Cedar Park 
plant site. 
"We feel like the plant 
would scare the wildlife off,*' 
'Mrs. Warner said., • 
"We're not required to call 
they will jointly ask the TexasC^ja public-hearing on this sort of 
Air Control Board (TACB) to thing," Moneysmith said. But 
LP & TAPE SALE 
FROM THE PEOPLE WHO BROUGHT YOU THE LP 
CHARLIE RICH 
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 
Including: 
I Take It On Homo/A Sunday Kind Of Woman 
If You Wouldn't Be My Lady 
The Most Beautiful Girl 








When I took Into 
YourEyes 
Yours Is The Light 
Going Home 
SANTANA 
BOULEZ conducts BART6K 
CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA 
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC 
7 




At The Forum 
including: 
Sweet Inspiration] . 
Where Vou Lead 
Sing/ Makefour Own ;< 






ttfc Alright WHh Me/Tkerdrops In My Eyee 
Kick InTtie Heed/Thank The Dey/L. A. Lady 
STREISAND NEW RIDERS 
On Columbia imjl Quadraphonic Records and Tapes 
° A tredemtifc of Columbia Broadcatting System. Inc. 
PLUS THE COMPLETE COLUMBIA QUAD CATALOGUE 
AT THESE SALE PRICES 
3 DAYS ,' 
-ONLY 
THURS. r SAT. 
convenient hours 
• •vary LP and taps guaranteed nfyw  ̂
• expert salespeople to help you 
Ifl •largest'iele«»on|:^^Hi^"'* 
'Wi 
Ithemusic people 2310 Guadalupe • 478-1674 HOURS: Mort.-Thun. 10-9 Fri. & Sal. 10-10 
hold a public hearing.oil the. 
r o c k  c r u s h e r  p r o p o s a l ^  
"We mailed the proposal on 
March 25," N.L. Gault, Travis 
if the issue generates suf­
ficient interest, the board will 




















Here^s originality with goQd taste to' make you look like 
someone worth knowing. It's a look that sends c?Ut gootl 
vibrations while building for you a high efficiency wais?r 
drobe. R-P presents the 3-pieee combo suit of wrinkle resis­
tant Dacron® polyester and Nandel acrylic that keeps iU 
shape round the clock. Breezy coat with the crisp good 
looks of white: double-track stitching..'.matching 
stacks...a^id a pair of .check pants in color-matched tones;"/ 
Grcon. tan, blue, 125.(H). 
4 * > Thursday, March 1974 THE pAIllV TEXAS Page 9 
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Adds, subtracts, multiplies and 
divides. Keyboard features 10-
dfglt keys, decimal key and 7 
function keys. Just enter the 
operation as you would state 
the problem. Convenient chain/ 
constant switch. Operates on 
replaceable batteries. War­
ranted one full year. 
Compact calculator with re­
chargeable batteries, AC adaptor, 
8-digit display board, floating 




Tfit5--fuMy ^rfable caTcufMoP" 
performs most calculations pos­
sible with basic slide rules—but 
with split-second accuracy. Op­
erates on rechargeable batteries 
or AC adaptor. 12-character, 8-
digit display. 
89.95 
•SPEAKERS? II ICHANGERsI 
Take away the 
Sculptured Air 
grille and witness the 
dynamic power of a 12-
inch woofer, 5-inch mid-
range speaker and a 1.4-inch high-frequency direct 
radiator tweeter. Power capacity of 50 watts (8 
ohms) and two-way crossover frequency. Your 
choice of three colors for the Sculptured Air grille! 
REG. 
273.00 
MODEL ZERO 100-C 
This is Garrard's most advanced turntable! Track­
ing error is 160 times lower per inch than the 
standard tone arm. Features a magnetic anti-skate 
control, sliding weight stylus force adjustment, 
viscous damped cue and pause control, illuminated 
stroboscope, automatic or manual operation. 
Treats your record collection with precision care! 
Save Over 52.00 
REG. 
209.95 
Save Over 64.00 L-J 
Reg 259.95 
Save Over 149.00 
STEREO RECEIVERS] 
You'll have to hear it to believe it! 72 watts of 
music power (IHF at 4 ohms). FET irrtegrated 
circuits in FM receive your favorite stations 
superbly! It's an ideal way to start a higHPquality 
hi-fi system. But there's only one left—and the 
SX-525 -is a one-of-a-kind receiver! Handles all 
source^ and delivers that impeccable stereo 
sound you've been searching for! 
Hear up to 195 watts of high-fidelity music 
jf "with Pioneer's AM/FM/FM stereo so I id 
state SX 727. Handles two tape decks, two 
changers, three pairs of speakersand headphones. 
A truly magnificat power bandwidth of 10-







Save Over 91.00 
REG. 229.95 
138.00 
Save Over 98.00 
REG. 329.95 
231.00 
You couldn't hear more' with four ears! 
Sansui's 60-watt (IHF) AM/FM/FM stereo/ 
quadraphonic receiver was designed to give 
the most music possible—and it does just 
that! Until you hear the way this unit ex­
ploits 2-channel music sources in the new 
4-channel format with its special syn­
thesizer/decoder circuitry, you will have 
missed one of the most profound musical', 
experiences of a lifetime! 
Fantastic 120-watt AM/FM/FM stereo/quad­
raphonic receiver features matrix system for 
EV, SQ and QS. It even has a terminal for 
future four-channel FM reception adaptor 
and a jack for a CD-4 demodulator. Com­
plete controls and wide linear FM/AM dial 
scale. Take the plunge into the fourth di­





Experience real quadraphonics with Pioneer's 
180-watt 4-channel AM/FM receiver. Decodes 
RM, SQ and Discrete sources; has a highly 
sensitive and selective tuner section and 
handles 2 tape decks, 2 turntables and 2 addi­
tional sources! What more could you want? 
MODEL QX-8000A 









Add Akai's 8-track cartridge recorder-
player to your home system for a total 
music experience. Utilizing the one-
micron headgap. unique to Akai ma­
chines, the CR-81D delivers a fre­
quency response , of 50-16,000Hz. 
Two large VU meters allow you to 
monitor recording level. 
The CS-35D is for the budget-minded, yet 
it's engineered with features you Would 
expect to see only in higher prided, cas­
sette decks. One-micron gap reconjtplgy-
back head, erase head, tape selector switch 
for chromium dioxide tape, pause corltrol 
and large raised VU meters. You couldn't 
get more for your money! 
This stereo recording/playback deck fea­
tures the Dolby Noise Reduction Unit, 
controls for all functions, two big VU 
meters, recording level control and a tape 
selector switch for use with chromium 
dioxide tapes it even has a headphone 
jack. Automatic stop at end of tape. 











Save Over 44.00 
REG. 199.95 
150.00 
Save Over 49.00 
Owning an Akai GX-220D is almost 
like having a recording studio in 
your home! This reel-to-reel stereo 
recording-playback deck features 
two large VU meters, glass and fer-
rite record/play heads and a host of 
other extras. Experience high-qual­
ity recording and listening—with 
AKAI! 
MODEL 1721W 
Record the soundtrack to the story 
of your life wi^h Akai's 1721W reel-
to-reel deck, equipped with a 4-track 
stereo/monaural record/play system, 
2 heads, automatic shut-off, 2-speed 
motor, tape selector switch,'pause 
control and PA convertability! 
That's a lot—but then Akai always 
gives you more for your money! 
529.95 i 299.95 
MODEL X1800SD 
Reel-td-reel cartridge combination 
stereo tape recorder/player has built-in 
amplifier arid speakers for complete 
playback capabilities. Easy transfer 
from reel to cartridge recording. Broad 
frequency response for the full spec­
trum of hj-fi music! 
REG. 
399.95 
The all new Teac 220 stereo cassette recording playback deck combines out­
standing performance, lifetime durability and luxurious design All push­
button operation, silicon transistorized solid state pre-amps, two large 
VU meters and high<lensity ferrite heads. Find qui just how good 
cassette stereo can be. With Teac it's the bestl • 
|4-CHANNEL SYSTEM 1 
This system provides superb 2/4-channel sound from any 2-channel source-8-track' 
or cassette tapes, stereo broadcasts-or from four-channel sources such as SQ re­
cords dr 4-channel discrete 8-track tapes. Signals are decoded and processed through 
four amplifiers and, 4-channel speakers svstams. Hear the futuristic sound of quad 





Save Over 71.00 
LAVACA Mon.&Fri. 10-8, " r ; : Tues.-Thurs. 10-6, Sat. 9-6^, 
MODEL 
D*L 5485 n 
269.95 
pK 











Begins Search $ ** 
For Minorities Aw* 
By JUDY KNIGHT 
'A regental committee task" 
force is in the Houston area 
interviewing applicants for 
minority scholarships, Dr. 
Robert Marion, head of the 
task force, said Wednesday. 
The scholarships are financ­
ed by $400,000 set aside by the 
University System Board of 
Regents for minority recruit­
ment. The program serves as 
a means of increasing the 
number of; blacks and 
chicanos at the University. 
The date for selecting 
scholarship recipients has not 
been definitely scheduled, but 
the > application deadline is 
April 30. Twenty scholarships 
will be awarded on the basis 
of achievement and 
leadership qualities with the 
need factor in mind. 
SCHOLARSHIPS will be a 
minimum of $1,000 a year for 
the entire four years. If a 
student's need is great 
enough, money for clothing, 
medical expenses and-tutorial 
assistance also will be fur­
nished by the University. 
More than -200 high school 
students have been inter­
viewed. 
After an application is 
received, it is reviewed by the 
task force. If approved by 
them, it will be forwarded to 
President Stephen Spurr and 




The Wednesday death of 
former University Student, 
Health Center physician T.C. 
Green was ruled suicide in an 
(inquest verdict returned by 
Justice of the Pe,ace Jim 
McMurtry. 
Green, 54, was employed at 
the health center from 1971 
through 1973. He had opened 
private offices only last week, -
according to center director 
Paul Trickett. 
The physician was reported 
missing early Tuesday night. 
Green's body was found by 
police officers shortly before 
8:30 a.m. Wednesday under a 
tree ia the Green Shores Road 
and City P&rk Road area. He 
had been shot once through.. 
th& heart.-Notes found -in his-
car indicated he had con­
templated suicide, McMurtry 
said. 
•SttcW 
College Council of Humanities 
Is selecting new representatives 
If you are. interested in 
K>pre&ttHtlttfl you> department 
sign tip for interviews in WMBO 206A 






Save Roger's Van Benefit 
Friday 3:00 till 5:00 50' Cover 
$1.00 Pitcher of Beer 
38th and IH 35 452-2306 
Armadillo World Hdqtrs. 
presents 
Rick Casual & 
The Kitchen 
535 i4 Barton 
Spring* Rd. 
ON THE CENTER STAGE 





ALVIN CROW & the Neon Angel* 
GREEZY WHEELS 
ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL 
BUND GEORGE SENATOR WINEGLOWE 
CHRIS GROOMS RAY WYLIE HUBBARD 




April 6 & 7 Nacogdoches, Tex. « 
T i c k e t s  A  v a i l a b l e  a t : ^  
OAT WILLIES < 
* , *'<#1810 8«n Antonio 
SUNSHINE RECORDS .;*?r 
2B22Quadelupe 
* w *» •£ 
*. f-ritr*£r\A BU8H PRODUCTION 
Women Jo Discuss 
Legal Relationship 
—Tsxan Staff fhoto by ChjplfoiiftTton 
Still Life Streaker 
Different stages in the study of a nude model are reflected in the faces of life drawing 
students, life drawing is taught in Art 301K and 301L . 
Law To Meet 
Eight members of the 
University chapter of the 
Black American Law Students 
Association (BALSA) and -the 
Thurgold Marshall Legal 
Society will represent the 
University at the. annual 
BALSA convention iifHouston 
Thursday through Saturday. 
The Texas Southern Univer­
sity chapter of BALSA will 
host the convention. 
Gary Bledsoe, a BALSA 
member who plans to attend, 
said several prominent law­
makers and professionals are 
scheduled to speak on topics 
relevant to minorities in the' 
law profession during the-
three-d£y workshop: 
Among those participating 
will be State Rep. Senfronia 
Thompson, D-Houston; U.S. 
Rep. Barbara Jordan, D-
Houston; Benjamin Hooks, 
federal conimunications com­
missioner and Howard Mooi'e, 
a former defense attorney for 
Angela Davis. 
Among the topics to be dis­
cussed during the workshop 
will be scholarship and finan­
cial aid opportunities for 
New Year's Eve introduces 
Pitchers of Beer for $1.25 
soe said. 
Women's status under 
American legal and political 
systems will be the'theme of 
the fifth national Conference 
on Women and-the Law to be 
held this weekend at the 
University. • ; 
A panel discussion featuring 
U.S. Dist. Judge Sarah T. 
Hughes of Dallas, Frances 
Farenthold, gubernatorial 
candidate and State Rep. 
Sarah Weddington of Austin as 
pan^l.members will be at 8 
p.m. Friday in Townes Hall, 
Eleanor Holmes Norton of 
the New York City Commis­
sion on Human Rights , will 
speak at 8:15 p.m. Saturday in 
the Union Main Ballroom 
following a 7 p.m. dinner. 
In addition to the panel dis­
cussion and dinner, the con­
ference will include more 
than 20 workshops. Women.at-
torneys and law school faculty 
members from across the 
country will conduct, the 
workshops, Leslie Taylor, 
^ University law student and 
press coordinator for the con­
ference, said Wednesday. 
Workshop topics include the 
proposed equal rights amend­
ment, financial disabilities of 
women, discrimination in 
education, marriage andf' Conference Center. Howeve^f 
divorce and employment dis- persons wishing to register,; 
crimination. v^may do so through the last.;. 
Registration for the con&»scheduIed conference event. 
ference is scheduled from Thus far, more than 375 peo^'T/ 
noon to 8 p.m. through Friday pie have registered for the-
in the Joe C* Thompson, conference, Ms^Taylor ^aid-' 
Center Opens 
For Married Students 
The Married Students' Community Center, offering an alter-' f 
nate place of study for residents of University Married student!: 
housing, has been opened at the Gateway Apartments. 
"Right now we're making do with borrowed furniture, but the 
M a r r i e d  S t u d e n t  H o u s i n g  C o u n c i l  ( M S H C )  i s  i n  t h e  p r o c e s s  o f ' /  
ordering hew furniture for;the ©enter," Campbell White; MSHCi 
chairperson, said. 
The center is open from 6 p.m. to midnight Sunday i! 
Thursday. Future plans for the building include a craft rooip,,ig 
television room, typing room and "rap" room, White said.. 
The building housing the center is a part of 
Confederate Home and was renpyated af a p&rtof the 
construction contract. ' " ' 
the t)ld1f| 
teway :"p 
All Week Long 
• Every Night &. V . 
Reitouronr 
"V. £>Dor .< 
_ ••»••• 
.-SsgonsLLft^al. Dsfeie MallJLLtt fr fiuodolupo 
free parking in the rear 
Tonight 
PLUM NELLY 
I This Weekend 
GREEZY WHEELS 
J07 Bee Covet Rd. 327-9016 
-/YU. 




HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
ALL NIGHT! 
$1.50 Plfchtr 75' HIoMmII 30* Mug ' ighball
—UVCf 
mm IEABTH 
EVhKluNE ADMITTED FREE T0NITE 
U ROCK 'N ROLL BY 
I APPLE JACK 
! 
NO COVER MON.-THURS, 
OPEN 8 p.m. lOth/Lamar 477-3783 
Wed., Thur., Fri. 
Formerly THE DON 523 E. 6th Street || 
BETWEEN THE JJJ TAVERN AND 
THE VAGABOND THEATRE 
FINALLY OPEN 
; . ,»i ^ •»' . • Saturday 
arid we got beer, wine, set-ups, pool, lotsa good people,4 











for any purse 
purchase over $10 
Limited to one 
free monogram 
per person 
Arts and Theatre Committee 
presents 
THE CAINE MUTINY 
Humphrey Bogart 
. Van Johnson 
Tonight $1.00 UT Students, 
Faculty, Staff 
7 and 9:15 p.m. $1.50 Members 
Give yourself a Break I 
It feels Good with these 
THURSDAY^ P. 
SPECIALS 










We are absolutely 
committed to your 
Good Looks 
2322 Guadalup* 
EUGENE S.LAVIN, ALEXANDRA NADAL, 
Co • Directors -rf; 
liM". 
• "Raymonds" (Divertissements) 
• "Shostakovich Suite" 
• Premiere of a new ballet 
Orchestra Conducted 
^ by Stuart Sankey 
Municipal Auditorium 
April 5, 4 p.m. 
(Children's matinee) 
25* tickets from PARD 
April 6, 8 p.m. 
(reserved seats) 
$2, $3, and $4.50 
Tickets at Kara-Vel, Lorelei, Shop in Denmark through April 
3, Hogg Aud. April 1-3, Highland Mall April 4. Municipal 
Aud. April 4-6 only. 
THE DAILY TEXAN 
' . 'CP' '  v" ' ' -  V .• " .yv. 'Vi ' ;  • ! ' •{>•'  - • • 
It pulls it's weight - and more. 
• 36,500 circulation to 
students, faculty & staff if 
• 92% total readership 
''.'ft: ' \%y* 
471-1865 
for an advertising ^ 
- y representative to :T 
-A* * / ft | \ 1  ̂ call on your 
Friday, March 29, 1974 will be Hie last issne of The Daily Tex-
anuntiiMonday, April8, <974. W* win 
Spring Brvak! i . 
I I 
Thursday; 
- - •*''.// 
^arch 28, 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN Page 11 
It! 
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"Days - and Nights in the„ 
Forest;" written, directed an 
scored by Satyajit Ray; at the' i 
, .Vagabond.' ' ? 
By PAIJL BEUTEL 
Texan Staff Writer 
Satyajit Ray, reknowned film maker; 
and cultural hero of India, has said of' 
his own work: "Art wedded to truth 
must in the end have its reward," an < 
accurate observation which one must 
take -fully into -account lo appreciate^ 
' Days and Nights in .the"Forest.*' 
The movie was released in 1970 and is 
being seen for the first time locally as 
the end of a foreign film series at the 
Vagabond theater. The reason for the 
delay stems from the fact that Ray's 
films are not exactly what you'd call 
commercial blockbusters. 
Forest" is nonetheless an in-
mines -viiiass 
terestlng and Worthwhile look at atf 
aspect of India basically unfamiliar to 
us Westerners -* namely, the Indian 
middle-class. 
. THE STORY involves four men who 
accuse each other of being "Bengali 
bourgeoisie" and attempt to find a tem­
porary escape from the,entrapment of 
their work-a-day world by returning to ; 
the restfulness and natural simplicity 
of the forest. They even attempt to' 
_ sever symbolica11 y thei^-ties with 
civilization by burning a newspaper. . 
In time, they come across some 
equally bourgeois women who also are 
attempting., to "rest" and forget the 
troubled world behind them. Naturally, 
just as they play mild little parlor 
games, the characters come to reveal 
some of themselves in the greater 
game of escape which they all are play-
PTas A CHARACTER STUDY which 
"enables us to compare those elements 
and emotions of the Indian middle-
class with our own, Ray's film has its 
certain value. There's undeniably some 
. universality involved (my favorite 
line: "You're A great moralist, but you 
drink because your boss drinks"), but 
the film's greatest asset is the way in 
which Ray seemingly presents a 
by western' cinema. 
•As such, "Days and Nights in the 
Forest" is worth more than several 
".Sid.dharthas." 
'The film is not especially easy to 
watch, mainly because Ray's pacing is 
almost agonizingly s-l-o-w. Molded by 
our own culture, we are used to the 
more zippy paces of western directors 
ways in which time is con­
veniently telescoped to keep the story 
moving along and audience interest 
sustained. 
,, In watching "Day's and Nights in the 
Forest," Jiowever, there is not one 
solitary minute of the characters' ac­
tions in the story's time expanse, that 
we are missing. Still, Ray feels this 
deliberate slowness often is intrinsic to 
his subject matter, and in this case I 
the rewarding union of 
art and truth. 
• • • 
Those of you who have never been to 
the Vagabond, 521 E. Sixth St., are mis­
sing a real movie-going treat. With its 
shotgun auditorium, minuscule lobby, 
decaying walls and wooden seats (some 
of which have cushions), the place is 
just seedy enough to be chic. 
MOREOVER, it's the kind of theater be sure to let them know, 
t h a t  f i l m  b u f f s  w o u l d  l o v e  t o  c a l l  t h e i r *  *  *  
own. Whereas there's something-
strange in going to see "Casablanca" in -
a new, sleekly-draped auditorium, it 
seems just right at the old Vagabond. -
Parking is no problem, either, for 
there are plenty of spaces within a few 
steps of the theater entrance. , 
Sunday through Tuesday, the Vaga-' 
bond will play two of W.C. Fields' best 
-films, •"The Bank Dick" and "Never 
Give a Sucker an Even Break." 
FOLLOWING FIELDS will be a 
James Cagney festival, leading off, with 
a double feature of •'Public Enemy" 
and "Winner Take All." 
Theater operators Greg Robbins and 
Randy Robinson are always congenial 
and open to suggestions for future film 
bookings, so if you have any favorites, . 
Two productions of the National Filiti 
Board of Canada, the animated 
"Propaganda Message" and Claude 
Jutra's "My'Uncle Antoine" will he 
presented at 8 p.m. Thursday in Bur-
dine Auditorium by the Canadian Con­
sulate of Dallas in conjunction with UT, ^ 
"MY UNCLE ANTOINE"  has  
received more awards than any other 
Canadian'film, winning eight out of ten 
major Canadian "Oscars," including 
Best Feature Film, Screenplay and 
Director. 
Complimentary tickets for the 
presentation are available at the Hogg 
Auditorium Box Office, and, according 
to a Hogg spokesman, also should be 







710 E Bon White 
444-1196 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:15 






CHiourro COLOR prints by Momitb 
PLUS CO-HIT 
'SIGN OF THE GLADIATOR'' 
(Editor's Note: Danton and Dawn Splvey, 
who prepared this column, are local 
astrologers specialiiing In natal charts, 
personal' interviews, analysis and 
astrology classes.) 
ARItS: Self-control is essential If you are 
to communicate a certain message 
to others. 
TAURUS: Internal moods caused by a cer­
tain over-sensiti.vity regarding your 
self-image sway you. 
WHAT FAMOUS TRIO CUT 
CLASSES WITH A SWORD, 
SPOKE FLUENT FRENCH, 
COULD CHARM A HAREM, 
AND SOUNDS LIKE A 
CANDY BAR? 
HINT: IT'S NOT SHA NA NA 
„SH3313)fSnW 
33HH1 3HL, JO NOISV3A 
PL, MSN 3H1 S.il V3MSNV 
horoscope 
OCMtNh Become aware of the-roles you 
have assumed and your true feelings 
regarding them. 
CANCER: Remain open to whatever the 
day brings. Be fluid, adaptable, 
bend with the wind. 
LEO: You are able to find your way In 
what may be a disturbed and chaotic 
environment. 
VIRGO: You may reflect on your feelings 
regarding your home and tradition. 
Disturbing confrontations may 
arise. 
UBRA: You could be too open to-impulsive 
actions. It could contribute to un­
steady emotional whiplashes. 
RIVERSIDE TWIN CINEMA 
441-5689 1930 EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 
$1.00 til 5 
MON.-FRI. 
INTERSTATE THEATRES 
$1.50 til 6 p.m. 
$2.50 after 6 p.m. 
Features 2-4-6-8-tO 
BUTCH & THE KID "BUTCH CASSIDYAND 
THE SUNDANCE KID 
Panavision* • Color by Deluxe* 
Just for the fun of Hi 
PARAMOUNT 
7 1 3  C O N G R E S S  A V E N U F  
ARE BACK! 
PAUL NEWMAN ROBERT REPFORD 
S T A T  E  
1 9  C O N G R E S S  A V E N U E  









Which Is More Frightening, 
Reality Or The Supernatural? 
$v.oo »n 5 
MON.-FRI 
SCORftO: An extreme personal sensitivi­
ty reveals a need for change and per­
sonal reorientation. 
SAGITTARIUS: You are moved to adapt 
yourself to your partner's idiosyn­
crasies and demands. 
CAPRICORN: An intuitive quality directs 
your busineis affairs revealing a 
need to understand popular moods. 
AQUARIUS: Today you can adapt to un­
familiar, perhaps transcendent or 
exotic conditions, successfully.r 
WSCfS: The needs of the tooment and the 
mood of the public sway your 
thoughts. 
Get Ready for yGreat Gatsby' 
the 
"A SUPER-THRILLER! 
tetex, Glutch thc scat and be sure to 
see it from the beginning!" 
-Gene Shalit. NBG-TV 
. TREVOR HOWARD - IIV ULLMAN 







FLICK WHY m. AND 
SAT. 
FIRST BLUE MOVIE 
ABOUT THE WHITE 
HOUSE. [R[ 
L 
A MIKE NICHOLS FILM 
"CATCH 22" 
c 
By LYNN BAILEY 
Texan Staff Writer 
"Then wear the gold 
hat, if that will move 
her; If you can bounce 
high, bounce high for 
her too, Till she cry 
'Lover, gold-hatted, 
high-bouncing lover, I 
must have you!'" 
— Thomas Parke D'ln-
villiers 
Having blessed the movie 
industry with such "master­
pieces" as "Love Story" and 
"The.Godfather." Paramount 
Pictures continues to produce 
exorbitant, highly-publicized, 
over-rated pictures. 
The  lates t  Paramount  
sacred cow, "The Great 
Gatsby," has been smeared 
over magazine covers, televi­
s ion screens ,  and pages  of  l i ­
quor and cosmetic ads until 
the actual viewing of the 
movie may seem anticlimac-
tic. 
SUCH A SUPERSELL 








BUTCH CASSIDYAND THE SUNDANCE KID 
A George Roy Htfl-Paul Monash Produciion 
o Starring STROTHER MARTIN * JEFF COREY • HENRY JONES • Execute Produce* PAUL MQNASt 
Produced by JOHN FOREMAN • Dtreciefl Oy GfjORGF ROY HILL • Written try WILLIAM GOLDMAN 
lusic Composed and Conducted by BURTBACHARACH • A NEWMAN-FOREMAN Presentaiion»Panavision' r 
Color  by  De lu*e*  fHwBURTS^HAflAQfT^Rimif l rops  Ke tpTi im '5nr ty  Head" i t  Vun jbyT1 . . .mi .  
ifPGi tumuvmtma mtnm ITS 
NOW SHOWING AT THE FOLLOWING THEATRES 
FEATURES 2-4-6-8-10 
PARAMOUNT 4 72-5-111  
713  CONGRESS AVENUE AND 
SHOWTOWN U.S.A. 






710 E Ben White 
444-2296 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:00 SHOW STARTS DUSK 
CO-FEATURE AT DRIVE IN'S ONLY 
"THE CULPEPPER CATTLE COMPANY' 
devastating to the $6.4 million 
venture. As in the case of 
"The Exorcist," too many 
far-fetched advertising gim­
micks could cause audiences 
to expect far more than the 
movie has to offer. Thus, even 
if "Gatsby is an otherwise 
exce l l en t  f l i ck ,  i t  cou ld  
become a bomb because of 
some s ta r ry -eyed  pub l ic  
relations man's dream. 
F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel-
made-movie  o f  the  ex­
travagant life of the wealthy 
elite of the '20s will open April 
10 at Capital Plaza Cinema. 
The film story of the silver-
tongued Gatsby and his.lost 
Da isy  s t r ay i  f rom 
Fitzgerald's novel ; much pad­
ding and dialogue-tampering 
was necessary to make the 
novel a convincing movie. -
TRUMAN CArOTI^ '3  
marke t ,  Rober t  Redford ,  
playing the lead; the darling 
of the society purists, Mia 
Farrow, opposite him (a^ part 
for which many established 
superstars eagerly tested, In­
cluding Faye Dunaway and 
Candice Bergen); and, of 
course ,  i t s  rumored  ex­
travagance regardlessof cost. 
Perhaps the lucktfst break 
for Paramount wasXhe bud­
ding romance that blossomed 
between Ali MacGraw and 
Steve McQueen during the 
filming of "The Getaway." 
"Gatsby" producer Robert 
Evans, ex-husband of Miss 
MacGraw, had intended to 
give the female lead of Daisy 
as a belated wedding gift to 
Ali. 
FORTUNATELY FOR US, 
and  fo r  p rof i t -minded  
Paramount, -Miss MacGfSW 
m~m TRANSIT! 
In: 
2700 Hancock Drive 
EXAS 
^ I t 
1 » f *W1 • 
r̂'"" • -
Paramotrt Pctues {r«an 










JOHN HENRY FAUIK 
TEXAS WORLD PREMIERE 
FILMED IN BASTROP 
MANY LOCAL ARTISTS 
Molly. 
Jh Jove with love... 
and who knew 
didn't matter: 






Rockfrtg Chair Scats 
Smoking Parmiftad 







uumi i rfY TRtSTAN OAVW zeiag GOOMan 
Prabutwit^ HOWMOB.JAFFE FRANK PERRY Uia< UUD SCMFMN 
iilLLJ 
I- —442-2333 
TODAY OPEN 5:45 • FEATURES 6-8-10 




HI 6 p.m. 
A Par amort Picture 
VARSITY 3, 
2400 GUADALUPE STREFT 
$1.00 til 3 p.m. 
1:40-3:20-5:00 
6:40-8:20-10:00 
I cWoody~ îane 
FANTASTIC cAllci^ ̂  'KgatOIl 
BILLY 
JACK 
you'll not forget them: 
STARTS 
TODAY! 
A violent man and 
a gentle woman 
who made 
the mistake of 
trying to' 
care for other 
people. 
THCHNICOLOR* 
,T0M LAUGHLIN OELORES TAYLOR 'ct 
in 
"Sleeper" 








A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM 
"THE STINC" m 
12:00-2:20-4:40-7K)0-9:20 " 
$1.00 til 1:30 EXCEPT "Exorcist" 
a t t empt  a t  adap t ing  the  
screenplay was rejected. .Next, 
F ranc i s  Ford  Coppola ,  
"Godfather" director and 
Academy Award  winn ing  
screenwriter (for "Patton"), 
was contacted. His script was 
approved three weeks later. 
The long-run success of the 
movie will depend largely on 
how much and how often 
moviegoers have been expos­
ed .  to  the  overwhe lming  
publicity. Initially, as in the 
case  of  "The  Exorc i s t , "  
curious crowds will flock to 
the theaters. But only time 
will tell if the movie truly 
deserves great acclaim. 
Already the production has 
many pluses in its favor — the 
ho t tes t  ma le  s t a r  on  the  
-iimiiiiwiiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHum 
S The Austin chapter of £ 
= the Red Cross is s4»ek- ' = 
| ing volunteer drivers | 
| to transport disabled 5 
= persons. Drivers may | 
| use Red Cross cars or | 
| their private vehicles. = 
| Interested? Call 478- 1 





WEST SIDE TAP 
MIXED DRINKS 
24th and RIO GRANDE 
f i l ed  fo t^  d ivorce ,  fo rc ing  
Evans to find another Daisy. 
..As evidenced in "Love 
S tory , "  Evans '  so f t -
heartedness and tendency to 
overes t imate  Miss  
MacGraw's talent, (or to 
overlook her lack of it) could 
have  been  d i sas t rous  to  
"Gatsby." Had she been 
Daisy, no abundance of Red-
fords, advertising hype of 
supersell promotion could 
have saved the show after its 
premiere. 
As it is, the movie has a 
fighting chance to live up to 
expec ta t ions  — i f  Miss  
Farrow can transcend her 
waif-like Peyton Place image 
and Redford can characterize 
someone other than Robert 
Redford. 
.HIGHLAND MALL 
Ai U T I N V.Z 5719 
2  130  SO CONGPEiS  AVE 
HOWASD MUGHKS' 
$1.00 HI 7.-00 Ml. 
CONQUEROR • 4:00-10:00 
PILOT • 1:00 
SUPER WAYNEit 
il*\ 
12224 6utdito(« SL-m-mr 
Columbia pictures 
JACK NICHOLSON 
THK LAST MHAIL 
•nKWMT run . tMtmcimf Futm r^I 
OPEN $1.50 til 6 p.m. 
1:45 Fea. 2-4-6-8-10 
•KCMMIOOLOir 




Wm K BWB MT tf «WM UML 
• - ; s IPG] PLUS 
fAYS IAS 6ENMS TO FWI BACK ON 
IjfUSJffMICHWIfTS 
DIRTY HARRY IS ON THE LOOSE AGAIN! 
CUNT EASTWOOD IN 
 ̂ uJOE KIDD/r 
NOMINATED FOR 












NO CHILDREN UNDER 12 ADMITTED 
SEATS NOT RESERVED 








ROY ROBBINS AND THE 
AVAILABLES 
SATURDAY 






01973 Walt Pitney Production! 
I=£->~| CO-HIT 
Ol96? W*!t Disney Productions 
Weekdays Open 4:30 
Sopcnlad" at 4:35-4:10 
Rubber" at 4:20-9^5 
THEATRES 
FOX TWIN 
6752 AIRPORT ttVD. 
454 271 













at M. Lamar 
6400 ftwm Rma ^ 465-6933 
OPEN 7:45 FEA. 8:15 
$1.00 til SHOWTIME 
RNE FOODS & DRINKS 
PG 




^ AT 10:45 ONLY 
REDUCED PRICED 
TIL 6 P.M. 
MON thru SAT 1500 S. PLEASANT VALLEY RO ... 
JUST OF« EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE W\SLLL 
5 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS } 




HI i pji 
fNlurn 
$1.00 
til t |un. Albuch 
Of Class 
WKH ftTMIOD AMIACKI 
BUTCHCASSIDYAND 
THK SUNMNCK KID 
rvtrMKx? • Ccftxtsi Dttui** 
$1.00 













JANE WITHERS - CARROLL 
*y>. BAKER' ;/'T 
-STARTS TONIGHT- W }-
at 4i45 and 8:25 p.m. 
. MANN THItmrS 
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING 
"M*. 
\ 1'fA -k. 
"""WW' «4 '•lf»*|«!Pi|! 
iptpp tiMtoweaak 
By JIM FREDERICK 
Texan Staff Writer 
«<*""« |^er'father .<* The Texas Observer - and in the 
words of WilUe Morns former eaitor of Harper's Magazine, 
"one of the great reporters of our time in America" — recently 
finished his ̂ tiurd book, "Our Invatfed Universities; Form 
Reform and New Starts," which will be released at the end of 
the month. • „ 
The book, the first of three which Dugger continue to work on, 
is a case study and a plan; Dugger's chronicle of the deteriora­
tion of the university from an institution governed by a faculty 
concerned with academic excellence io one governed' by the 
growing concerns of big business and politics; and his 
suggestions for restoring that lost aspiration to excellence. v 
DUGGER — WITH tortoise shell glasses, sneakers with red 
shoelaces and a double chin sneaking up on him - seejns to talk 
on the edge of his seat even if he is sitting back. He doesn't see 
himself as just a writer. "I regard my life as an Open thing 
I ve tried not to sign on to an institution (after the Observer) 
it's a stimulating but difficult course." 
He edited the Observer more or. less continually-(except for 
1961-62, when Willie Morris was editor) until 1964. Since then he 
has served as publisher and occasional contributor. After 
almost 10 years Dugger had felt "I was beginning to repeat 
myself... that the poorer structure of Texas was too well known 
for meand the perimeters of my interests were expanding." 
And so he started on his more "difficult course." He com­
pleted two books in 1967: "Dark Star: Hiroshima Reconsidered 
in the Life of Claude Eatherly;" and "Three Texans, Bedichek, 
Webb and Dobie" and started research for a book oh Lyndon 
Johnson, which he plans to finish soon. 
IgpiPs WBlif!#! 
There will be a little action 
among .the Geritol set Thurs­
day night as Grandpa Walton 
leaves home after being ac~ 
cused of flirting with the 
Baldwin sisters. A little too 
much of Papa's recipe, 
perhaps? The story for this 
episode was written by Ellen 
Corby, who plays Grandma 
Walton. At 7 p.m. on channel 
7. i 
Roger Miller will host the 
"Academy of Country Music 
Awards''at - 10:36 p.m. on 
channel 24. The ceremony will 
be telecast from the John 
Wayne Theater at Knotts 
Berry Farm in Buena Park, 




24 I Dream of Jeannle 
36 Eyewitness News 
7 p.m. 
7 The Waltons 
9 Behind^he Lines 
24 Chopper One 




7 Movie: "Four Funny Families," a 
collection of 'JV pilot films, 
9 Humanities Film Forum: "Battle 
of Culloden," directed by Peter 
Watkins. 
24 Kung Fu 
36 Ironside 
9 p.m. 
24 The Streets of San Francisco 
36 NBC News Presents: "The 
Energy Crisis — American 
Solutions" 
•9r30 p.m. ••••;—r 
V No Jive 
10 p.m. 
7, 24, 36 News 
10:30 p.m. 
7 Movie: "Onionhead," starring 
Andy Griffith and Walter Matthau. 
9 faova 
24 ABC Wide World of Enter­
tainment: "Academy of Country 
Music Awards" 
36 The Tonight Show ' • a 
11:30 p.m. 
0 9 Day at Night 
' The firing of John Silber, dean of arts- and sciences at the 
University in 1970 stirred Dugger, a personal friend, to write a 
magazine article which evolved into the present book. 
WRITING IS disciplined work for ^Dugger. "Making 
manuscripts is like people making houses.It has led the once 
irrepressible muckraker perhaps to turn* a little more inward. 
"My life has been private and complicated for,the last 10 .years 
an ordinary working life, that's all." *• 
' brdinary, perhaps, but with disciplined passion. The issue of 
the University particularly took hold of him when Silber was 
dismissed. One can see the way his thoughts have coalesced on 
the subject; the way the writing has given those passions form. 
One senses that Dugger is a man who takes a passion and truly 
makes it a part of himself. 
"I believe 'that-'the University is the most influential and im­
portant institution in society," he says, "...and that they have 
been failing in their role ...* they have been failing to pursue 
their role in 'good faith'." 
The University, he writes in his book, has been "taken over" 
by outside interests three times. The first time, he says, was in 
1917, by Gov. Jim Ferguson. The next time was in the 1940s, 
with the dismissal of President Homer Rainey, which signaled 
the "emergence of the economic aristocracy." The*third time 
was climaxed by the firing of Silber, in what Dugger calls "a 
quite complex takeover by a conservative political group allied 
with industrial and military uses of the University." 
THIS FINAL episode resulted in a "terrible break in 
morale." He sees the present situation, including the cutoff of 
the mandatory funding of The Daily Texan (Dugger is a former 
Texan editor) and Student Government by the University 
System Board of Regents, as continuing a trend that Silber's 
ousting set. 
"The business use (of the University) seems to be continuing 
... the faculty mocks self government ... and now Student 
Government and the newspaper have felt the muscle." The 
latest move by the regents Dugger calls "ingenious and bears 
A presentat ion of 
"Cabaret" by Delta Delta 
Delta and Pi Kappa Alpha 
captured the first place 
trophy in the fraterni ty-
sorority mixed division of 
Sing Song '74, presented 
Wednesday night in Municipal 
Auditorium. 
- Delta Zeta and Theta Xi 
were named as, runners-up in 
this  division for  their  
"Ragtime Medley." 
Of the sororities competing 
on an individual basis, Alpha 
Xi Delta won first prize for 
their "Walt Disney Review," 
and Kappa Alpha Thet'a's 
"1940 Medley" received the 
runner-up award. 
' A" barbershopVquartet com­
posed from Tau Delta Phi and 
Sigma Nu was the only ex-
rliisivp ' fraternity entry, hill. 
the mark of (Regent Frank) Erwin's 'shrewdness." It makes' 
The Texan "^pjpear to be afraid of going on their own with the 
students.," ai , • , ^ i • . j. v>. 
He sees tfifeadmiiiistration a§ "obligate subordinates" ¥o % 
system that seeks to crush student opinion. University Presi­
dent Stephen Spurr simply "didn't know what he was:getting 
into... and it has been too much for him.'! Academic excellence 
and experimentation have had to take a .back seat to what out 
s i d e  ' i n t e r e s t s -  d e e m '  ^ n e c e s s a r y . "  '  f 4 -  v ? ? "  j  r  1 *  " C ,  
: . Students, Dugger feels, "should have* confidence in the 
perception that things have gone wrong ... they shouldn't defer 
to authority or anything official.";,There has been a "moral 
degeneration'' in this country, he says, and now ' 'we're trying 
to reconstruct it (democracy)... (in the process) young people 
should trust in their moral intuitions." 
NOT EVERYONE has the energy of a Dugger, and he 
laments the fact. "I don't think that very many people work 
hard ... very few care enough... even radicals... There are vats 
full of left wing energy that have been wasted arguing ideology 
like Jesuits arguing over the number of angels on a pinhead. 
"We don't know enough about" the structure we have to 
change he maintains. "I want the forms that determine the 
direction and distribution of power ... to change. 
"I suppose that the real question," he says, looking to 
himself; "is are you serious about change." He considers 
himself always to have been a "rather naive Democrat... like 
so many of us. I certainly wish I'd read C. Wright Mills' book 
"The Power Elite" back when it came out in '56 instead of in 
the '60s." 
ABOVE ALL, he is concerned that there has been a "grave 
deterioration" in real democracy in the United States, having 
been replaced by what he calls "corporatocracy. I should like to 
see any society ... evolve toward democracy ... I begin to see 
that it must be a local development a multitudinous 
effervescence ... (but at the same time there should be) a cen­
tral shape designed to permit and encourage small autonomous 
units of life, like communes." .. . 
Dugger's passion is a sort of "mininfium and maximum state . 
in his words. One describes his feelings and reasons to the best 
of his ability and hopes that people will accept it. But, "when 
you get to that point you should go onto your next piece." he 
adds. '  -
—Iinm Staff Ph*to by David Woo 








I9S0 EAST FlVERSlDF. DRIVK. 
I haverir hod such a good time 








their wide audience appeal 
prompted the judges to pre­
sent them with the division 
trophy. 
I 21st & Guadolupe Second Level Dobie Mall 477-1324 1 bcreen I 5 
I 1:50-3:50-5:50-$! 7:50-9:50-$ 1.50 • 










I - VERNON SCOTT, UPI 
A NORMAN JEWISON Film 
TONIGHT! UFPC TONIGHT! 




11 MARAT/SADE f f 
Directed by Peter Brook 
" M A R A T / S A D E  s u r r o u n d s  a n d  
saturates a philosophic debate and 
political crime with all the trappings 







7 & 9 P.M. 




You may be reminded 
of Chaplin... 
you may think of 
W.CFlelds... 
but above all you'll see 
Woody Allen, original." 
-LOOK MAGAZINE 
V/IC/fBOND 
521 E.isl Sixth Sl» 
FJATURES: 7:30 ONLY 
LAST 2 DAYS! 
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTIAR 
I 
Screen II SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE 
One Film for $ 1.25 Both for $2 
Sam - 4-8 Bang The Drum - 2-6-10 
i^othing is more important than friendshij 
| Not fame, not money,not death. 
£ Paramount Pictures Presents 
I Bangthe 
I drum slowly 
f Bang the Drum 
| 2-6-10 
I '## 
VILLAGE CINEMA FOUR 
451-8352 2700 WEST ANDERSON LANE 
Creeh 12:30-2:05-3:40 5:15-6:50 8:25-10:00 $1.00 til s MON.-FM 
EE IT AGAIN AND AGAIN 
WAIIDISNPrS 






IN THE FOREST 
"The very title rings with enchantment, and the old Ray magic it *oon 
at work again. This lime the spelt is a rug spread out in the sun, V pic­
nic by the river, a charmingly silly parlour-game. Nothing mtfch 
happens during this key sequence, but the setting holds the same 
promise of peace and fulfillment as the garden with the sun rippling 
over the girl on the swing in CHARULA TA, the music room emerging 
from its chrysalis of disuse in JALSAGHAR, or the snowy peak 
, jappearing from behind the mists in KANCHENJUNGA. Elsewhere 
1 the problems oj the world may hang heavy, but not in these oases 
where Ray's characters, their dreams and their surroundings merge in 
a harmony that momentarily suspends time." 






\LOMAR PiCTUKtS INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS 
WOOOY ALLEN'S 
11 lALi]MilI ilill 
WOODY ALLEN < JANET MfiRGOLIN 
A JACK ROLLINS AND CHARLES H. JOFFE Production 
WOODY AUiNwdTitEKEV ROSE /CHARLESR tOFFE /SION^GlSeR /JAcTgM^ERG 
•MM 0tr«KiH fei iba|I TU« mfniriw 
HARVM HAHUSCH /WOODY ALLEN /COLOR / MK>*^TNMCOMnurr. mc. 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY 




LAST 2 DAYS! 
p Salvador Dali • Luit Bunuel's 
i ANDALUSIAN 
s DOG (Un Chi.n Andalou) 
7:36-9:10-10:45 
















fit's still the 
Isame old story, a fight 
Ifor love .. 
pand glory."" 
9:40 ONLY SEPARATE ADMISSION 
Sam - 4-8 
I3QIII — '• M| . An Arthur P Jncobs Production in^ association •with RollinS'Joffe Productions | 
• - "PLAY IT AGAIN, ,Gm |
•tumno A Herbert Ross Film A ' H 
• midnit© movie/ I 
tonite-
aramou ntrictu res presents the returr 
Df the greatest love story of all time 

















"A ̂  VERY 
FUNNY MOVIE!" 
-VINCENT CANBY; NY. TIMES 
"A VICIOUS, 
-JUDITH CRIST. NBC-TV' i 




nuts M I I I I K  
little 
Tonight! 
2 Science Fiction Films! 
VOYAGE TO THE END OF 
THE UNIVERSE (»w) 
directed by Jindrach Polak 
A thrilling trip of fifty men and women 





J IS JACQUES TATFS 
J MOST BRILLIANT FILM. 
J A bracing reminder that films 
J can occasionally achieve the status 
J of art. A GLORIOUSLY FUNNY 
} MO VIE. The density of the wit the J 
J gracefulness of the visual gags that * 
J flow one into another, non-stop, in a £ 
J manner thai only Tati now masters."* 
)+- — Vincent Canby, New York Times 
"JACQUES T ATI'S J 
•PLAYTIME' IS TO BE * 
CHERISHED. TATI ISL * 
.ONE OF THE FUNNIEST J 
'MEN IN THE WORLD." J 




; d;- * 
* i 
'  * • '  
-COMPLETELY DELIGHTFUL.* I 
'i. 
Also: LA JETTEE f.THt JiTTY) | 
directed by Chris Marker (1963^ 





FRIDAY, SATURDAY ^ 
S tQJ 
i A 
' 4  
' s4 
TATI IS A MASTER. 
DAZZLING COMEDY." 
-Judith Crist, New York Magazine 
* March 29 -30.^ 
A Stmt* ot th» tun «/ 




7:30 & 9:30 
Jester Aud. 
. $1.00 
- £eS * 
J --i 
















15 word minimum 
&a,ct> word one time „ S 10 
Each word 2 4 limes . . S 09 
feoch word 5-9 times ............ S .07 
toch word 10 or more times s .06 
Student rate each time 5 .75 
Classified Display 
I col. x one inch one time .... S2.96 
i col. x one inch 2-9 times .... $2.66 
I col. x one inch 10 or more times 
*2,37/ -
OEAOilNE SCHEDULE 
Monday Ttson Friday 2.00 p.m: 
Tv«tdoy T«xon Monday 10:00 a.m. 
W«dn»»doy Ttxan Twttday . 10:00 a.m. 
TKwrtdoy T*>on Wftdnatday 10:00 o.m. 
Friday Tixon Thortdoy ....... 10:00 a.m. 
' In th« ivinl of oitors mod* in on 
adv»rM«m«nt,jmm*dia»« notic* mw»» bo 
given o» tho publrah«r« or* rttponttbl* lor 
only ONE Incorrect mMrllon. All claims for 
rdjuitmtnH should bo mad* not iot«r 
than 30 days dftor pubiKation." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 word minimum each day . S -75 
each additional word each day s 05 
I r.ol. x one inch .each day .. .. $2.37 
Unclassified* J line 3 days si.00 
(Prepaid, No Refunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
rcctipt and pay m advance in TSP 
Bidg 3 200 ( 25th 8, WhIHs) from 8 





1974 Component sets (only 3) complete 
with speakers and dust covers. To be 
sold for SB8.00 each. Cash or terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6S35 N. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9 to 9, Saturday 
9 40 4 . . - -
8-TRACK, AM/FM stereo system, 2-way 
speakers, good condition, Sounds great. 
$110. 453-5132 evenings. 
BOOKS, RECORDS, posters. 476-0365. 
Monday, Wednesday 4-6:30; Tuesday, 
Thursday.>6:30 or 476-6074. Leave 
message. 
1969 FORD XL 351-V8, very clean, spor-
ty, economical. Call 474-4150 alter 6:30 
p.m. 
GERRARD LAB • SO TurntdBle. Ex-
cellent condition. New M-93 cartridge. 
Call 474-4150 after 6:30. 
MOTORCYCLE 1972 Hodaka lOOcc's. 
Excellent condition, S300. Dunstall far­
ing $60. Call after 5:00, Kip, 447-3367. 
1970 VOLKSWAGEN, AM/FM, sunroof, 
new paint. $750. 447-4849. 
1963 STRATOCASTER, beautiful guitar 
with case. $200 cash. Flute $30. 447-4849. 
'SS vw .STAT ION WAGON, new tires, 
great gas mileage. Good condition, $800. 
New Soligor 90-230 zoom lens T-4 mount 
$125. 472-7490 Chip. 
MARTIN 3018c classical guitar with 
plush lined case. 836-7244 after 6 on 
weekdays. 
'69 FIAT 124 Spyder, low mileage, mint 
condition. 454-2979 8:30 to 6:00.1104 West 
34th. 
REFRIGERATOR $25, TV S30, bedroom 
furniture, children furniture, rugs. Call 
454-7887, after 6 p.m., or call Y.P. 471-
5656 daytime; 
1965 VW SQUAREBACK. Not beautiful, 
but runs nice, new license plates, $400. 
After six, 441-1225. 
1967 VOLVO Stationwagon. 4 door, good 
transportation. '74 plates. $395. After 6, 
477-1338. 
MAPLE~DINING SET, sofa, rug, sire 7 
wool coat for sale. 451-2427 or 108 East 
47th. 
CHEST DRAWERS, $15, 1920's dish 
mhinct, ITfl twn Hkfitn rhntrrrWTTirnr" 




1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH,. carpeting 
Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping ' ) 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 
Barry Gillingwater Company 
ONE BEDROOM 
$150 ALL, BILLS PAID 
A ..{different one bedroom floor plan. 
Carpeted, CA/CH, built-in appliances, 
lots of glass, pool, huge closets, right on 





Located by UT courts giving you 40teh-
nis courts in your backyard. Of course, 
there are 2 swimming pools, barbeque 
pits, and all of the other things you want. 




5 BLOCKS WEST OF 
CAMPUS 
Completely furnished efficiencies, AC 




In South West Austin. Offers a 100% 
stone home with corner fireplace, trees, 
and 7% ioan with low assumption. . 
Security Realty 
892-2357 
'70 GRAND PRIX, solid black, AM/FM 
stereo, power windows, low mileage, 
new tires. 454-9200. ^ 
BICYCLE/women's 3-speed, hardly us-
ed, S45. Call 454-1708 after 3. 
1971 CHEVELLE MAL1BU, ail parts 
replacedi plus new tires, excellent condi­
tion, good gas mileage, call 478*8635. 
A X -7000-G A R R A R D 
Garrard s famous professional turntable 
is the heart of the AX-7000-Garrard 
stereo system 250 watt amplifier and 
precision AM. FMmuitiplex stereo tuner 
with FET circuitry, AIR SUSPENSION 
3 way 10 speaker system Features 
heavy duty 8" woofer, SU" midrange, 4" 
ru?rn tweeter and 3' 2 duocone tweeter 
m each speaker enclosure. I year 
guarantee on. parts and labor Lists at 
S529 but wilt sen at S299. Cash or Terms. 
UNITED FREIGHT SALES, 6535 t*. 
Lamar. Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-6 
STEREO BONUS 
FREE RECORD CHANGER 
with purchase of stereo 
system 
from Stereo Center 
203 East 19th 




Custom .made furniture Price for un­
finished begins at Chair-s25, Couch-s35. 
DesK-SJO, Coffee Tabie-S'20, Dining 
• Tabie s?0:'*flt4m«lie Bed-S95. We also 
strip' frame canvases Between 6th and 
7th on Red River Monday, Wednesday, 
Saturday. 10.00 to 5.00. 
478-3252 
SINGER 
ZIG ZAGS S56 
A 
Jus' received rn original factory cartons 
3 Z'g Zag Singers that make buttonholes, 
sew on buttons, do decorative stitches & 
monograms — much more Inspect to­
day UNITED FREIGHT SALES. 6535 
N Lamar Mon -Fri 9-9, Sat. 9-6. 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old goid Capitol Diamond Shop. 4018 N 
Lamar, 454-6877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar. Amster Music, 1624 
Lavaca 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED in­
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices OUDS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc Custom built.'20%-discount on ail 
strings. Geoff Menke - Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
2910 Red River 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476*8421 Tues -
Sat. 10-6 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived Doubles and 
singles Sandy's, 506 Walsh. 
CAMERAS~30%-50% Off.~Canon Ftb 
bl 2. list $534, eJfty $282. Camera 
Obscura. 478-5187" evenings. 
BankAmericard. Mastercharge. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new Must sell Penny, 442-07B2. 
FOR RENT • Cameras, Lens, Projec­
tors. Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 476-3581, Dobie 
Man 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. AM sizes to choose from. S3.00 
up 2201 Airport Blvd 
IMPROVE YOURSELF! Be a person of 
Property' 4 9 acres East will make you 
such a person 459-9574, 476-2134 
A k A ! \ 730DSS 4-channel reel to reel tape 
deck Best offer 288-2681 after 5 p.m. 
AKC REGISTER Russian Wolf Hound, 4 
menrt-s old. male 478-5012 Home 251-
t  4837 
1971 F iat 124 Sport Coupe. Good condi­
tion $2195 Can John <54-1211 before 
5 00 Atter si* and weekends call 263-
2297 ' 
MYSTIC ARTS *504~'WeiV~24th. ~!<T6 
Tuesday Saturday Handmade ctofhes. 
rose pottery. True soaps 
MARANTZ 2270 receiver, perfect condi­
tion. With case uKfer warranty, $450 or 
best otter Call «4I-8180 
Ml F i SALE Kenwood amp. KLH "tuner, 
Tandberg. tape decx Reasonable, all or 
separate 445 7515 
1957, FORD PICK UP. 1* ton new motor, 
shocks, brakes VS20 CaH Rod, 472 )772. 
ADDED J2050 IMPROVEMENTS T70 
Town-Country 12-64. SSE Austin, elec­
tric $6000 442-0971. Phil Ward, 441-1776. 
, . -. „ _ 
HANDCRAFTED silver and ceramic 
jewelry. contemporary painting 
.Swlgraphs. William Hoey S. Co., 
Lavaca 477.3007 
'Ci-
4,5 CU. FT. Refrigerator -115 Yamaha 
FG M0 IJ-ttrlng and CHI* - M0. 477-33)7 
aftw 10 p m. •• • 
SONY^TCJZt (track recorder and 
olavback unit »«: *74-4429. 
.1972 OMC VAN, (tiding side door. 6 





Your time is valuable 










Efficiency, j, 1, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to. 
your housing. 
The South Shore's central location 
provides easy access to U.T. 
Come by and see our neW efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartments on the banks of 
Town LdKe. Complete with shag 
carpeting, accent wall, modern fur-
niturc, plus an individual deck overlook­
ing the water. 
From S145 — all bills paid 
300 East. Riverside Drive 
—- 444:333; 
FURN. APARTS. • FURN. APARTS. 
VILLA 
ORLEANS 
206 West 38th 1 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT, Beautiful Pool and Patio. 
Reasonable. Shuttle 1 a block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 
THE WILLOWICK" 
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central, location. 
1 Bedroom 
SI45 unfurnished S160 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
$178 unfurnished S19B furnished 
All Bills Paid 
400 South First St. 444-0687 
ESTRADA 
Has vacancies, 1 and 2 
-bedroom 




Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings...orange shag, fenced 
yard, targe walk-ins. &4I3B Auburn. 926-
6614, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany. 
ALL BILLS PAID 
• Colorful Shag Carpet. 
• Central Air •'Pool • 
• Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
RETREAT APTS. 
4400 Ave. A 459-0058 .-
MOVE IN TODAY 
MANOR 
VILLA 
Summer Rates Now 
2 BR Furn. S125-ST35 
1 BR Furn. $115 
Central Air-Conditloning 
Carpeted - Large Pool 
RIDE BIKE TO UT 
2401 MANOR RD. 474-4665 
" SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn. - ST70 r 
1 Br. Furn. - $150 '• 
Private 
Balconies - Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air 
. 441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
MARK XX APTS. 




- . 3815 GUADALUPE 
454-3953 452-5093 
ROOMMATES 
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Large four 
bedroom furnished house. Own room, 
call Diane. 447-1466. 
PERSON (OR COUPLE): share two 
bedroom house. $62/mo. plus bills. Pets 
O.K. 454-3834 after 6:00 and weekends. 
Dan. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 
bedroom house, $62.50 plus bills, fenced 
yard/ pets ok. 453-1489 after 6 p.m. 
(Carol)., 
FEMALE OWN ROOM $70. Available 4-1 
In Northeast Austin, home$26-0318 Linda 
after 5:00 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE NOW. 
Share beautiful two bedroom apartment. 
Shuttle. Afternoons, evenings after 5:30. 
442-1842. 
FEMALE SHARE 2/1 house on IF shut-
tie, fenced yard, pets ok. V> rent, '/i bills. 
Barbara 451-5916 or Dyanne 471-5107. 
ROOAAMATE IMMEDIATELY. Nice 2 
bedroom north, $60. Vj bills. Sarah, 454-
3503 extension 47. Home 836-5824. 
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD. Darkroom. 
Piano. Furnished^ Fenced yard. $65, 
utilities. No dopers, drunks. Michael 
Etchlson, 453-9793. 
OWN ROOM in 3-2 house. North of 
Rundberg Lane. Call Steve or Dee at 836-
1855. 
NEED TWO LIBERAL roommates now 
Share# bedroom house. CR shuttle; $45 
plus Mis. Carol 472-9728. 
903 W. 22'i 
Call 477-5514 or 476-7916 
ALFA ROMEO GT Sprint 1965. Low 
mileage, 5 speed transmission, 4 wheel 
disc brakes, Konies. Pirellies, air horns, 
many extras. $1,965. 472-4806. 
1971 MOBILE HOME 14' x 51'. AC, fur-
nished, washer/dryer. Located UT 
Trailer Park. Very Reasonable. 474-1308. 
65 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass. One owner, 
radio, heater. AC, S400. 476-4528. 
WAREHOUSE PRICES! Maranti, Sony, 
R.T.R., Qjjal Folkspeaker, factory seal­
ed warranties. Phone 441-0338. 
YARD SALE. Barbeque pits. Children's 
books, toys, and clothing. Movie 
camera. Rolling Stone Magazines, Les 
Paul Jr., Car tape deck. Turntable, 
records, books, clothing, small home 
appliances, miscellaneous. 1410-B Eva 
ST. (oft S Congress). 
8-TRACK TAPE player for auto. Good 
condition, $15. Call after 10:00. 474-5247. 
FURN. APARTS. 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership. 2122 Hancock Or 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One halt blocK from shuttle 
end Austin transit. 2 bedroom 
townhouses, extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
p»cKup pool, maid service if desired, 
washatena »ri complex See owners. Apt. 
113 or can 451-4848 
vVOODWARO APARTMENTS 
1722 E Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
I. 2. or 3 bedrooms 
•unturmsnea or furnished 
From SU0 • S265 
2 swimming pools, playgrounds, 
washate^ia. lighted grounds. 5 minutes 
fo UT. mmutes to B.A.F.B . steps from 
IRS, on bus line BILLS PAID. Free 
channel TV 
LE MARQUEE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
SH5, one bedroom $130, two bedrooms 
Si 70. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. ! 
302 W. 38th 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. With every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from SI29. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394. Central Properties Inc. 451-6533 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished - Unfurnished. 
Summer rates. Start S135 - S185. Also 
leasing for fall 2 bedroom 2 bath, 1 
bedroom-1 bath. Close to campus%shuttle 
bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal»refrigerator, 
large closets, private, pantry, storage, 





THE BLACK STONE 
S64.50/month 
Apartment living "a block from Campus 





WditiOh, C*N 477-3121 After • 
TANGLEWOOD 
WEST 
1 Br. Furn. $145 
2 Br. Furn. $190 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
Central Air 8. Heat 
1403 Norwalk 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
472-9614 
Looking for a Quiet Place 
for Study? 
UPPERCLASSMEN 
to share 2 bedroom efficiency, walk to 
campus. Private entrance, parking, 




Free April Rent On Shuttle Bus Route. 
Efficiencies. Sparkling new Luxury. 921 
East 46th. No Lease. All Built-lns. Near 
Hancock Shopping Center. Close to 
University. On Shuttle Bus Route. 
454-3854 451-6654 472-8226 
A Paraqon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I 've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the hearfiof UT 
area. 1 block to Shuttle. S149 50 





• i Block Campus • Quiet 
• Free Paring • Maid Service 
• Laundry FaaMies • All BiMs Paid 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, l iving room, dining 
area, kftchenette. Private 
Rooms Available. 
1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
TREES & VIEWS 
N'cc 2 Dcdroomj t^rn or unfurn only 3 
rr>«n froT* downtown, 5 mtn from UT. 
Large wal* i»n, erftra storage, private 
tM'comc*. '-ots of glass Frorn $179 
E OAk KNOLL. 620 Soutn 1st (use 
Timbercreek entrance) 444-1269, 472-
4162 8*rry Gtftinywate* Company 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms - • . 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
Spanish furnishings 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8118 472-4162 " 
Ba«y Gillingwater Company' 
2506 Manor Road 
Students; Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
$50 deposit 
Lowest Rates iij town 
Going fast! 
<124 bills paid . 
474-5550 477.3651 
PLAYBOYS 
Ultra-modern duplex apt., includes 
hanging fireplace, panelled walls, 
slanted beamed ceilings, Terrazzo 
floors, fully draped, modern furniture 
and all tile bath, 2 bedrooms, air con­
ditioning, central heat, kitchen, private 
yard/patio. Lease required - rent 
$15S/month. No utilities. Tenants will 
show. 3408-B West Avenue. To lease call 
or write Apartment Rentals, 1009 Main 
Plaza Bldg., San Antonio, Texas. AC 512-
227-2231. 
• Transportation 
• Professional Service 
• 24 Hour Phone Service 





MYRTLE WILLIAMS & 
ASSOC. 
472-7201 324 So. Congress 
iomtatf 
1 BR. I BA 2 BR. 2 BA 3 BR. 3 BA 
SI 64.50 S235 S325 
Large Pool—All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus—Front Door 




33rd & Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
^piit level luxury living. 8eautifuf studio 
units designed tor 3-5 mature students. 
New contemporary decor. WalMns, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5560 or 477-7451 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un-
furnished^ and all the extras 
you expect — like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Come join us 
now! From S145 
444-1846 
.2101 Byrton Dr. 




-Mug* I & 7 Bedrooms furn. or unfurr). 
Wltll large walk-.ini, beautiful larrd»cac-
inq. Frpm J154 ABP. 1100 Reinll. 452-
>3202. 472-'4l«}. Barry Gil|mgw«t«r Co«t-pany. • 
winTAPARTMENT. op«n"bwm ctn-
Ing, thag carpet throughout, all built-in 
kitchen, color coordinator CA/CH, pool, 
near camput. 4000 Avenue A H34J0 
tilllj paid. 45J-5S33. 451-*M3. Central 
Properties Ire. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Larae one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533' 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOAAETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from S125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-6394 Central Properties tnc 451-6533 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF., 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM S132 ALL BJLLS 
PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout." CA/CH, 
all built-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
45T:6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
B R I G H T  A N D  
CHEERFUL 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shopping center, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today. 
472-8278, 9-6 and 
892-2215, 6-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only, 
Town Lake Apartments will give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students. 
On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone lacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency. I bedroom, 2 bedroom, 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus. 
Lease now; make this a great summer] 
1500 East Riverside, ,444-1458, 444-3750 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 
451-8242 - No fee. 
HARTFORD PLACE 
1405 Hartford Rd. 263-2390 
Large furnished 1 bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, shag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre-
lease for fall and summer. 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us. For the 
next three weeks only get your S100 gift. 
Young manager and tenants. Club room, 
volley ball court, private parties, shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
townhouses. Shuttle bus. 
451-8155 452-5326 
$120 - $135 
FOUNTAIN TERRACE 
APTS. 
Large Apt., one bedroom, large closets,' 
fully carpeted, cable, disposal, water, 
yns, iwimmmy pool, furnished. Walking 
Ui5lam.c to UT No children or pets. 610 
West 30th 4778858 
EFFICIENCIES. $115 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pets. Hun­
tington Ville. 46th and,Ave. A. 454-8903. 
SPACIOUS 2 BEDROOM furnished 
apartments. Good location, near cam­
pus, shopping center, and shuttle bus. 
All bills paid. For more information, call 
454-9475. 
NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon III, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments in the 
University area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
8941 or 472-8253. 
& 
EAST 
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 
Summer Rates Start Now! 
2 BR Furn 
1 BR Furn. S120-S125 
Nice shag carpet - central air-
Large pool 
Ride Bike td UT 
2604 Manor Road 477-1064 
ESTABLISHMENT APTS. 
$135 
N E W E S T  
FINEST 
VANTAGE POINT 
RESERVE YOUR APT. FOR SUMMER 
t FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at >135, all bills 
paid.' -Spacious efficiency, one and two 
bedroom*.- CIO*«ts galore. Party bars & 
wet bars. Private patios & balconies. 
Clubroom. game rooms, saunas, two 
pools.'Individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. IMS . 
Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red 
light eatt of fH 35, take Woodland exit. 
Phone 442-6719 
HOW LEASING naw efficiency apart­
ment One temetltr or longer, 
»U5/month All bill* paid 2700 Manor 
ftp . 477-4111 ZJ04 Manor Rd.,' 474-7201. 
*149.50 ALL BILLS PAID 1 belroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in kitchen, near 
campus. -4307 Avenue A. 451-6533. 451-
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
SUMMER RATES NOWf Six blocks 
from Law School; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom/2 bath; one bedroom J135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-In 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533, 454-6423 Central 
Properties IfK. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom efficien­
cies. Nice pool area, study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From S139 ABP. 405 East 
31st. 472-2147, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus electrici­
ty. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 472-4162. 
Barry Gillingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR THUTTLET 
Highland Mall, 8. Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
8. 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
$137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453-7914, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. $129.50 
Includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small commuflity. 4204 
Speedway. 452-0986, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 & 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom, TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-' 
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLE! Brand hew two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. Frost-free refrigerator, self-
cleaning oven, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. , 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
-efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Cnfleld shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 472-4162 Barry 
Gillingwater Company. 
FLEURDE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one be'droom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
COLORFUL MINI apartment* on shut­
tle. Two locations, twp designs. 38tH and 
Speedway area. Convenient to downtown 
and city bus. From $U9-$124 plus elec 
trlclty. Barry Gillingwater C< 
454-8576, 472-4162. 
AP A RTMENTFl N D E RSlervicir 47f-
4162. 
REDWOOD EFFICICNCTEST"NeS 
campus and shuttli. Shag, full kitchen, 
»mall community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Giifingwater Company. 
472-4162, 454-8576. , 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
shuttle^ convenient to downtown. New 
furniture, pool. 407 West 38th Barry 
Gillingwater' Company. 472-4162, 454-
1576 - -i? 
ONE BEDROOM"Apartrn*nt~iijyooT 
Luxury/extra nice, clote to .campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments 2919 
West Avenue. 474>1712. 
ALL BILLS PAID 
• Dishwasher 
• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air 
• Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
4400 Ave. B 451-4584 
MOVE IN TODAY 
ANTILLES APTS. 
1BR.FURN.H65 
2 BR. FURN. $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS 
Dishwasher 
Fully Carpeted 




2 Br. Furn. $180 
ALL BILLS PAID 
Central Air Condition - Large 
Rooms - Fully Carpeted -
Covered Parking Area 
4305 Ave. A 452-1801 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR $150 . 
Dishwasher - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
S H U T T L E  B U S  F R O N T  
DOOR 
VERY SECLUDED 
$130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Efficiencies, 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments, perched on a cliff overlook­
ing a creek in one of Austin's prettiest 
parks. Fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, 
pool, built-in kitchen, beautiful fur­
niture. 513 Pecan Grove. 442-8094, 451-
6533 
Central Properties, Inc. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
454-1583 . 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 
LARGE ONE and two bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut­
tle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing. Ver­
sailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
8385. 
LAW SCHOOL - one block. Larjje one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks, 3001 Red 
"2-3914. River 472-: 
FURN. HOUSES 
; LAKE AUSTIN - 15, minutes cam­
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
rnoblle homes. $85 to $140. Mack's 
. Marina, 327-1891, 327-1151. 
FOR SUMMER SESSION 2-1 house In 
Tarrytown. All bills paid. Wastier and 
dryer. No pets. Call 477-5570. 
GARAGE APARTMENT. Near UT, will 
trade for 2 or 3 bedroom house or duplex. 
Linda 477-0985, 476-2661, No. 223. Donna 
475-2561, 474-4293. 
UNF. HOUSES 
I BEDROOM, AC, carpoi't, rear fenced: 
yard, large front yard, taU. oaK trees. 
2507 S. 4th. S135. After 6 p.m. 442-8344. 
UNF. DUPLEXES 
SPRfNG BREAK /^OVE? Clean 
northeast. "2/1, AC, range, refrigerator, 
fenced, some furniture available. $140. 
444-9379. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
'64 Olds F85. Wrecked. $100. 451-1585. 
Fnshed. apt. S90 mo, abp 454-5445 
$25 reward - house wanted. 478-2965 ' 




Fall, Spring semester - S46.50/month. 
Daily maid service, central air, 
completely remodeled. Also available -
single rooms, parking, refrigerator.. Hot 
plates aMI6we< 
campus. Co-sd. — , 
RESIDENT MANAGERS 477-1760 
ROOM: Fully caFpeted. Spacious walk-
in closet. Four blocks from campus. 
Pick up last two months of lease expiring 
June 1st. Call 478-6776 or 478-6889. 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST AFGHAN hound, brown/grey. 454-
8278, 471-5266. REWARD 
FOUND: Small white female Samoyed-
looking dog, near ENS-Taylor Hall. 1-
295-5841 (Buda). 
FOUND LAST SUNDAY - Irish Setter. 
Call 5-10 p.m., 472-9420 to Identify and 
claim. 
Piano need tuning? 474-5153 (early). 
Don't read anything by Vellkovsky. 
Justin boots, new, 7VaD,i,S35. 472-0178. 
S. 4^1. 
Portable Stereo $20. 444-3855. 
Ski boots and bindings. 51-6814. 
LADIES WATCH LOST. Monday 
Littlefield Foundation. Stainless stretch 
band. Sentimental value. 454-1475 or br­
ing- to Salvation Sandwich Stand. 
Littlef Ield Fountain. Reward. 
LOST BROWNISH-BLACK Dachsund 
mutt with limp around 19th and Rio 
Grande. Call 478-347H 
LOST IN HYDE PARK area: gray 
striped neutered male cat with white un­
derbelly. Reward. 476-5419, 451-3325. 
FOUND: Ladles watch and three rings « 
near Burdlne. Call 444-8687. 
ROOM & BOARD 
FEMALE VACANCY. S107/month. Co­
ed. New Guild Co-Op. 510 West 23rd St. 
472-0352. 
-Kenwood «mp tuner 476-5065 Clieap-—. 
TUTORING 



















304 E. llth 477-7769 
offers the PERSONALIZED hair cut 
for $3.00. 
Please call for appointment, 
UNF. APARTS. 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM. Walk to 
school, shag carpet, disposal, cable TV, 
sun deck, central air, laundry room, 
shuttle, all bills paid. Great location. 
2812 Nueces. 472-6497. 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on Summer 
rates. Save $180 to $240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall leases. Swimming pool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance'to UT and Capitol. 1802 West 
Avenue. Phone 476-5556. 
THE PAD. Large efficiencies, fully shag 
carpeted. CA/CH, pool, all built-in 
kitchen. Trees, right on Shuttle Bus 
route. $130 all bills paid. 4504 Speedway, 
No. 212, 451-4252, 451-6533. Central 
Properties. 
GREAT~OA~K APARTMENTS. Two 
blocks from Law School, Quiet. Luxury, 
two bedroom, two bath, shag carpet, 
sundeck, pool. Now renting for summer 
and'thereafter. 477-3388. 
HALF" MONTH RENT FREE. Large 
furnished one bedroom, CA/CH, cable. 
452-3076, 256-1832. 
WALK-TO CAMPUS. Newly remodeled 
r6oms $75., all bills paid. (908 West 29th,. 
in the rear). Efficiency apartment 
$99.50, all bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6533. 
LA CASA • $125 up. All furn,, very nice 
and clean, quiet atmosphere. All con­
veniences, 5 minutes to town, off South 
Lamar.'2024 Goodrldge. Call 454^170 or 
441-3139. 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA 
( 2323 Townlake Circle 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom - unfurnished -.S130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity 
Shuttle bus, muzik, pool, shag carpet, small pomplex, 
very clean. 
Call 441-0014 or ^ 441-3020 
HELP WANTED 
We are now taking applications for 
day cashier and grill help. 
We offer: 
$1.70 starting pay 
V2 price on food 
Flexible hours 
Profit Sharing Plan 
Scholarship Plan 
Apply 2-J's Hamburgers 3918 North Lamar 
SUBLEASE EFFICIENCY through May 
r-...-. .rnn.- 3,11 on IF shuttle, $!30. ABP. 4504 
lt ompany. Speedway, No. 108. Mike, 451-5916. 
LARGE IF F ic iENCY J134.50 ABP* 
Will pay $50 to take over lease through 
May. Aftornoons 454-6423, 452-7049. 
UNEXPECTED" VAMNCV, Furnished ~ 
one bedroom apartment jon shuttle. 
CA/CH, dishwasher, disposal, shag 
carpet, cable, wni redute renf. 410T 
; Speedway. No. 202. 451-2832, 453-0348. 
HOLIDAY HOUSE 
No. 1 
Part-time noon help. 
BEAUTIFUL ATMOSPHERE. Shuffle 
at front door, park with tennis courts 
across'Street- Swimming poof. Efficien­
cy. one bedroom, two bedroom. Lvatinp 
at summer rates. 4410 Avenue F, Apart­
ment 103, 454-2092.- . . 
Use Classifieds 
We are looking for good part-time help to 
Work noons. Excellent scholarship 
program offered to college students. Ex­
perience. not„necessary. Good pay and ex­
cellent working conditions. Apply at 1003 
Barton Springs Rd; between 5-7 p.m. daily 
Page 14 Thursday, March 28 197,4 TiJE DAILY TEXAN 
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Just North of 27th & >-*rr 
SERVICES 




, 'Typing. Multtlithing, binding '  




with or withoutpictures. 
_ 2 Day Service 
fH 
ItlS:-'-
mIoIT ^v?ieril!tX Couniellno Service 
kJ^T res,t!en,ial and non-residential 
fI??IarnV,«LSca,ed 2 blocks from UT 
campus. Slo west 26th. 472-9251. 
- We have been In this business 




472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
TYPING II  
A Responsive Typing Service 




TELEPHONE TYPE WORK, 'tfeasarft 
voice,/ no experience necessary. After­
noon and evening hours'available.' 
S!.7S/per hour plus OSfUiS. For inter­
view, Call 451-8131. 
EXCELLENT TYPIST. Must type 70 
wpm. Flexible hours. Apply 1-5, 36-A 
Dobie Mall. 472-«»3«; 
NEED COMPETENT loving babysitter 
for fun baby girl. SI per hour: 441-8524. 
WANTED: Willing, modern thinking, 
neat part-time help. Time to study. Pick 
your own hours. Must bfc able to manage 
and operate without direct, supervision. 
452-2666. 
—M!ONlftHI-=-8-A,M. house parent. Mar-
bridoe House of "" " 
Gabml. 
NEED PERSON for receptionist job. 
Full time, working with photographic 







No Hassles Scientific 
On the Drag - Next to Gourmet 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—Jaw briefs 




Pick-up Service Available 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing (50" page), Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the. 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
*0* ̂ GINNY'S 
I I  BCOPYING 
^f^SER^/,CE, 
42 Dobie Mall 47fS-9171 
Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP II 






Save Time * Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
FOREIGN CAR 
REPAIR 
Service and repair on 240-C Toyota, 
patsun, Volvo, Opels, and VW. Major 
tune-up $16.50 plus parts. Free 
diagnosis, estimates, compression 






All University and" 
business work 
Last Minute Service 
Open 9-9 Mon-Th 8« 9-5 
Fri-Sat 
TYPING 




472-8936 30A Dobie Center 
t h e CROCKETTco. 
TYPING - themes, theses, dissertations 
XEROX COPYING 
OFFSET PRINTING 
Complete set of OFFICE SUPPLIES 
Drive thru Window for quick service 
453-7987 5530 B U R N E T  R D .  
THE TEXAS ONION 
COPY CENTER 




'til midnight every day 







for any pertinent in­
formation leading to 
the arrest and con­
viction of any per­
s o n  o r  p e r s o n s  
responsible for the 
fire at Eli's CJub on 
March 13, 1974. Call 
the owner, 476-8174 




We plan float trips on the 
Upper Guadalupe up to four 
days. Call The Guadalupe 





Students May Jfacation in Austin 
4 Rv nnranit ninviivr. By ROGER DAWNING -^WRanch and Fort Fisher, the official 
Wi th, the coming of spring break, thef||museum of' the Texas Rangers'; in Waco, 
ques tiijn, ''Where are you going for theiv^' The'area even offers something for the 
break?" is traveling throughout the<^.,speluniker. Inner Space, a cavern outside 
University. t Georgetown, is open every day. There is a 
Oclfy a year ago this question could have $2 admission for the tour of the cavern 
been answered, "I haven't decided 
whe ther to go to Florida or California." 
"luflht 
betvfe en 40 and 50 cents per gallon, many 
Unive rsity students, living on a student's 
budget, may be staying in Austin. 
Many students will be looking for 
recr ej ition in "their own backyard'' and 
Aus tin offers a myriad of parks, lakes, 
trai Is, museums and campgrounds thai 
can be reached on one^tank of gasoline. 
T h<are  are  at  least  43  publ ic  
canap grounds in Austin's surrounding 
area. These parks, which can be found 
from Bastrop to Belton and from New 
Brauinfels to Waco, offer activities rang­
ing firom horseback riding to fishing. 
Most are equipped with camping sites, 
shelters, grills, nature trails, boat ramps 
and i showers. The fee for a tent site runs 
from free to $3.50. 
B.e sides campgrounds, Central Texas 
also abounds with lakes. Lakes Austin, 
Trav is, Marble Falls, Inks and Lyndon B. 
John son and the Waco and Bfelton Reser­
voir! > all are within 150 miles of Austin and 
off er boating, shimming, skiing and 
fishing. 
For the museum buff there is the LBJ 
wouldn't be spring in America 
without baseball. The Houston Astros open 
on April 12 against 
the Los Angeles Dodgers. 
While at the Astrodome one should cross 
Interstate 10 to get to Astroworld amuse­
ment park. NASA, with its museum, moon 
rocks and other attractions, also is near 
Houston. 
The Guadalupe River's sheer cliffs, 
. scenic beauty and plunging rapids makes 
this section of the Hill Country a hikers', 
cyclists' or canoeists' dream. 
For the hiker who does not want to leave 
Austin, Austin offers three hike and bike 
trails. These trails are the Ben Howell 
Memorial Trail in South Austin, the Shoal 
Creek Hike and Bike Trail through the 
heart of Austin and the Town Lake and 
Bike Way, which extends along Town 
Lake. 
A $12 permit to any Texas state park 
may be purchased at the various parks or 
by Writing to Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Department, John H. Reagan Building, 
Austin, Texas 78701. 
Information can be obtained about any 
Texas park by going to the Texas Highway 
Department Tourist Bureau. 
UT Cheerleaders Electa 
"" 
Th# University- varsllyf 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
' MiNOUNCtM»m 
cheerleaders for 1974-1OTV UNtVM*,TV cmimsitah church win *pon-
, Liieene^qers lor * v,,.* *or a soup and sandwich seminal at 
were announced JWednesday«<^A. noon Thursday in Nordan Loungeat 
The cheerleaders were <J.n,v#ri!*>'. chrwi»n church, 
selected from 120 contestants^: , ..... v hear : University, Preilc 
The new cheerleaders arfc ,w Stephen h. spurr v 
J007. University Ave., to meat with 
» 
A to Z 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
472-0149 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
MuLtiiithing, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
EXCELLENT 
SECRETARY TYPIST 
producing finest quality typing, tor 
students and faculty members in every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All work proofread. 
478-0762. 
STARK TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlehe 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
BOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectrlc, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
MABYL SMALLWOOD Typing - last 
minute - overnight available. Term 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 
MasterCharge. BankAmericard. 892-
0727 or 442-8545. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex­
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453-
5124. 
" T H E  M O V I E  
STAR" 
is interviewing for clean-up person, 
waiter/waitresses 5150 per week and 
dancers S6 per hour. Apply in preson 1-3, 
1602 San Jacinto. 
Austin Parachute Center 
For intormation Please call 
272-5711 anytime 
NELSON'S GIFTS: Zuni Indian 
iewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
2079. 
GIVE ME your old art supplies. 478-2079. 
2nd ANNUAL 8-HOUR Marathon and 
Art Show. Stadium. April 7. 12 noon 
6:00. S10 Exhibitor fee. Louis Henna, Jr. 
454-2501, 837-0395. 
HI! THROWING A PARTY? Let a belly 
dance troupe entertain you! Sidney, 447-
2083, John, 447-4777 
PAWN" LOANS made on most anything 
of value. 613 West 29th. 476-2207. 
Appro ximately $15,000 was 
raised f or the Austin Associa­
tion I'or Retarded Citizens 
(AARC'i by the Texas Cow­
boys Minstrels Show Monday, 
-a Cowboys spokesman said 
Wednesday. 
"TtftT fihaw, which, teatofial 
the Do^bie Brothers, was the 
22nd annual benefit concert 
sponsored by the Texas Cow­
boys. For the last2Q years, all 
the programs' proceeds, a 
total of $150,000, have gone to 
AARC, Jeff Doumany, Cow­
boys president, said. 
The funds are being given to 
AARC to fulfill a commitment 
Hip PnwhnyQ rrjprio in helping 
r 
quarters, which was com­
pleted last year. 
With the money raised from 
Monday's concert, the Cow­
boys have given $50,000 of the 
$90,000 they pledged, for the. 
construct ion,  Dale  
Hortenatine,. chairman of, the 
Loyce Bates, Steve Clark,,. 
LAF Foster, Jenna Hayes^ , 
"Kenneth Leonard,  Ken 
hfcLeland, Mike McNeal, Pat 
Munir, Jeff Newman and 
Marilyn Smottiers. . •.. > ' j. 
Sweethearts 
The University Interfrater-
nity Council 'announced the 
Univers i ty  Sw eetheart  
semifinalists Wednesday. 
They are Loyce Bates, Delta 
Gamma; Marsha Beasley, 
Alpha Chi  Omega;  Pam 
Roche, Alpha Delta Pi; Nancy 
Weidt, Delta Gamma; Linda 
Lee, Alpha Chi Omega; Sandy 
Hall, Chi Omega; Melissa 
Heap, Zeta Tau Alpha; Becky 
Butler, Kappa Kappa Gam­
ma; LAF Foster, Kappa 
. Alpha Theta; Janie Strauss, 
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Lezlie 
Weber, Alpha Delta Pi; Kim 
Wendfeind, Zeta Tau Alpha; 
Merri Hallahan, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma; Candy Segall, Delta 
Delta Delta; Barb Bailey, 
Kappa Kappa Gamma;  
Marilyn Smothers, Alpha Chi 
Pmega. Finalist selection in­
terviews will be held April 9. 
MHTMWi 
1AHAI ASSOCIATION will mwt at 7:30 
p.m. ThursdaoM419 Ev» St« Nai B 
toff South Congress Avenue). •••••:•••-• 
MniST STUDWT UNION will mMt at nobn 
- Thursday at 2204 San Antonio St. tor 
' aTjrpwn bag lunch and Bible study 
on marriage, dlvorca and the fannl-
ly. Carrol Smith, director of the Bap 
- : tlst Student Canter, will laad the 
• study. 
CHRISTIAN SOiNCI OMMNIZATION will 
meat at 7 p.m. Thursday In Union 
Building 317 to share the spiritual 
> truths of Christian Science with the 
campus community. 
OKHOGKAl SCI8NCSS MfARTMINT Will 
meet at 1 p.m. Thursday In Geology 
Building 100 to hear John' J. 
Amoroso, independent geologist and 
American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists, distinguished lecturer, 
speak on "The SmacKover Tr«pd 
From Mexico to Florida," 
INNM4JP* aiBU STUDY will meet from 9 to 
10 p.m. Thursday in Union Building 
317 to study the' Bible in a non-
denominational atmosphere. 
TIXAS COUKH AND UNIVIRSiTV. SYSTtM 
STAFF ASSOaATION will meet at noon 
Thursday In Union Building 304 for a 
general meeting. Officers will be 
elected, and a forum on transporter 
v tIon and parking at the University 1 v 
planned. 
UNIVfRStTY INTWNATIONAl KHKDANCMS 
will meet at 8 p.m. Thursday In 
Union Junior Ballroom to Instruct In 
beginning and advanced inter. 
• ' national folkdanclng. 
MMINAIS 
AJTeONOMV AND PHYSICS DWARTMINTS 
will sponsor a relativity seminar at 3 
p.m. Thursday in Robert Lee Moore 
Hall 9.222. Rob Wolff of the MIT 
Department of Physics will speak on 1 
"Mechanical Energy Extraction" 
From Rotating Black.Holes. 
AARC pay for its new head- Cowboy Minstrels, said. 
NELSON'S 
; GIFTS 
4612 So. Congr*»t . 
fhenei 444-3014 




OPEN 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
G, IFTS THAT INCREASE 
IN VALUE" 
CLOSED MONDAY 
THE RAMBUN' R0$E 




and the Shrimpers 
$4.00 per parson 
BILLY TEAGUE 
and the Country Corp. 
(from Nashvillq, Tenn.) 
$2.00 per perton 
(Stay til 2 a.m. in the La Paloma Room) 
Hwy 29 West Llano, Texas Ph. A.C. 915-247-5102 










VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
- Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
typing, printing, binding. 1515 Koenig 
Lane. 459-7205. 
MINNIE L. HAMMETTv formerly 
associated with Mariorie Delafield Typ­
ing Service. Typing of theses, resumes, 
dissertations, duplication, binding. Open 
everyday. Not at old address. Please call 
before coming. Free refreshments. 442-
7008. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional* 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7577. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experienc­
ed in all fields. Near campus. 1401 Mohle 
Drive. 476-3018. «-
TYPING WANTED. Neat and fast. 50 
cents7page. 472-4212. Call before noon 
and after 5. 
THEMES, REPORTS, law notes, 
reasonable. Mrs. Fraser, 476-1317. 1204B 
Marshall Lane. 
Just North of 27th~& 
Guadalupe 
Part-time noon help. 
We are looking for good part-
time help to work noons. Ex­
cellent scholarship program 
offered to college students. 
Experience not necessary. 
Good pay and excellent work­
ing conditions. Apply at 1003 
Barton Springs Rd. Between 5-
7 p.m. daily. 
CHEMIST 
Excellent opportunity for a 
recent graduate with a B.S. 
degree in Chemistry. The job 
w i l l  e n t a i l  p e r f o r m i n g  
chemical analysis, test, in­
vestigations in connection 
with the determination of 
properties of materials; the 
research and development of 
new or improved materials, 
p r o d u c t s  a n d  c h e m i c a l  
processes. Good salary. Ex­
cellent fringe benefits. Call 
836-0836, extension 270 for ap­
pointment. 
9108 Reid Drive 
OVERSEAS JOBS 
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa. 
Students all professions and occupations 
S700 to S3000 monthly. Expenses paid, 
overtime, sightseeing, Fr«e informa­
tion. TRANS WORLD RESEARCH CO. 
Dept. A-5. P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, 
CA. 94925 
T R A V I S  S T A T E  
SCHOOL 
ATTENDANT 1 - $397 
per month 
Taking applications for full time work, 
mainly 1:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. shift. Duties 
include the care, training and treatment 
of mentally retarded residents. Apply at 
the Personnel Office, Travis State 
School, 2 miles east of Austin on FM 969 
(East 19th). 8 to 11 a.m. or 1 to 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 




Choppe d Sandwich 
Ham Seimdwich 
Beef Sandwich 
Sausagie Plate 5423 
CAMERON 























TOAD HALL SALOON 
£/6th & Trinity 476-5365 
CEDAR FROST 
If you heard them with Michael Murphey 
You'll Be There 

















, 2915 Guadalupe 
: presents 
ALVIN CROW 
AND THE NEON ANGELS 
TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY 
Serving your favorite Beer and Wine Coolers, 




476-4394 2915 Guadalupe 
The Shrimp Harvest 
is easy to enjoy every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday noon and night at infl ation-stopper prices. 
Generous servings of boiled Gulf shrimp on ice to peel -
and eat. Cocktail sauce and hiishpuppies, too. 
BIG CATCH 3.50 HALF-CATCH 1.95 
Oyster Bar and Seafood Rest aurant 
5011 Burnett Road at Hancock 4Eil -8174 
Your favorite mixed drinks, winei, and beer 
All you 
can eat 
rooms, tool I 
I, 
Tuei. - Sat., March 26-30 
CLAUDE & the COYOTES 
Tues. - Sat., April 2 - April 6 
ALLEN DAMRON 
Tues.-Sat. April 9-April 13 
lUCKDANCER'S CHOICE 
' Happy Hour 5-7 p.m. 441-3352 
at the 6WishAire APARTMENTS 
210 
Haircuts for people 
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
409 W. 14th 476-4890 
Melissa, Mae, Alma 
YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not start out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
SERVICES 
P R E E  RIBBON 
With any typewriter or 
adding machine repair. 
—Reasonable rate*. — r' 
. Sales, Service,..Rental*;.;;-/^ 
. MasterCharge BanRAmerlcflPa 
Call 474-2566 
ABC TYPEWRITER CO. .. 
Fr?e RicK-up and delivery. . «.; 
THE~BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. Fr*e 
_ .... . . . ,„i|ynment with 
this •?.' lOM Afrport. M5-9I0J. 
PRO-UIFE AUTERNATIVES. Call 
4IM lor "help In pregnancy decisions. 
spring break? I'll 





THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid dally. Call 453-7156 or come 
by 4301 Guadalupe. 
COMPANION tor my son of four to work 
in my home part-time May, full-time 
summer. Must have car. 327-2064. 
EXPERIENCED NURSE-AIDS. Part 
time. Apply In person, 6906 Burnet Lane. 
"MAGIC TOUCH of Venus Body 
Massage for Gentlemen" needs persons 
who massage for immediate employ-
mfent. Relaxing atmosphere and ex­
cellent money. Full time or part time. 
Call 451-9190 or 1104 Koenig Lane, 
Austin. Ask tor manager. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: gymnastics, 
tutoring, soccer, photography, any type 
of special programming. Call Boy's Club 
of Austin, 444-6369.' 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com-. 
. mission,- 476-3060, 453-1508, 453-2761. 
DANCE TEACh¥r for children. 3-5 
p.m.. 2 or ^days Week. 836-1609. 
TWO WEEK JOB. Professor end wife 
need "mother's helper" for two small 
boys when baby arrives (late-April). 
Pay stoo, room and board. 454n«4». 
PART fl^^ORK^~i6venlnps^ani 
• Saturday. SSOO'per month. Call 452-275«„ 
SAUETSPtSsON. Part time, flexible, 
hours. Clothing shop, Experleiite 
necessary*- On the drag. 476-4339, 476-. 
5477. ^ . . 
SAN ANTONIO YWCA Resident Girls 
' Camp Summer Director. B.A., Camping 
experience, 25 years old. YWCA. 3ll 
McCullouah, San Arrtonlo, Texas 7M15, 
JI2-227-I441. 
EXPERIENCED Waiter'Waltress. 
Speak fluent English. Part-time. Call 
452-5701. 
Lag una Gloria 
Art Museum 
3809 W. 3 5 th 
. presents 
ZEN IN RYQIKO-IN 
ri 
a perceptive film by a western poet about life in a Zen 
Buddhist teimi pie 
tonight only 7:30 p.m. 
no admission charge 
'i m . ... . :v a. .... I 
12 Week Tour of 
^ Soviet Union ond Ecis tern Europe 
Includes Greece & Scandinavia 
: Volkswagen Bus Ctaimping Trip 
? June TO, 1974 to Au»u«» 28,11974 
Approximate Cos t: $ 1.700 -
'(includes everything except transportation from 
—Austin to Bru wels) 
: ; 3 hours of academic c rod it available. -
, For More Information, Con tact Immediately: 
:  ;  GaleWelber  
471-3607 or 477-1668 . I 































CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK l! 
THE DAILY TEXAN | 
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
WRITE YOUR AD HERE 
Use this hcindy chart to quickly arrive 
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&EW YORK (UPI) - A former chairman of the 
purities -and Exchange Commission (SEC) 
fstified Wednesday that, at the request of Nixon 
isttd-raiser Maurice H. Stans, he reworded an SEC 
(i?rge against financier Robert Vesco in 1972 to 
wcure the movements of 1250,000 in cash. 
^'The money, transferred by Vesco from 9 
iahamas. bank to. his New Jersey home,- was -
jftsumably the $250,000 later donated to President 
'ixon's 1972 campaign, $200,000 of it secretly. 
iG. Bradford Cook, who resigned under fire last 
liar after an investigation which resulted in in-
ctments against former Commerce Secretary' 
'..ans and former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell, 
•stified in their federal court conspiracy trial. 
THE TWO, Nixon's chief re-election campaign 
ficials, are charged with attempting to impede an 
2C investigation of Vesco in return for the secret 
300,000 contribution. Vesco later was chajjjfet-by 
ie SEC with looting his financial companies of 
.ore than $224 million and is now a fugitive. 
Earlier, former White House Counsel John Wi 
Dean III wound up three days of testimony under 
questioning about a Watergate White House tape 
transcript quoting Nixon as being unable to believe 
that Stans took any money from Vesco. f „< 
"Stans would never do a thing like that — never,' 
Nixon was quoted in the transcript after he was tpld 
about the $200,000 by De a n . —  7-
COOK, A balding, taciturn man who Was chief 
counsel for the SEC in the 1972 re-election cam­
paign year, said he talked about the Vesco case 
with Stans on a Texas hunting trip six days after the 
election, mentioning particularly the mysterious 
movements of a large amount of cash the previous 
Ajwij;., -
"I don't think we took any money from Vesco, 
and if we did I think we would take it in checks," 
Cook quoted Stans as saying. 
'. Seven months earlier, Stans had personally 
accepted the money and in November it was still in 
the Nixon finance committee's safe, according to 
Discloses Nixon Disbelief 
previous testimony. " 
Cook said Stans asked him a few days late u- to 
"see if you can do something" about one of the 102 
charges the SEC had drawn up against Vesco-, a 
financial manipulator, for eventual submission; to 
"the Justice Department. It was the most damaging 
testimony against Stans so far in the trial. > i 
J THE CHARGE detailed Vesco's withdrawn I, of 
$250,000 in $100 and $50 bills from a Bahamas biuik, 
its transfer to New York and then tp Vesco's H»ew 
Jersey, home, from which it disappeared. ' ,j ! 
Dean testified he told Nixon that there wits; a 
strong legal case that Vesco had relinquished con­
trol of the $250,000 and the finance'committee 1 had 
"constructive" though not physical possession of 
the money on April 6,1972, after which the name s of 
all-campaign donors had to be listed publicly act gir­
ding to a new law. 
Under cross-examination, Dean confirrinsd 
passages from the ta)>e transcript in which Ni:son 
asked who contributed the $200,000, which'was not" 
made public despite the passage of a raw three days 
earlier requiring public disclosure:' 1 > 
Dean told himi "For all purposes the ddnor is 
, Vesco." 
"Stans would never do a thing like that — never,'.*' 
the President remarked. 
"No, never?' Dean agreed. •• 
1 Dean then' told Nixon he felt that "there is a 
strong case that the donor had relinquished control 
of the money (before the effective date of the dis­
closure law) and constructive possession was in the 
hands of the (finance) committee." 
According to previous testimony,-a Vesco aide 
delivered the money to Stans on April 10,1972, three 
days after the effective date for unreported 
donations under a new federal campaign con­
tributions law. 
However, the $200,000 was never reported to the 
Office of Federal Elections. 
IT WAS. LEARNED later that the government 
may call for questioning the President's brother, 
Edward, a Vesco aide who helped arrange the $200,-
"ooo. f ^ \ v > <--> h 
Dean's third ahd final day on the witness starid 
was marked by sharp exchanges between govern­
ment prosecutors and defense counsel that brought 
repeated warnings from Judge Lee P. Gagliardi. 
Dean was more subdued than previously and 
often hesitated in answering cross-examination 
question* designed to show discrepancies in dates, 
times and personalities he had testified to in direct 
examination. 1 
MITCHELL'S attorney, Peter Fleming, brought 
out that Dean, before a New York federal grand 
jury, testified Mitchell'knew prior to Nov. 1, 1972, 
that the Vesco gift appeared on a private list of con­
tributions along with the initials "J.M." 
In testimony at the current federal court trial 
Dean said Mitchell learned it in a meeting attended 
with Stans on Nov. 1. 
"Which testimony is the truth?" Fleming asked. 




Kissinger (I) and Gromyko exchange toasts at a luncheon. 
—UPI T«U photo 
MOSCOW (UPI) -i- .Soviet Communist 
leader Leonid I. Brixrtinev called off a 
morning meeting Wecj riesday but met with 
U.S. Secretary of State Henry A. 
Kissinger for nearly! three and one-half 
hours later in the da]',, a U.S. spokesman 
said. 
Diplomatic sources isaid Brezhnev had 
postponed the talks for more than six 
hours while he met other members of the 
rising Politburo. • , 
. State Department sipokesman George 
Vest said the talks, v/tiich began at 5:40 
p.m."(l p.m. CDT), covered a number of 
bilateral and intern! ational issues, in­
cluding the Strategic: Arms Limitation 
Talks (SALT), 
VEST SAID Kissing* ?r' would leave at 10 
a.m. (2 a.m. CST) Thiuirsday for London. 
Since Monday, Kissi nger and Brezhnev 
have spent about 20; Vzi hours together. 
Their discussions are £ timed at paying the 
way for President Nison's projected visit 
to Moscow this summer. 
There was no indic ation whether the 
Politburo meeting, whLfih was not official­
ly announced, had any connection with 
issues that have arisen in the Brezhnev-
Kissinger talks. 
Some diplomats saidl they believed the 
Politburo was called to hear a report by 
Marshal Andrei A. Grechko, the defense 
minister, on his official visit to Iraq which 
ended late Tuesday. 
KISSINGER AND Foreign Minister An­
drei A. Gromyko, in an exchange of toasts 
at a luncheon Wednesday, gave no hint of 
any unusual difficulties in the Kremlin 
talks. 
Kissinger said the talks haye reaffirmed 
the policy of Soviet-American coopera­
tion. He said the two countries are deter=_ 
mined to maintain a policy of cooperation 
the world/ "even if tem­
porary obstacles might arise." 
Gromyko responded that he hoped the 
current .meetings will bring "good, or 
better still ... excellent results." 
Kissinger and Brezhnev, the Communist 
Party general secretary, have discussed 
the stalemate in SALT talks in Geneva, 
the Middle East, Soviets-American trade, 
the European Security Conference and 
negotiations on military force reductions 
in Europe. 
ENROUTE TO lunch with Kissinger, 
Gromyko told reporters the talks were go­
ing "ahead, ahead." And Kissinger told 
newsmen he saw nothing ominous in 
Brezhnev's last-minute postponement of 
their scheduled morning meeting. 
"You can look on it the other way," he 
said. 
A half-hour before the morning meeting 
was to begin, State Department 
spokesman Vest related, Soviet officials 
rang up and said, "Don't come, not yet." 
The Russians called back later and 
suggested >a late afternoon meeting. 
Asked if the Americans were surprised 
by the cancellation, Vest replied, "We 
take everything as it happens. This whole . 
thing has been ad hoc the whole way 
t h r o u g h . "  * v ;  •  — — •  
The purpose of-Kissinger's visit is to try 
to resolve Soviet-American differences 
that have arisen over all the subjects un­
der discussion and to draw up working 
documents for Nixon's projected visit to 
Moscow. 
Speculation has been rife all week on 
what supposedly is being said in the 
Kremlin meetings, but little hard informa­
tion has emerged. c 
Kissinger, Gromyko and 22 other invited 
guests dined on consomme, salmon, veal 
and three types of French wine before the 
afternoon session of talks. 
Brezhnev and Kissinger had met a total 
of nearly 17 hours Monday and Tuesday. 
Kent State Probe Nears 
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) — A federal grand jury 
irobing the 1970 shooting deaths of four Kent State 
Jniversity students by Ohio National Guardsmen mov-
d hear a decision Wednesday. 
Justice Department attorneys steadfastly refused to 
ay what recommendations the jury was considering or 
0 hint when the jury would report. Speculation centered 
n Thursday as a reporting date. 
^THE JURY recessed Wednesday afternoon, and a 
uStice Department spokesman §aid it would resume its 
vork Thursday. He said the jury would not begin its day 
in Thursday by reporting to the court, which is what it 
vould do if it were ready to issue a report. 
The jury's decision are to be reached in closed-door 
ession without the presence of prosecutors. They will 
•e presented to the chief U.S. District Court judge here. 
POSSIBILITIES include a written report describing 
he jury's findings, or one or more indictments, or some 
ombination. The jury also could tell the judge it found 
io basis for taking legal action in connection with the 
hootings. 
The jury was empaneled last Dec. 18 to determine 
. whether there was cause to believe federal law was 
iolated in the May 4,1970, shbotings by National Guard 
,nits which were ordered to the Kent State campus to 
ontrol protesters demonstrating against U.S. military 
involvement in Cambodia. 
In addition to the deaths, nine students were wounded 
when Guardsmen opened a 13-second burst of gunfire 
from a knoll on the suburban campus. The shots came 
during a noontime protest rally. 
The Guardsmen were ordered to the campus May 2, 
two days before the fatal shootings, by then-Gov. James 
A. Rhodes. He acted after an Army Reserve Officers 
Corps building was burning during a nighttime 
demonstration. The series of protests had begun May 1. 
A PRESIDENTIAL commission and a state" grand 
jury looked into the shootings, as did the FBI. But the 
current federal grand jury hearings are the first such 
brought by the Justice Department. 
The department requested the jury examination late 
last year, reversing a 1971 decision by then-Atty Gen. 
John N. Mitchell.. 
The decision to make a grand jury presentation was 
made by Asst. Atty. Gen. J. Stanley Pottinger. 
The investigation of the shootings — or alleged lack of 
it — has become as emotional an issue to some of those 
involved as were the shootings themselves. 
First came an investigation by an Ohio grand jury, 
which absolved Guardsmen of all blame. It was im­
mediately'assailed by the parents of the dead students 
and critics of the Guard action, whiD charged that the 
jury was dominated by Kent area res indents with a built-
in bias toward students. 
THEN CAME the report of a presidential commis­
sion. which said the shootings were iinexcusable. This 
time, recrimination came from local and state officials, 
who maintained from the beginning1 that while the 
deaths were regrettable, the Guardjsmen were defen­
ding themselves when they fired at ai t hreatening mob. 
There wei'e a series of civil lawsuits filed by the 
parents of three of the four dead students against 
Rhodes, former Kent State President Flobert White, and 
five men who were Ohio National Guaird officials at the 
time of the shootings. The suits seek a total of about $12 
million in damages. 
Last summer. Justice Department i nVestigators were 
told that several persons who were pmssent at the con-, 
frontation could identify the Guardsman who they said 
fired the first shot. At that time, congressional in­
vestigators., who had been acting on their own, turned 
over to the department records of inte r views with 48 in­
dividuals who said they could identify the man. 
Early in January, 22 federal grand jurors began 
meeting in Cleveland. What went on w? i<> secret — as are 






American Official Kidnaped in Mexico 
- HERMOSILLO, Mexico (AP) — A U.S. commercial 
attache with the consular office in Hermosillo in 
- northern Mexico has been kidnaped, a U.S. Consulate 
spokesman said Wednesday. 
Reliable government sources in Washington said the 
kidnapers, identifying themselves as members of the 
People's Liberation Army of Mexico, slipped a note 
under the consulate door demanding $500,000 ransom. 
The consulate spokesman said the attache, identified 
as John Patterson, 31, was abducted last Friday in 
Hermosillo, about 150 miles south of the U.S.-Mexican 
border. 
"We are very concerned over his safety, and we can­
not give any more information on the matter," the 
consulate spokesman said. "We can only confirm it 
happened on the 22nd of March and that it happened in 
Hermosillo." 
There was no explanation of the five-day delay in 
revealing the kidnaping. 
ij Meat Prices Higher Than Ever 
y NEW YORK (AP) — One year after the week-lb'ng 
meat boycott called by consumers to protest rising 
prices, an Associated Press survey shows that meat 
generally is more expensive than ever at the retail 
level. 
• The shopper who sticks to specials can come up with 
a meat bill lower ttyan last year. Wholesale prices are 
down because of increased supplies that piled up dur­
ing the January truckers' strike and because people 
are buying less meat. 
Overall, however, meat prices are generally higher 
than they were last year in 19 cities checked by the AP 
last April 1 and again this week. The AP survey 
covered seven meat items round steak, pork chops, 
chopped chuck, sirloin steak, lamb chops, leg of lamb 
and standing rib roast. 
Fifty-six percent of the items checked were higher 
in price: 26 percent were lower; 10 percent were un­
changed and 8 percent were unavailable on one of the 
two survey dates. 
Segretti's Prison Release Announced 
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Justice Department 
said Wednesday that Donald H. Segretti, who, pleaded 
guilty last October to violation of campaign laws dur­
ing the 1972 Florida presidential primary, has been 
freed from prison. " 
It said Segretti was released at Baltimore Monday 
after serving four and a half m6nths of a six-month 
term for three misdemeanor counts of violating cam­
paign laws. 
Officials said his early release came through "good 
time" earned while in prison. However, he still must 
serve three years probation under terms of the 
sentence handed down Nov. 5 by U.S. Dist. Judge 
Gerhard A. Gesell. 
Among the charges to which Segretti pleaded guilty 
were sending out a letter on stationary of Sen. Edmund 
S. Muskie, D-Maine, accusing two other Democratic 
presidential contenders of sexual misconduct. 
Segretti is to testify here next week at the trial of 
former White House aide Dwight L. Chapin. Earlier, 
Segretti testified Chapin recruited his involvement in 
a campaign of "dirty tricks" against Democratic can­
didates in. 1972. 
Stock Market Registers Sharp JFalL-^T"" 
NEW YORK (AP) 
Stock market prices, 
which had been delicate­
ly balanced for more 
than a vveek, slipped 
suddenly- into a sharp 
fall Wednesday. 
T h e  .  D o w  J o n e s  
s average of 30 industrials 
closed off 12 51 at 871.17. 
NEW YORK (AP) -
Dow Jones closing stock 
averages: . 
30 Indus..i 871.17 -12.51 
20 Trans 190.65 -2 83 
15 Utjls 91.87 -0.19 
65 Stocks....;...275.127 -3.47 




SAN FRANCISCO (UPI Ji - Randolph A. 
Hearst plans to tnaye $4 million out of the 
Hearst Corp. into a trusiUjeship arrange­
ment where it will be available to carry 
out the demands of his daughter's kid­
napers, a spokesman said Wednesday. 
Returning from a Tueisclay meeting of 
the Hearst Corp. board in New York, 
Hearst disclosed that he v ri 11 make a state­
ment Thursday on the details of the 
arrangement that will make it possible to 
provide another $4 million in food 
payments as demanded bj/Ihe Symbionese 
Liberation Army which kidnaped Patricia 
Hearst last Feb. 4. 
The first phase of the; food giveaway 
program was completed this week with $2 
million provided by itlne newspaper 
publisher and the Hearst Foundation. 
After Patricia's kidnaipers had com­
plained that the $2 million food program 
. was too small, the Hearst Corp. agreed to 
put up $2 million more £tfter the girl's 
release and another $2 mil U on Jan. 1,1975.. 
' While in New York" Tuesday Patricia's 
mother! Catherine, told a newspaper in­
terviewer: 
"I feel very discouraged 1 tbout the whole 
thing. It's been such a Ion if time. You try 
to keep your spirits up, but: now I am final­
ly beginning to lose hope . 
Charles Bates, special FBI agent in 
charge of the investigation, said there 
were no new development^ in the ^ase. 
"We don't have any infiormation to in­
dicate she-is still not be img held safely. 
This doesn't, mean I'm1 disagreeing with 
• her^mother. She just has ia different point 
of view," he said. , , 
S 
—T«on Stoff Mioto by David Woo 
And That's the Way It Is 
Rep. Kay Bailey of Houston (I) and Sen. Jack 699 of Houston discuss the 
Highway User Fund, which will be preisented tp voters on a separate ballot 
when the proposed new Texas constitution is submitted to the electorate. 
The huddle took place during Wednesday Constitutional Convention debate 
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — White House 
Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler indicated 
Wednesday that tapes of some conver­
sations sought by the House Judiciary 
Committee might not even exist. 
The committee is pressing the White 
House for tapes of 42 conversations which 
it says are necessary in its inquiry into 
grounds .for impeaching President Nixon. 
Asked if the White House is certain that 
all the conversations "do in fact exist on 
tape recordings'* Ziegler told reporters: 
"It would depend, upon exactly where the 
conversation took place."' 
He explained that only the President's 
Office, his office in the Executive Office 
Building .and one telephone in the 
President's living quarters were equipped 
to record conversations 1 
Ziegler said he had not "evaluated the 
entire request" for taped conversations, 
"so I can't answer your question. 
: "I would assume that a good deal of the 
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material does exist, but that is only ah -
assumption on my part." 
As to the possibility that some of the 
tapes might have been tampered with, 
Ziegler Said: "I am certain there has been; 
no tampering with the tapes." . ^ ^ 
The committee is seeking the tapes on ai 
voluntary basis, but its members jiave in­
dicated they will sflbpoena them if Presi­
dent Nixon refuses to hand them over T . 
The White House already is pondering 
Whether to respond to a subpoena, but 
Prosecutor Leon Jaworski extended the 
deadline until Friday at White House re* 
quest. ' t 
White House lawyer James St. Clair met • 
privately Wednesday with representatives 
of Jaworski's office to discuss the sut£ 
poena, which Ziegler said would bf 
answered by Friday's deadline. But he 
said the. President -will -make-the -finaV— 
decision on what materials to turn over to 
the Committee. • -
